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CAUTIONARY NOTE REGARDING FORWARD-LOOKING STATEMENTS

Certain statements in this Annual Report may constitute “forward-looking statements” within the meaning of Section 27A of the Securities Act and Section 21E of the Exchange
Act, including, but not limited to, our expectations for future financial performance, business strategies or expectations for our business. These statements constitute projections,
forecasts and forward-looking statements, and are not guarantees of performance. Landsea Homes Corporation (“we,” “us,” “our,” “LSEA,” “Landsea Homes,” or the
“Company”) cautions that forward-looking statements are subject to numerous assumptions, risks and uncertainties, which change over time. Words such as “may,” “can,”
“should,” “will,” “estimate,” “plan,” “project,” “forecast,” “intend,” “expect,” “anticipate,” “believe,” “seek,” “target,” “look,” or similar expressions may identify forward-
looking statements. Specifically, forward-looking statements may include, but are not limited to, statements relating to: the future financial performance of the Company;
changes in the market for Landsea Homes’ products and services; mortgage and inflation rates; demand for our homes; sales pace and price; effects of home buyer cancellations;
our strategic priorities; expansion plans and opportunities; anticipated operating results; home deliveries; financial resources and condition; changes in revenues; changes in
profitability; changes in margins; changes in accounting treatment; cost of revenues, including expected labor and material costs; availability of labor and materials; selling,
general and administrative expenses; interest expense; inventory write-downs; home warranty and construction defect claims; unrecognized tax benefits; anticipated tax refunds;
our ability to acquire land and pursue real estate opportunities; our ability to gain approvals and open new communities; our ability to market, construct and sell homes and
properties; our ability to deliver homes from backlog; our ability to secure materials and subcontractors; our ability to produce the liquidity and capital necessary to conduct
normal business operations or to expand and take advantage of opportunities; the outcome of legal proceedings, investigations, and claims; and the impact of significant public
health crises or other emergencies.

These forward-looking statements are based on information available as of the date of this Annual Report and our management’s current expectations, forecasts, and
assumptions, and involve a number of judgments, risks, and uncertainties that may cause actual results or performance to be materially different from those expressed or
implied by these forward-looking statements. These risks and uncertainties include, but are not limited to, those factors described in Item 1A. Risk Factors of this Annual
Report and subsequent filings with the Securities and Exchange Commission (the “SEC”), including, without limitation:

• If we are not able to develop communities successfully and in a timely manner, we may be adversely impacted.
• We are subject to warranty and liability claims arising in the ordinary course of business that can be significant.
• We may suffer uninsured losses or suffer material losses in excess of insurance limits.
• The long-term sustainability and growth in our number of homes delivered depends in part upon our ability to acquire lots that are either developed or have the approvals

necessary for us to develop them.
• If the market value of our developed lot and home inventory decreases, our inventory could be impaired.
• Increases in our cancellation rate may adversely impact our revenue and homebuilding margins.
• Third-party lenders may not complete mortgage loan originations for our homebuyers in a timely manner or at all, which can lead to cancellations and a lesser backlog of

orders, or significant delays in our closing homes sales.
• Difficulties with appraisal valuations in relation to the proposed sales price of our homes could force us to reduce prices.
• Our business and results of operations are dependent on the availability, skill, and performance of subcontractors.
• We rely on third-party skilled labor, suppliers and long supply chains.
• Fluctuating materials prices may adversely impact our results of operations.
• We could be adversely affected by efforts to impose joint employer liability for labor law violations committed by subcontractors.
• We may not be successful in completing or integrating acquisitions, expanding into new markets or implementing our growth strategies.
• Adverse weather and geological conditions may increase costs, cause project delays and reduce consumer demand for housing.
• Poor relations with the residents of our communities could negatively impact sales.
• We may be required to take write-downs or write-offs, restructuring and impairment or other charges.
• An adverse outcome in litigation to which we are or become a party could materially and adversely affect us.
• New and existing laws and regulations or other governmental actions may increase our expenses, limit the number of homes that we can build or delay completion of our

projects.
• We are subject to environmental laws and regulations, which may increase our costs, result in liabilities, limit the areas in which we can build homes and delay

completion of our projects.
• A major health and safety incident relating to our business could be costly in terms of liabilities and reputational damage.
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• Our activities and disclosures related to sustainability expose us to numerous risks.
• Unanticipated changes in effective tax rates or adverse outcomes resulting from examination of our income or other tax returns could adversely affect our financial

condition and results of operations.
• Changes in accounting rules, assumptions or judgments could materially and adversely affect us.
• Landsea Green Management Limited (“Landsea Green”) can determine the outcome of major corporate transactions that require the approval of our stockholders and

may take actions that conflict with the interests of other of our stockholders.
• We are a “controlled company” within the meaning of Nasdaq rules and, as a result, may qualify for, and may choose to rely on, exemptions from certain corporate

governance requirements
• The Committee on Foreign Investment in the United States (“CFIUS”) may modify, delay or prevent our future acquisition or investment activities, and certain laws or

regulations may make it more difficult for us to operate in the United States.
• We are the managing member in certain joint venture limited liability companies, and may be liable for joint venture obligations.
• Our industry is cyclical and adverse changes in general and local economic conditions could reduce the demand for homes.
• The homebuilding industry is highly competitive and, our competitors may be more successful or offer better value to customers.
• Our geographic concentration could adversely affect us if the homebuilding industry in our current markets experiences a decline.
• Tightening of mortgage lending standards and mortgage financing requirements and rising interest rates have adversely affected and could continue to affect the

availability of mortgage loans for potential purchasers of our homes, and increases in property and other local taxes could prevent customers from purchasing homes.
• Any limitation on, or reduction or elimination of, tax benefits associated with homeownership could adversely affect us.
• Our quarterly operating results fluctuate due to the seasonal nature of our business.
• Because homes are relatively illiquid, our ability to promptly sell one or more properties for reasonable prices in response to changing economic, financial and

investment conditions may be limited.
• We may not be able to access sufficient capital on favorable terms, or at all, which could result in an inability to acquire lots, increase home construction costs or delay

home construction entirely.
• We have outstanding indebtedness and may incur additional debt in the future.
• A breach of the covenants under any of the agreements governing our indebtedness could result in an event of default.
• The agreements governing our debt impose operating and financial restrictions.
• We may be unable to obtain suitable performance, payment and completion surety bonds and letters of credit.
• A significant portion of our total outstanding shares may be sold into the market in the near future.
• We previously identified a material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting, and we could experience material weaknesses in the future. Additionally,

internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect all errors or fraud.
• We are a “smaller reporting company” subject to reduced disclosure and governance requirements.
• The exercise of our public warrants may result in dilution to our stockholders.
• Our warrants may not be in the money at times, they may expire worthless and the terms of the warrants may be amended in a manner that may be adverse to holders of

our warrants.
• We may redeem unexpired warrants prior to their exercise at a time that is disadvantageous to a warrant holder.
• Nasdaq may delist our securities from trading on its exchange.
• Certain anti-takeover defenses and applicable law may limit the ability of a third-party to acquire control of us.
• The Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware is the sole and exclusive forum for certain stockholder litigation matters.
• We do not intend to pay dividends on our common stock for the foreseeable future.
• Our ability to be successful will depend upon the efforts of our key personnel.
• Significant public health crises have had, and may again have, a material adverse effect on us.
• An information systems interruption or breach in security of our systems could adversely affect us.
• Changes in inflation or interest rates could adversely affect our business and financial results.

Accordingly, forward-looking statements should not be relied upon as representing our views as of any subsequent date, and you should not place undue reliance on these
forward-looking statements in deciding whether to invest in our securities. We do not undertake any obligation to update forward-looking statements to reflect events or
circumstances after the date they were made, whether as a result of new information, future events or otherwise, except as may be required under applicable securities laws.
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PART I

Item 1. Business

Overview

Landsea Homes is a growth-oriented homebuilder focused on providing High Performance Homes that deliver energy efficient living in attractive geographies.
Headquartered in Dallas, Texas, we primarily engage in the design, construction, marketing and sale of suburban and urban single-family detached and attached homes in
Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Texas, and Metro New York. While we offer a wide range of housing options, we primarily focus on entry-level and first-time move-up
homes and believe our markets are characterized by attractive long-term housing fundamentals. Landsea Green indirectly owns 100% of our largest stockholder, Landsea
Holdings Corporation.

We design and build homes and communities throughout the nation that reflect spaces inspired by modern living and that feature vibrant, prime locations where the
homes connect seamlessly with their surroundings and enhance the local lifestyle for living, working, and playing. Our defining principle, “Live in your element®,” creates the
foundation for our customers to live where they want to live and how they want to live in a home created especially for them. Drawing on new home innovation and technology,
including a partnership with a leading technology company, we are focused on sustainable, energy-efficient, and environmentally friendly building practices that result in a
lighter environmental impact, lower resource consumption, and a reduced carbon footprint. The four pillars of our High Performance Homes platform are home automation,
energy efficiency, sustainability, and enabling a healthy lifestyle. These pillars are reflected in such features as wireless network internet, smart light switches, smart door locks,
smart thermostats, Wi-Fi garage door openers, LED lighting, REME HALO® air purifiers, and enhanced insulation. Our efficient home designs help reduce lumber, concrete,
and building material waste on our job sites. We are committed to achieving among the highest standards in design, quality, and customer satisfaction and are a leader among
our peers on several key operating and homebuilding metrics.

Our communities are positioned in attractive markets, such as Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, and Texas. These markets are characterized by conditions
including high in-migration, low new home supply levels, and high levels of employment. We are also prudently evaluating opportunities in new regional markets in which
there is high demand and favorable population and employment growth as a result of proximity to job centers or primary transportation corridors.

Landsea Homes has been recognized locally and nationally for architecture, interior design, website, digital sales resources and more including winning the 2022
Builder of the Year award by BUILDER magazine. Landsea Homes is in the top ratings of similarly sized homebuilders nationally for positive customer experience in Eliant’s
Homebuyers’ survey.

While we have construction expertise across a wide array of product offerings, as noted above, we are focused on entry-level and first-time move-up homes. We
believe our high concentration in entry-level homes helps position us to meet changing market conditions and to optimize returns while strategically reducing portfolio risk. In
addition, our attached and higher density products in certain markets enables us to keep our entry-level price point “attainable” and within reach of more new homebuyers. We
believe that bringing attainable housing products helps to offset rising land and home costs and supports our expansion into densely populated markets.

Landsea Homes’ revenue has grown rapidly from approximately $29 million in 2017 to over $1.2 billion in 2023. As of December 31, 2023, Landsea Homes owned or
controlled 11,176 lots. We believe that this represents approximately three to four years of supply under our current growth plan. We seek to invest in land inventory that we can
efficiently develop over a 24-to-36-month horizon in order to maximize our returns on capital and minimize our exposure to market risk. We continue to evaluate new
communities and to develop an attractive pipeline of land acquisition opportunities.

In Arizona, Landsea Homes owned or controlled 3,350 lots as of December 31, 2023. Since entering the Arizona market four years ago, Landsea Homes has acquired
several communities organically in addition to two Phoenix-based homebuilders. In June 2019, Landsea Homes acquired Pinnacle West Homes (“Pinnacle West”), and in
January 2020, Landsea Homes acquired Garrett Walker Homes (“Garrett Walker”), both in the metropolitan Phoenix area. As a result of these acquisitions, we have become
one of the largest homebuilders in Arizona.
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In California, Landsea Homes owned or controlled 2,079 lots as of December 31, 2023 in the high-demand East Bay Area, Los Angeles, and Orange and San
Bernardino counties.

In Colorado, Landsea Homes entered the market with the acquisition of certain assets of Richfield Homes, LLC (“Richfield”) in October 2023. Landsea Homes owned
or controlled 282 lots in Colorado as of December 31, 2023.

In Florida, Landsea Homes entered the market with its acquisition of Vintage Estate Homes, LLC (“Vintage”) in May 2021 (the “Vintage Acquisition”). We then
expanded our footprint in Florida with the acquisition of Hanover Family Builders, LLC (“Hanover”) in January 2022 (the “Hanover Acquisition”). Landsea Homes owned or
controlled 3,613 lots in Florida as of December 31, 2023.

In Texas, Landsea Homes entered the market with the Vintage Acquisition and has since acquired significant land as we continue to expand our operations in that
market. Landsea Homes owned or controlled 1,850 lots in Texas as of December 31, 2023.

In Metro New York, Landsea Homes owned two residential units and one retail unit as of December 31, 2023 related to one project in Manhattan.

Net new home orders for Landsea Homes for the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022 were 1,947 and 1,520, respectively. For the year ended December 31,
2023, Landsea Homes delivered 2,123 homes for total home sales revenue of $1,169.9 million. For the year ended December 31, 2022, Landsea Homes delivered 2,370 homes
for total home sales revenue of $1,392.8 million.

For the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022, the average selling price (“ASP”) of homes delivered was approximately $551,000 and $588,000, respectively. As
of December 31, 2023 and 2022, Landsea Homes had a backlog of 517 and 670 sold but unclosed homes, respectively with an associated sales value of $335.6 million and
$380.9 million. The ASP of homes in backlog as of December 31, 2023 and 2022 was approximately $649,000 and $569,000, respectively.

Our Markets

We operate in six primary markets: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Metro New York, and Texas. The following table sets forth homebuilding and other
revenue from each of these markets for the years indicated (dollars in thousands):

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Arizona $ 288,552 $ 317,160 $ 340,767 
California 439,939 503,832 557,182 
Colorado 7,410 — — 
Florida 468,210 474,779 93,632 
Metro New York 1,649 111,423 — 
Texas 4,187 39,255 31,723 

Total $ 1,209,947 $ 1,446,449 $ 1,023,304 

The Arizona market consists primarily of entry-level and first-time move-up, single-family homes in Avondale, Buckeye, Chandler, Goodyear, Mesa, Phoenix, Queen
Creek, Surprise, and Tolleson.

The California market consists of single-family detached and attached homes in (i) Alameda, Contra Costa, Marin, San Joaquin, and Santa Clara counties in Northern
California and (ii) Los Angeles, Orange, and San Bernardino counties in Southern California.

The Colorado market focuses on entry level and first-time move up communities with new single family detached homes in Mead and Brighton. In addition, paired
homes are being built in the fast-growing Johnston market.

The Florida market consists primarily of entry-level and move-up communities of single-family homes and attached homes in high-growth metro Orlando and Palm
Bay in Florida.
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The Metro New York market consists of a premier condominium project in the Chelsea neighborhood in New York City, New York.

The Texas market consists of single-family homes and a master-planned community around Austin.

These markets are generally characterized by high job growth and increasing populations, creating strong demand for new housing, and we believe they represent
attractive homebuilding markets with opportunities for long-term growth. Moreover, our management team has deep market knowledge of the local homebuilding and
development industries. We believe this experience and strong relationships with local market participants enable us to efficiently source, entitle, and close on land.

Our Competitive Strengths

Our primary business objective is to create long-term, above industry average returns for our stockholders through our commitment to securing growth-oriented land
positions and providing High Performance Homes to our customers. We believe that the following strengths differentiate us from other public company homebuilders and
position us well to execute our business strategy and capitalize on opportunities across our footprint.

Attractive Land Positions Focused on High Growth Areas

We have positioned our business to strategically grow by selecting markets with favorable population and employment growth as a result of proximity to job centers or
primary transportation corridors. Currently, we are focused on the design, construction, and sale of innovative single-family detached and attached homes in planned
communities in major metropolitan areas in Arizona, California, Colorado, and Florida, with expanding operations in Texas as we pivot to new projects from recent land
acquisitions. Additionally, we plan to evaluate opportunities in other markets opportunistically.

Generally, we believe that we have strong land positions strategically located within our core markets. We select communities in markets across the United States with
high demand and convenient access to metropolitan areas that are generally characterized by a robust local economy and continued job growth that attract new residents and
provide opportunities for potential homebuyers.

Strong Operational Discipline

Our management team possesses significant operating expertise, gleaned from its experiences with other public and private homebuilders. The perspective gained from
that experience has helped shape the strict discipline and hands-on approach with which we are managed. From real-time “dashboard” updates on each project to monthly
operating committee review and financial accountability at the project management level, our strict operating discipline is a key part of our strategy to maximize returns while
minimizing risk.

High Performance Homes

We are committed to sustainability. We place heavy emphasis on environmental protection and are committed to delivering comfortable and eco-friendly residential
properties to the market. We are committed to sustainable building practices and conduct multiple energy-efficient, sustainable, and environmentally-friendly practices that
result in a lighter environmental impact, lower resource consumption and a reduced carbon footprint.

In 2019, Landsea Homes officially launched the High Performance Homes program in select communities across California and Arizona, expanded to communities in
Florida in 2022 and Texas communities in 2023. The program focuses on home automation, sustainability, energy savings, and enabling a healthy lifestyle, four factors that we
believe are highly desired by our customers.

As part of the High Performance Homes program, we have established a relationship with a leading technology company. High Performance Homes utilize that
company’s proprietary software, which offers home automation options through applications on homebuyers’ mobile phones. Smart home automation options include a media
manager device, MeshNet wireless internet throughout the home, entry door locks, thermostat control, garage door opener control, light dimmer switches, doorbell camera pre-
wiring, and high-touch customer service with an individualized training session.

In addition, each High Performance Home includes upgraded roof, wall, and floor insulation, as well as more efficient mechanical systems, ENERGY STAR® rated
appliances, and LED lighting. The cost-in-use features lower homebuyers’ monthly bills
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and are intended to encourage environmental awareness and stewardship. Other features central to our High Performance Homes, like state-of-the-art air purifiers, promote and
enable homebuyers’ pursuit of living a more healthy lifestyle.

Our Growth Strategies

Building upon our success to date, we see a significant opportunity to drive long-term growth across our business by executing on the following growth strategies:

Strategy and Lot Position

Landsea Homes owned approximately 4,600 lots and had options to purchase approximately 6,600 additional lots as of December 31, 2023. We intend to continue to
utilize our current inventory of lots and future land acquisitions to conduct our operating strategy, which consists of:

• converting our lot supply into active projects;
• maximizing revenue at communities;
• maintaining a low cost structure;
• acquiring land positions through disciplined acquisition strategies in key markets;
• leveraging an experienced management team;
• gaining access to growth capital while keeping a conservative leverage profile; and
• generating positive cash flows.

Acquire Attractive Land Positions While Reducing Risk

We believe that our reputation and extensive relationships with land sellers, master plan developers, financial institutions, brokers, and other builders will enable us to
continue to acquire well-positioned land parcels in our target markets. Before contracting to acquire land, we complete our land acquisition process, which consists of
performing due diligence, reviewing the status of entitlements to mitigate zoning and other development risks, and focusing on land as a component of a home’s cost structure,
rather than on the land’s speculative value.

We believe that our expertise in land development and planning enables us to create desirable communities that meet or exceed our target customer’s expectations,
while operating at competitive costs. We also seek to minimize our exposure to land risk through disciplined management of entitlements, as well as the use of land options and
other flexible land acquisition arrangements.

We believe that there are significant opportunities to expand in our existing and target markets, and we continually review our selection of markets based on both
aggregate demographic information and our own operating results. We use the results of these reviews to reallocate our investments to maximize our profitability and return on
capital over a two to three year timeframe. Our growth strategy will focus on increasing our market position in our existing markets and exploring expansion into other markets
through organic growth or acquisitions.

Offer a Diverse Range of Products with a Focus on Entry-Level and First-Time Move-Up Homes

We have construction expertise across an extensive product offering, which allows us flexibility to pursue a wide array of land acquisition opportunities and appeal to
a broad spectrum of potential homebuyers. We spend extensive time studying and designing our products through the use of architects, consultants, and homeowner focus
groups in our target markets.

Our primary focus is on entry-level and first-time move-up homes where our attached and higher density products enable us to keep our entry-level price point more
affordable and within reach of more new homebuyers. We believe that bringing attainable housing products helps to counter rising land and home costs and support our
expansion into densely populated markets. We believe our high concentration in entry level and first-time move-up homes positions us to meet changing market conditions and
to optimize returns while strategically reducing portfolio risk.

Focus on Efficient Cost Structure and Target Attractive Returns

We believe that our homebuilding platform and focus on controlling costs position us well to generate attractive returns for our investors. Our experienced
management team is vigilant in maintaining its focus on controlling costs. We competitively bid each
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phase of development while maintaining strong relationships with our trade partners by managing production schedules closely and paying our vendors on time.

We combine decentralized management in those aspects of our business where we believe detailed knowledge of local market conditions is critical (such as
governmental processing, construction, land development, accounts payable, and sales and marketing), with centralized management in those functions where we believe
central control is required (such as approval of land acquisitions, finance, accounting, treasury, human resources, and legal matters). We have also made significant investments
in systems and infrastructure to operate our business efficiently and to support our planned future growth as a result of executing our expansion strategy.

Business Acquisitions

Along with growing organically through land purchases, construction, and home delivery, we have grown in larger steps by acquiring other homebuilders. Our criteria
for such acquisitions includes: a cultural fit that can become a part of our business as a whole, a strong presence in desirable markets to either expand our footprint or deepen
our position in the region, an effective local management team who can help the acquisition immediately grow our business, and long-term opportunities to continue to expand
our business in the region. We will continue to evaluate future opportunities for business acquisitions as these criteria are met.

Pending Land Acquisitions

As of December 31, 2023, Landsea Homes had options to acquire or were under contract to acquire land for an aggregate purchase price of approximately $663.1
million, net of deposits, on which we expect to build approximately 6,600 homes in approximately 60 communities across the markets in which we operate. As of December 31,
2023, Landsea Homes had paid $96.2 million in deposits relating to these pending acquisitions of which $95.2 million was nonrefundable. We utilize option contracts with land
sellers and others as a method of acquiring land in staged takedowns. This helps us manage the financial and market risk associated with land holdings and reduce the use of
funds from financing sources.

Pending Business Acquisitions

Additionally, during January 2024, the Company entered into a Membership Interest Purchase Agreement (the “Membership Interest Purchase Agreement”) with
Antares Acquisition, LLC (“Antares”), a Texas-based homebuilder, and the sellers named therein, to acquire all of the outstanding membership interests of Antares for an
aggregate cash purchase price of $185.0 million, exclusive of the repayment of Antares debt and subject to certain post-closing adjustments, as further described in the
Membership Interest Purchase Agreement (the “Antares Acquisition”). The Membership Interest Purchase Agreement was amended in February 2024 (the “Amendment”) to,
among other things, make certain adjustments to the Antares Acquisition’s outside date. The foregoing descriptions of the Membership Interest Purchase Agreement and the
Amendment are not complete and are qualified in their entirety by reference to the full text of each of the Membership Interest Purchase Agreement and the Amendment, which
are attached to this Annual Report as Exhibits 10.14 and 10.15, respectively, and are incorporated herein by reference.

We expect to fund the Antares Acquisition with a combination of cash on hand and borrowings under our line of credit facility. The Company has paid total deposits of
$20.5 million for the Antares Acquisition. The Company is targeting to close on the Antares Acquisition during the second quarter of 2024, subject to customary closing
conditions.

Land Acquisition Process

As of December 31, 2023, Landsea Homes owned or controlled approximately 130 communities containing approximately 11,200 lots under various stages of
development. We believe that our current inventory of lots owned and lots controlled under land option or purchase contracts will be adequate to supply our homebuilding
operations for approximately three to four years.

Our acquisition strategy focuses on the development of entitled parcels that we can complete within approximately two to three years from the start of sales in order to
reduce development and market cycle risk while maintaining an inventory of owned lots and lots under land option or purchase contracts sufficient for construction of homes
over a three- to four-year period. Our acquisition process generally includes the following steps, which may include the engagement of outside consultants, to reduce
development and market cycle risk:
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• review of the status of entitlements and other governmental processing, including title review;
• review of limitations on the size of an acquisition to minimize investment levels in any one project;
• completion of due diligence on the land parcel and/or holding entity prior to committing to the acquisition;
• preparation of detailed budgets for major cost categories;
• completion of environmental reviews and third-party market studies;
• utilization of options, joint ventures, mergers, equity purchases, and other acquisition arrangements, if necessary; and
• employment of centralized control of approval over all acquisitions through a land committee process.

We acquire land parcels pursuant to purchase agreements, many of which are structured as option contracts. Such option contracts require us to pay non-refundable
deposits, which can vary by transaction, and entitle (but do not obligate) us to acquire the land, typically at fixed prices. The term within which we can exercise our option varies
by transaction and the acquisition is often contingent upon the completion of entitlement or other work with regard to the land (which often include “backbone” improvements,
such as the installation of main roads or sewer mains). Depending upon the transaction, we may be required to purchase all of the land subject to the option at once or we may
have a right to acquire identified groups of lots over a specified timetable. In some transactions, a portion of the consideration that we pay for the land may be in the form of a
profit share, which would be triggered upon exceeding an agreed-upon level of profit. In limited instances, such as where we acquire land from a master developer that is part of
a larger project, the seller may have repurchase rights entitling it to repurchase the land if we do not develop the land by an outside deadline (unless the delay is caused by
certain circumstances outside our control) or seek to sell the land directly to a third party or indirectly through a change in control. Repurchase rights typically allow the seller to
repurchase the land at our acquisition cost plus the cost of improvements made to the land, less a specified discount.

Sales and Marketing

We market homes through the extensive use of advertising and other promotional activities, including our website, in-house sales teams, digital media advertisements,
digital brochures, email marketing, and the placement of signboards in the immediate areas of developments.

We normally build, decorate, furnish, and landscape model homes for each community floorplan offering and maintain on-site model home sales offices, which
typically are open seven days a week. We believe that model homes and sales offices play a particularly important role in our marketing efforts. Consequently, we expend a
significant amount of effort to create an attractive atmosphere at our model homes and tailor the exteriors and interiors of each home to coincide with the lifestyles of targeted
homebuyers. Thoughtful planning of our model homes demonstrates the benefits of our High Performance Home features and conveniences though our smart home activation
serviced by Best Buy’s Geek Squad.

We employ in-house commissioned sales personnel and utilize outside brokers to sell our homes. In-house sales personnel typically work from sales offices located in
model homes close to or in each community. Sales counselors assist potential buyers by providing them with floor plans, price information, development and construction
timetables, tours of model homes, and the selection of options. Sales counselors are licensed by the applicable real estate bodies in their respective markets and are trained by
Landsea Homes. It is not required but preferred to have had prior experience selling new homes in the local market.

We also offer a virtual sales experience, which provides potential home shoppers with an experience that combines a variety of online tools, including 360° virtual
tours, photo galleries, videos, interactive floor plans, interactive community site maps, and local vicinity maps. We employ a team of dedicated inside sales counselors that
support each division and community web leads, phone calls, and on-site appointments, seven days a week.

In addition, our High Performance Homes are equipped with proprietary software from a leading technology company, which offers home automation features through
the Homekit® application to use on homebuyers’ personal mobile phones or tablets.

Our homes are typically sold before or during construction through sales contracts accompanied by an earnest money deposit. Such sales contracts are usually subject
to certain contingencies such as the buyer’s ability to qualify for financing. The cancellation rate of buyers who contracted to buy a home from us but did not close escrow was
approximately 12.3% during 2023 and 26.4% during 2022. Cancellations are caused by a variety of factors beyond our control such as a buyer’s change in ability to secure
financing over time, individual life changing events, or overall economic market conditions. Cancellation rates increased over the last half of 2022 primarily due to the increase
in mortgage rates but decreased during 2023.
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Customer Financing

In July 2022, we entered into a licensing agreement with NFM Lending, a third party, wherein it will provide mortgage services under the name Landsea Mortgage.
NFM Lending is currently licensed in 48 states and will be responsible for the financing of home loans.

Landsea Mortgage, powered by NFM Lending, assists our homebuyers in obtaining financing to offer qualified buyers a variety of financing options. Unlike some
other homebuilders, we do not offer residential mortgages or other financing alternatives, whether directly or through any of our joint ventures. We offer financing incentives to
our homebuyers when they use Landsea Mortgage. This affords us full collaboration and insight from contract to close to ensure a successful close of escrow.

The Landsea Mortgage team works closely with each division to understand the market demand and buyer demographics to ensure we are offering financing options
and incentives competitive in each community. These financing incentives range from closing cost assistance, extended rate locks, and loan interest rate buydowns. The
financing incentive amounts vary by market and community.

In connection with the NFM Lending licensing agreement, we and certain of our subsidiaries entered into the First Amendment to the Trademark License Agreement,
as licensees, with Landsea Group Co., Ltd. (“Landsea Group”), as licensor, pursuant to which, among other things, Landsea Group granted us and certain of our subsidiaries the
right to sublicense the “Landsea” trademark in the “domestic homebuilding business,” which now expressly includes “mortgage lending,” “title insurance,” “home insurance”
and other “settlement services”.

Quality Control and Customer Service

We strive to provide a high level of customer service throughout the entire sales process and after a home has closed escrow. All homeowners are surveyed through a
homebuyer survey company, Eliant, 30 days, 6 months, and one year after the close of escrow. Each survey summarizes key measurements of the homebuyer experience,
construction process, and trade quality into our customer care process. All sales counselors, design associates, mortgage associates, on-site construction supervisors, and the
post-closing customer service personnel, work in a team effort to foster our reputation for quality and service. Ultimately, we strive for the highest level of customer home-
buying experience that will benefit not only the customer directly, but also benefit us in improving buyer satisfaction and homeowner referrals.

Warranty Program

We provide our homebuyers with a limited warranty, covering workmanship and materials. The limited warranty varies based on the location of the project and market
conditions. The limited warranty is transferable to subsequent buyers not under direct contract with us and requires that homebuyers agree to the terms and procedures set forth
in the warranty, including binding arbitration.

We also maintain general liability insurance coverage which we believe will respond to construction claims for the duration of our legal liability, upon satisfaction of
applicable deductibles or self-insured retentions. In California, we maintain wrap-up insurance that typically includes project owners, contractors, and subcontractors as the
insured. As a result, we do not require our California subcontractors to name the Company as an additional insured on their general liability policies for their work on our
projects. However, the subcontractors must provide proof of general liability insurance for off-site work, worker’s compensation, and auto coverage. Furthermore, we generally
require that each subcontractor and design professional provide us with an indemnity, subject to various limitations. In Arizona, Colorado, Florida, and Texas, subcontractors
and design professionals who work on our projects provide indemnity and name the Company as an additional insured on their insurance policies. We also maintain excess
liability insurance in these jurisdictions in addition to warranty reserves based on our historical market experience and judgment of the risks associated with conditions particular
to each location.

There can be no assurance, however, that the terms and limitations of the limited warranty will be enforceable, that we will be able to renew our insurance coverage or
renew it at reasonable rates, or that we will not be liable for damages, costs of repairs, and/or expenses of litigation for claims for which insurance and/or indemnity is not
applicable and/or collectible. We may also be responsible for deductibles or self-insured retentions and claims may exceed applicable coverage limits. Although we actively
monitor our reserves, coverage issues, and market conditions, we cannot provide assurance that our insurance coverage, indemnities, warranty
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arrangements, and reserves will be adequate to address all construction-related claims in the future because of the inherent uncertainties outlined above. Additionally, under
current market conditions, general liability insurance for construction claims is limited and costly. It is expected that such coverage may become more restricted and costly in
the future.

Raw Materials

Typically, raw materials and most of the components used in our business are readily available in the United States. Most are standard items carried by major suppliers.
However, a rapid increase in the number of homes started or other market conditions could cause delays in the delivery of, shortages in, or higher prices for necessary materials.
Delivery delays or the inability to obtain necessary materials as a result of supply chain issues, have previously resulted in delays in the delivery of homes under construction.
We have established national and regional purchase programs for certain materials and will continue to monitor the supply markets to achieve competitive pricing.

Intellectual Property

We rely on a combination of trademark and copyright law, trade-secret protection, confidentiality, nondisclosure, license agreements and/or other contractual
provisions, and technical measures with our employees, customers, partners, and others to protect our proprietary rights. We have registered, or applied for the registration of, a
number of U.S. domain names, trademarks, service marks, and copyrights. We also use the “Landsea” trademark pursuant to an exclusive license and its terms as granted under
the Trademark License Agreement. While all of these proprietary rights are important to our operations, we do not consider any particular trademark, license, franchise, or
concession to be material to our overall business.

Sale of Lots and Land

In the ordinary course of business, we continually evaluate land sales opportunities. We have sold and expect that we will continue to sell land as market and business
conditions warrant. We may also sell lots to other builders, unfinished homes to rental companies, and improved individual lots for the construction of custom homes where the
presence of such homes adds to the quality of the community. In addition, in the future we may acquire sites with commercial, industrial, and multi-family parcels which will
generally be sold to third-party developers.

Information Systems and Controls

We assign a high priority to the development and maintenance of our budget and cost control systems and procedures. Through our fully integrated accounting,
financial and operational management information system, management regularly evaluates the status of our projects in relation to budgets to determine the cause of any
variances and, where appropriate, adjusts our operations to capitalize on favorable variances or to limit adverse financial impacts.

Regulation

We and our competitors are subject to various local, state and federal statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations concerning zoning, building design, construction, and
similar matters, including local regulation which imposes restrictive zoning and density requirements in order to limit the number of homes that can ultimately be built within
the boundaries of a particular project. We and our competitors may also be subject to periodic delays or may be precluded entirely from developing in certain communities due
to building moratoriums or “slow-growth” or “no-growth” initiatives that could be implemented in the future in the states in which we operate. Because we usually purchase
entitled land, we believe that the moratoriums would adversely affect us only if they arose from unforeseen health, safety, and welfare issues such as insufficient water or
sewage facilities. Local and state governments also have broad discretion regarding the imposition of development fees for projects in their jurisdiction. However, these are
normally locked-in when we receive entitlements.

We and our competitors are also subject to a variety of local, state, and federal statutes, ordinances, rules, and regulations concerning protection of health and the
environment. The particular environmental laws which apply to any given community vary greatly according to the community site, the site’s environmental conditions and the
present and former uses of the site. These environmental laws may result in delays, cause us and our competitors to incur substantial compliance and other costs and prohibit or
severely restrict development in certain environmentally sensitive regions or areas. Environmental laws and regulations can also have an adverse impact on the availability and
price of certain raw materials such as lumber. Our projects in California and New York are especially susceptible to restrictive government regulations and environmental laws.
California, for example, includes a ten-year, strict
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liability tail on many construction liability claims and imposes notification obligations regarding environmental conditions, sometimes recorded on deeds, and also those
required to be delivered to persons accessing property or to home buyers or renters, which may cause some persons, or their financing sources, to view the subject parcels as less
valuable or as impaired. However, environmental laws have not, to date, had a material adverse impact on our operations.

Competition

The homebuilding industry is highly competitive and fragmented. While our competitors vary by market, we compete directly with major national builders such as KB
Home, Lennar Corporation, Tri Pointe Homes, Inc., PulteGroup, Inc., and D.R. Horton, Inc. Homebuilders compete for, among other things, homebuyers, desirable land parcels,
financing, raw materials, and skilled labor. We compete for homebuyers on the basis of a number of interrelated factors including home design and location, construction
quality, customer service and satisfaction, and reputation. We believe that we compete effectively in our existing markets as a result of our product differentiation through our
High Performance Home platform, geographic diversity, and substantial development expertise. Further, we believe that we are adept at acquiring and integrating existing
homebuilders based on our recent acquisition history, allowing us to grow both organically and via acquisition.

Seasonality

Our operations are historically seasonal, with the highest new order activity typically occurring in the spring and summer, although this is impacted by the timing of
project openings and competition in surrounding projects, among other factors. In addition, a majority of our home deliveries typically occur in the third and fourth quarter of
each fiscal year, based on the construction cycle times of our homes. As a result, our revenues, cash flow, and profitability are higher in that same period. We expect this
seasonal pattern to continue over the long-term, although it may be affected by volatility in the homebuilding industry.

Employees and Human Capital Resources

We believe that we maintain strong relations with our employees. Some employees of the subcontractors we utilize are unionized, but none of our employees are
unionized.

Number of Employees. As of December 31, 2023, Landsea Homes employed 499 employees, including corporate staff, supervisory personnel of construction projects,
warranty service personnel for completed projects, as well as persons engaged in administrative, finance and accounting, human resources, legal, and sales and marketing
activities. As of December 31, 2023, 497 of these employees were full-time employees.

Retention and Turnover. We focus significant attention on attracting and retaining talented and experienced individuals to manage and support our operations, and our
management team routinely reviews employee turnover rates at various levels of the organization. As of December 31, 2023, with a 12-month lookback period, Landsea Homes
had a voluntary turnover rate of approximately 16.2%.

Internal Promotion and Compensation. Every year, each manager helps set his or her employees’ professional goals for internal promotion, and monitors employees’
progress throughout the year. Employee compensation is determined based on industry benchmarks and cost of living factors. Bonus incentives are primarily paid out annually
based on division performance goals. We recommend and promote continuing education for all employees, and offer tuition reimbursement for job-related curriculum.

Employee Productivity. Senior management works with department level leads to appropriately tailor and establish annual, quarterly, and monthly goals, depending on
position. These metrics are actively monitored via the use of third-party service providers and internal workflow programs. In addition, division level leads regularly meet with
staff on a weekly basis to discuss workplace metrics. We also utilize a number of third-party services providers to track employee metrics.

Worker Safety and Compliance with Laws. We actively train our employees and management on workplace safety and related laws and regulations. With respect to
workplace safety, we utilize a third-party vendor to ensure compliance with California/Occupational Safety and Health Administration (“OSHA”) and federal OSHA safety
requirements. Internally, we have a formal safety committee that meets quarterly to review employee safety protocols. With respect to compliance with employment related
laws and regulations, we continuously provide management training on leadership development, the progressive discipline process, and updates on labor laws, protected leaves
and wage and hour rules. In addition, each of our employees is required to complete a two-hour harassment prevention training.
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Environmental, Social, & Governance (“ESG”)

During 2023, we published our first Sustainability Report, which emphasized our deep-rooted commitment to sustainability.Our inaugural Sustainability Report
focused on four key pillars: Governance, Our Team, Social Responsibly and Environmental Sustainability. We believe that our efforts in these areas offer us a competitive
advantage and help create long-term value for our investors, employees, customers, and communities. Our key pillars are comprised of topics that we believe are of significant
importance to our company and our stakeholders, including, without limitation:

• Governance:
– Corporate governance and business ethics;
– Risk management;
– Cybersecurity and customer privacy;
– Supplier and trade partner management

• Our Team:
– Benefits and well-being;
– Training and talent development;
– Diversity, equity and inclusion;
– Employee health and safety

• Social Responsibility:
– Affordable housing;
– Home quality and safety;
– Customer satisfaction and sales ethics;
– Giving back to our communities

• Environmental Sustainability:
– Sustainable building practices;
– Our corporate footprint

We are committed to publishing consistent and relevant sustainability information on an annual basis. Our Sustainability Report is not considered part of or
incorporated by reference in this Annual Report.

Business Combination with LF Capital Acquisition Corp.

On August 31, 2020, Landsea Homes and its parent, Landsea Holdings, entered into an Agreement and Plan of Merger (the “Merger Agreement”) with LF Capital
Acquisition Corp. (“LF Capital”) and LFCA Merger Sub, Inc. (the “Merger Sub”), a direct, wholly-owned subsidiary of LF Capital. The Merger Agreement provided for,
among other things, the merger of Merger Sub with and into Landsea Homes Incorporated (“LHI”), previously a wholly-owned subsidiary of Landsea Holdings, with LHI
continuing as the surviving corporation (the “Merger”).

On January 7, 2021 (the “Closing Date”), the Merger was consummated pursuant to the Merger Agreement (the “Closing”). The name of LF Capital was changed at
that time to Landsea Homes Corporation. Pursuant to the terms of the Merger Agreement, Landsea Holdings received $343.8 million of stock consideration, consisting of
32.6 million newly issued shares of Landsea Homes Corporation’s common stock. The shares were valued at $10.56 per share for purposes of determining the aggregate
number of shares payable to Landsea Holdings (the “Stock Consideration”).

Implications of Being a Smaller Reporting Company

We qualify as a smaller reporting company (“smaller reporting company”), as defined in the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (the “Exchange Act”). We
may take advantage of certain of the scaled disclosures available to smaller reporting companies and will be able to take advantage of these scaled disclosures for so long as (i)
our voting and non-voting common stock held by non-affiliates is less than $250 million measured on the last business day of our second fiscal quarter or (ii) our annual revenue
is less than $100 million during the most recently completed fiscal year and our voting and non-voting common stock held by non-affiliates is less than $700 million measured
on the last business day of our second fiscal quarter.
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Available Information

Our Internet address is http://www.landseahomes.com. The information contained on our website is not incorporated by reference into this filing, should not be
considered part of this filing, and is provided only for reference. Our principal executive offices are located at 1717 McKinney Avenue, Suite 1000, Dallas, Texas 75202 and
our telephone number is (949) 345-8080.

We file annual, quarterly, and current reports as well as proxy statements and other information with the SEC. Our SEC filings are available to the public over the
Internet at the SEC’s website at www.sec.gov and at our website free of charge at www.landseahomes.com as soon as reasonably practicable after filing.
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Item 1A. Risk Factors

Summary of Risk Factors

An investment in our securities involves risks and uncertainties. The following summarizes the material factors that make an investment in us speculative or risky, all
of which are more fully described in the Risk Factors section below. We operate in a changing environment that involves numerous known and unknown risks and uncertainties
that could materially adversely affect our operations. Any of the following risks could materially and adversely affect our business, financial condition, results of operations or
prospects. The selected risks described below are not the only risks facing us. Additional risks and uncertainties not currently known to us or those we currently view to be
immaterial may also materially and adversely affect our business, financial condition, results of operations or prospects. In such a case, the trading price of our securities could
decline and you may lose all or part of your investment in us.

Operational Risks Related to Our Business

• If we are not able to develop communities successfully and in a timely manner, we may be adversely impacted.
• We are subject to warranty and liability claims arising in the ordinary course of business that can be significant.
• We may suffer uninsured losses or suffer material losses in excess of insurance limits.
• The long-term sustainability and growth in our number of homes delivered depends in part upon our ability to acquire lots that are either developed or have the approvals

necessary for us to develop them.
• If the market value of our developed lot and home inventory decreases, our inventory could be impaired.
• Increases in our cancellation rate may adversely impact our revenue and homebuilding margins.
• Third-party lenders may not complete mortgage loan originations for our homebuyers in a timely manner or at all, which can lead to cancellations and a lesser backlog of

orders, or significant delays in our closing homes sales.
• Difficulties with appraisal valuations in relation to the proposed sales price of our homes could force us to reduce prices.
• Our business and results of operations are dependent on the availability, skill, and performance of subcontractors.
• We rely on third-party skilled labor, suppliers and long supply chains.
• Fluctuating materials prices may adversely impact our results of operations.
• We could be adversely affected by efforts to impose joint employer liability for labor law violations committed by subcontractors.
• We may not be successful in completing or integrating acquisitions, expanding into new markets or implementing our growth strategies.
• Adverse weather and geological conditions may increase costs, cause project delays and reduce consumer demand for housing.
• Poor relations with the residents of our communities could negatively impact sales.
• We may be required to take write-downs or write-offs, restructuring and impairment or other charges.

Legal, Regulatory and Compliance Risks Related to Our Business
• An adverse outcome in litigation to which we are or become a party could materially and adversely affect us.
• New and existing laws and regulations or other governmental actions may increase our expenses, limit the number of homes that we can build or delay completion of our

projects.
• We are subject to environmental laws and regulations, which may increase our costs, result in liabilities, limit the areas in which we can build homes and delay completion of

our projects.
• A major health and safety incident relating to our business could be costly in terms of liabilities and reputational damage.
• Our activities and disclosures related to sustainability expose us to numerous risks.
• Unanticipated changes in effective tax rates or adverse outcomes resulting from examination of our income or other tax returns could adversely affect our financial condition

and results of operations.
• Changes in accounting rules, assumptions or judgments could materially and adversely affect us.

Risks Related to Our Organization and Structure
• Landsea Green can determine the outcome of major corporate transactions that require the approval of our stockholders and may take actions that conflict with the interests

of other of our stockholders.
• We are a “controlled company” within the meaning of Nasdaq rules and, as a result, may qualify for, and may choose to rely on, exemptions from certain corporate

governance requirements
• The CFIUS may modify, delay or prevent our future acquisition or investment activities, and certain laws or regulations may make it more difficult for us to operate in the

United States.
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• We are the managing member in certain joint venture limited liability companies, and may be liable for joint venture obligations.

Risks Related to Our Industry
• Our industry is cyclical and adverse changes in general and local economic conditions could reduce the demand for homes.
• The homebuilding industry is highly competitive and, our competitors may be more successful or offer better value to customers.
• Our geographic concentration could adversely affect us if the homebuilding industry in our current markets experiences a decline.
• Tightening of mortgage lending standards and mortgage financing requirements and rising interest rates have adversely affected and could continue to affect the availability

of mortgage loans for potential purchasers of our homes, and increases in property and other local taxes could prevent customers from purchasing homes.
• Any limitation on, or reduction or elimination of, tax benefits associated with homeownership could adversely affect us.
• Our quarterly operating results fluctuate due to the seasonal nature of our business.

Risks Related to Debt and Liquidity
• Because homes are relatively illiquid, our ability to promptly sell one or more properties for reasonable prices in response to changing economic, financial and investment

conditions may be limited.
• We may not be able to access sufficient capital on favorable terms, or at all, which could result in an inability to acquire lots, increase home construction costs or delay home

construction entirely.
• We have outstanding indebtedness and may incur additional debt in the future.
• A breach of the covenants under any of the agreements governing our indebtedness could result in an event of default.
• The agreements governing our debt impose operating and financial restrictions.
• We may be unable to obtain suitable performance, payment and completion surety bonds and letters of credit.

Risks Related to the Ownership of Our Securities
• A significant portion of our total outstanding shares may be sold into the market in the near future.
• We previously identified a material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting, and we could experience material weaknesses in the future. Additionally,

internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect all errors or fraud.
• We are a “smaller reporting company” subject to reduced disclosure and governance requirements.
• The exercise of our public warrants may result in dilution to our stockholders.
• Our warrants may not be in the money at times, they may expire worthless and the terms of the warrants may be amended in a manner that may be adverse to holders of our

warrants.
• We may redeem unexpired warrants prior to their exercise at a time that is disadvantageous to a warrant holder.
• Nasdaq may delist our securities from trading on its exchange.
• Certain anti-takeover defenses and applicable law may limit the ability of a third-party to acquire control of us.
• The Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware is the sole and exclusive forum for certain stockholder litigation matters.
• We do not intend to pay dividends on our common stock for the foreseeable future.

General Risk Factors
• Our ability to be successful will depend upon the efforts of our key personnel.
• Significant public health crises have had, and may again have, a material adverse effect on us.
• An information systems interruption or breach in security of our systems could adversely affect us.
• Changes in inflation or interest rates could adversely affect our business and financial results.
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Risk Factors

Operational Risks Related to Our Business

If we are not able to develop communities successfully and in a timely manner, our revenues, financial condition and results of operations may be adversely impacted.

Before a community generates any revenue, time and material expenditures are required to acquire land, obtain or renew permits and development approvals and
construct significant portions of project infrastructure, amenities, model homes and sales facilities. At times, we have experienced a significant lag from the time we acquire land
or options for land for development or developed home sites and the time we can bring the communities to market and sell homes. Our ability to process a significant number of
transactions (which include, among other things, evaluating the site purchase, designing the layout of the development, sourcing materials and subcontractors and managing
contractual commitments) efficiently and accurately is important to our success. Errors by employees, failure to comply with or changes in regulatory requirements and conduct
of business rules, failings or inadequacies in internal control processes, equipment failures, natural disasters or the failure of external systems, including those of suppliers or
counterparties, could result in delays and operational issues that could adversely affect our business, financial condition and operating results and relationships with customers.
We can also experience, and have experienced at times, significant delays in obtaining permits, development approvals, entitlements, and local, state or federal government
approvals, utility company constraints or delays, delays in a land seller’s lot deliveries or delays resulting from rights or claims asserted by third parties, which may be outside
of our control. Additionally, we may also have to renew existing permits and there can be no assurances that these permits will be renewed. Delays in the development of
communities also expose us to the risk of changes in market conditions for homes. A decline in our ability to develop and market communities successfully and to generate
positive cash flow from these operations in a timely manner could have a material adverse effect on our business and results of operations and on our ability to service our debt
and to meet our working capital requirements.

We are subject to warranty and liability claims arising in the ordinary course of business that can be significant.

As a homebuilder, we are subject to construction defect, product liability, home warranty, and other claims, arising in the ordinary course of business or otherwise.
There can be no assurance that our general liability insurance and other insurance rights or the indemnification arrangements with subcontractors and design professionals and
other indemnities will be collectible or adequate to cover any or all construction defect and warranty claims for which we may be liable. Some claims may not be covered by
insurance or may exceed applicable coverage limits. We may not be able to renew our insurance coverage or renew it at reasonable rates and may incur significant costs or
expenses (including repair costs and litigation expenses) surrounding possible construction defects, product liability claims, soil subsidence or building related claims. Some
claims may arise out of uninsurable events or circumstances not covered by insurance or that are not subject to effective indemnification agreements with our trade partners. In
addition, we typically act as the general contractor for the homes we build for third party landowners on fee. In connection with these fee building agreements, we indemnify the
landowner for liabilities arising from our work. There can be no assurance that our general liability insurance (procured by us or the landowner) or indemnification
arrangements with subcontractors will be collectible and some claims may arise out of uninsurable events or circumstances not covered by insurance. Furthermore, most
insurance policies have some level of a self-insured retention that we are required to satisfy per occurrence in order to access the underlying insurance, which levels can be
significant. Any such claims or self-insured retentions can be costly and could result in significant liability.

With respect to certain general liability exposures, including construction defects and related claims and product liability claims, interpretation of underlying current
and future trends, assessment of claims and the related liability and reserve estimation process require us to exercise significant judgment due to the complex nature of these
exposures, with each exposure often exhibiting unique circumstances. Furthermore, once claims are asserted against us for construction defects, it is difficult to determine the
extent to which the assertion of these claims will expand. Plaintiffs may seek to consolidate multiple parties in one lawsuit or seek class action status in some of these legal
proceedings with potential class sizes that vary from case to case. Consolidated and class action lawsuits can be costly to defend and, if we were to lose any consolidated or
certified class action suit, it could result in substantial liability.

We also expend resources to repair items in homes we have sold to fulfill the warranties we have issued to homebuyers. Additionally, construction defect claims can be
costly to defend and resolve in the legal system. Warranty and construction defect matters can also result in negative publicity in the media and on the internet, which can
damage our reputation and adversely affect our ability to sell homes.
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In addition, we conduct business in California, one of the most highly regulated and litigious jurisdictions in the United States, which imposes a ten-year, strict liability
tail on many construction liability claims. As a result, our potential losses and expenses due to litigation, new laws and regulations may be greater than those of competitors
who have smaller California operations as a percentage of the total enterprise.

We may suffer uninsured losses or suffer material losses in excess of insurance limits.

In addition to difficulties with respect to claim assessment and liability and reserve estimation, some types of claims may not be covered by our insurance or may
exceed our applicable coverage limits. We may also be responsible for applicable self-insured retentions with respect to our insurance policies. Furthermore, contractual
indemnities with contractors and subcontractors can be difficult to enforce and we include our subcontractors on our general liability insurance which may significantly limit
our ability to seek indemnity for insured claims. Furthermore, any product liability or warranty claims made against us, whether or not they are viable, may lead to negative
publicity, which could impact our reputation and future home sales. In addition, manufactured product defects may result in delays, additional costs and remediation efforts
which could have a negative impact on our new home deliveries and financial and operating results.

Our insurance for construction defect claims, subject to applicable self-insurance retentions, may not be available or adequate to cover all liability for damages, the cost
of repairs, or the expense of litigation surrounding current claims, and future claims may arise out of events or circumstances not covered by our insurance and not subject to
effective indemnification agreements with subcontractors.

Because of the uncertainties inherent in litigation, we cannot provide assurance that our insurance coverage, indemnity arrangements and reserves will be adequate to
cover liability for any damages, the cost of repairs and litigation, or any other related expenses surrounding the current claims to which we are subject or any future claims that
may arise. Such damages and expenses, to the extent that they are not covered by our insurance or redress against contractors and subcontractors, could materially and adversely
affect our consolidated financial statements and results.

The long-term sustainability and growth in our number of homes delivered depends in part upon our ability to acquire lots that are either developed or have the approvals
necessary for us to develop them.

Our future growth depends upon our ability to successfully identify and acquire attractive lots ready for development of homes at reasonable prices and with terms that
meet our underwriting criteria. Our ability to acquire lots for new homes may be adversely affected by changes in the general availability of lots, the willingness of land sellers to
sell lots at reasonable prices, competition for available lots, availability of financing to acquire lots, zoning and other market conditions. We currently depend primarily on the
California, Florida and greater Phoenix area markets and the availability of lots in those markets at reasonable prices is limited. If the supply of lots appropriate for development
of homes is limited because of these factors, or for any other reason, our ability to grow could be significantly limited, and the number of homes that we build and sell could
decline. Additionally, our ability to begin new projects could be impacted if we elect not to purchase lots under option contracts. To the extent that we are unable to purchase
lots timely or enter into new contracts for the purchase of lots at reasonable prices, our home sales revenue and results of operations could be negatively impacted or we may be
required to decrease our operations in a given market.

If the market value of our developed lot and home inventory decreases, our results of operations could be adversely affected by impairments of inventory.

The market value of our land and housing inventories depends on market conditions. We acquire land for expansion into new markets and for replacement of land
inventory and expansion within our current markets. There is an inherent risk that the value of the land we own or control may decline after purchase. The risks inherent in
purchasing and developing land parcels increase as consumer demand for housing decreases. As a result, we may buy and develop land parcels on which homes cannot be
profitably built and sold. The valuation of property is inherently subjective and based on the individual characteristics of each property. When market conditions, such as
increases in interest rates, drive land values down, land we have purchased or option agreements we have previously entered into may become less desirable because we may not
be able to build and sell homes profitably, at which time we may elect to sell the land or, in the case of options contracts, to forego pre-acquisition costs and forfeit deposits and
terminate the agreements. Land parcels, building lots, and housing inventories are illiquid assets, and we may not be able to dispose of them efficiently or at all if we or the
housing market and general economy are in financial distress. Factors such as changes in regulatory requirements and applicable laws (including in relation to building
regulations, taxation and planning), political conditions, the
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condition of financial markets, both local and national economic conditions, the financial condition of customers, potentially adverse tax consequences, and interest and
inflation rate fluctuations subject the market value of land owned, controlled or optioned by us to uncertainty. For example, since March 2022, the Federal Reserve has raised,
and may continue to raise, interest rates in an effort to curb inflation. During periods of increasing interest rates, demand for land and our housing inventories has generally
decreased, which can result in lower sales proceeds from future dispositions. Moreover, all valuations are made on the basis of assumptions that may not prove to reflect
economic or demographic reality. If housing demand decreases below what we anticipated when we acquired the inventory, our results of operations and financial conditions
may be adversely affected and we may not be able to recover our costs when we build and sell houses.

Increases in our cancellation rate may adversely impact our revenue and homebuilding margins.

In connection with the sale of a home, we collect a deposit from the homebuyer that is a small percentage of the total purchase price. During the years ended
December 31, 2023 and 2022, Landsea Homes experienced cancellation rates of 12.3% and 26.4%, respectively. Cancellations negatively impact the number of closed homes,
net new home orders, home sales revenue and our results of operations, as well as the number of homes in backlog. Home order cancellations can result from a number of
factors, including but not limited to declines or slow appreciation in the market value of homes, increases in the supply of homes available to be purchased, increased
competition, higher mortgage interest rates, buyer’s remorse, homebuyers’ inability to sell their existing homes, homebuyers’ inability to obtain suitable financing, including
providing sufficient down payments, and adverse changes in economic conditions. Many of these factors are beyond our control. Increased levels of home order cancellations,
such as those seen in the second half of 2022, have had, and could continue to have, a negative impact on our home sales revenue and financial and operating results.

Third-party lenders may not complete mortgage loan originations for our homebuyers in a timely manner or at all, which can lead to cancellations and a lesser backlog of
orders, or significant delays in our closing homes sales and recognizing revenues from those homes.

Our buyers may obtain mortgage financing for their home purchases from any lender or other provider of their choice, including an unaffiliated lender. If, due to credit
or consumer lending market conditions, regulatory requirements, or other factors or business decisions, these lenders refuse or are unable to provide mortgage loans to our
buyers, the number of homes that we deliver and our consolidated financial statements may be materially and adversely affected.

We can provide no assurance as to a lenders’ ability or willingness to complete, in a timely fashion or at all, the mortgage loan originations they start for our
homebuyers. Such inability or unwillingness may result in mortgage loan funding issues that slow deliveries of our homes or cause cancellations, which in each case may have
a material adverse effect on our consolidated financial statements. In addition, mortgage loan disclosure requirements to consumers may potentially delay lenders’ completion
of the mortgage loan funding process for borrowers. Specifically, the Consumer Financial Protection Bureau has adopted a rule governing the content and timing of mortgage
loan disclosures to borrowers, commonly known as TILA-RESPA Integrated Disclosures (“TRID”). Lender compliance with TRID could result in delays in loan closings and
the delivery of homes that materially and adversely affect our financial results and operations.

Difficulties with appraisal valuations in relation to the proposed sales price of our homes could force us to reduce the price of our homes for sale.

Each of our home sales may require an appraisal of the home value before closing. These appraisals are professional judgments of the market value of the property and
are based on a variety of market factors. If our internal valuations of the market and pricing do not line up with the appraisal valuations and appraisals are not at or near the
agreed upon sales price, we may be forced to reduce the sales price of the home to complete the sale. These appraisal issues could have a material adverse effect on our business
and results of operations.

Our business and results of operations are dependent on the availability, skill, and performance of subcontractors.

Our business and results of operations are dependent on the availability and skill of subcontractors, as substantially all construction work is done by subcontractors
with us acting as the general contractor. Accordingly, the timing and quality of construction depend on the availability and skill of unaffiliated, third party subcontractors. We
have previously experienced and may again experience skilled labor shortages. Throughout the homebuilding cycle, we have experienced shortages of skilled labor in a
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number of our markets which has led to increased labor costs and increased the cycle times of completion of home construction and our ability to convert home sales into
closings. The cost of labor may also be adversely affected by shortages of qualified tradespeople, changes in laws and regulations relating to union activity and changes in
immigration laws and trends in labor migration. We cannot be assured that there will be a sufficient supply of, or satisfactory performance by, these unaffiliated third-party
consultants and subcontractors, which could have a material adverse effect on our business.

The residential construction industry also experiences labor shortages and disruptions from time to time, including: work stoppages, labor disputes, shortages in
qualified tradespeople, lack of availability of adequate utility infrastructure and services, our need to rely on local subcontractors who may not be adequately capitalized or
insured, and delays in availability of building materials. Additionally, we could experience labor shortages as a result of subcontractors going out of business or leaving the
residential construction market due to low levels of housing production and volumes. Any of these circumstances could give rise to delays in the start or completion of our
communities, increase the cost of developing one or more of our communities and increase the construction cost of our homes. To the extent that market conditions prevent the
recovery of increased costs, including, among other things, subcontracted labor, finished lots, building materials, and other resources, through higher sales prices, our gross
margins from home sales and results of operations could be adversely affected.

In addition, some of the subcontractors we engage are represented by labor unions or are subject to collective bargaining arrangements that require the payment of
prevailing wages that are typically higher than normally expected on a residential construction site. A strike or other work stoppage involving any of our subcontractors could
also make it difficult for us to retain subcontractors for their construction work. In addition, union activity could result in higher costs for us to retain our subcontractors. Access
to qualified labor at reasonable rates may also be affected by other circumstances beyond our control, including: shortages of qualified tradespeople, such as carpenters, roofers,
electricians and plumbers; high inflation; changes in laws relating to employment and union organizing activity; changes in trends in labor force migration; and increases in
contractor, subcontractor and professional services costs. The inability to contract with skilled contractors and subcontractors at reasonable rates on a timely basis could
materially and adversely affect our financial condition and operating results.

Further, the enactment and implementation of federal, state or local statutes, ordinances, rules or regulations requiring the payment of prevailing wages on private
residential developments would materially increase our costs of development and construction, which could materially and adversely affect our results of operations and
financial conditions.

We rely on third-party suppliers and long supply chains, and if we fail to identify and develop relationships with a sufficient number of qualified suppliers, or if there is a
significant interruption in our supply chains, our ability to timely and efficiently access raw materials that meet our standards for quality could be adversely affected.

Our ability to identify and develop relationships with qualified suppliers who can satisfy our standards for quality and our need to access products and supplies in a
timely and efficient manner is a significant challenge. We may be required to replace a supplier if their products do not meet our quality or safety standards. In addition, our
suppliers could discontinue selling products at any time for reasons that may or may not be in our control or the suppliers’ control. Our operating results and inventory levels
could suffer if we are unable to promptly replace a supplier who is unwilling or unable to satisfy our requirements with a supplier providing similar products. Our suppliers’
ability to deliver products may also be affected by financing constraints caused by credit market conditions, which could negatively impact our revenue and cost of products
sold, at least until alternate sources of supply are arranged.

Fluctuating materials prices may adversely impact our results of operations.

The residential construction industry experiences raw material shortages from time to time, including shortages in supplies of insulation, drywall, cement, steel and
lumber. These raw material shortages can be more severe during periods of strong demand for housing or during periods where the regions in which we operate experience
natural disasters that have a significant impact on existing residential and commercial structures. The costs of raw materials such as lumber have and could again increase during
periods of shortage or high inflation. During the downturn in 2007 to 2011, a large number of qualified trade partners went out of business or otherwise exited the market into
new fields. A reduction in available trade partners exacerbates shortages as demand for new housing increases. Shortages and price increases could cause delays in and increase
our costs of home construction, which we may not be able to recover by raising home prices due to market demand and because the price for each home is typically set prior to
its delivery pursuant to the agreement of sale with the homebuyer. In addition, the federal government has, at various times, imposed tariffs on a variety of imports from foreign
countries and may impose additional tariffs in the future. Significant tariffs or other restrictions placed on raw materials that we use in our homebuilding operation, such as
lumber or steel, could cause the cost of home construction to
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increase, which we may not be able to recover by raising home prices or which could slow our absorption due to being constrained by market demand. As a result, shortages or
increased costs of raw materials could have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects, financial condition, and results of operations.

We could be adversely affected by efforts to impose joint employer liability for labor law violations committed by subcontractors.

Several other homebuilders have received inquiries from regulatory agencies concerning whether homebuilders using contractors are deemed to be employers of the
employees of such contractors under certain circumstances. Contractors are independent of the homebuilders that contract with them under normal management practices and
the terms of trade contracts and subcontracts within the homebuilding industry; however, if regulatory agencies reclassify the employees of contractors as employees of
homebuilders, homebuilders using contractors could be responsible for wage and hour labor laws, workers’ compensation and other employment-related liabilities of their
contractors. Even if we are not deemed to be a joint employer with our contractors, we may be subject to legislation that requires us to share liability with our contractors for the
payment of wages and the failure to secure valid workers’ compensation coverage. In addition, under California law, direct construction contractors are required to assume and
be liable for unpaid wages, fringe or other benefit payments or contributions, including interest, incurred by a subcontractor at any tier for contracts entered into on or after
January 1, 2018, which may result in increased costs.

We may not be successful in completing or integrating acquisitions, expanding into new markets or implementing our growth strategies.

From 2019 through 2022, Landsea Homes acquired four separate homebuilding companies. In October 2023, we acquired certain assets of Richfield, a Colorado-
based homebuilder, and in January 2024, we entered into an agreement to acquire Antares, a Texas-based homebuilder. We may in the future consider growth or expansion of
our operations in our current markets or in new markets, whether through strategic acquisitions of homebuilding companies or otherwise. The magnitude, timing and nature of
any future expansion will depend on a number of factors, including our ability to identify suitable additional markets or acquisition candidates, the negotiation of acceptable
terms, our financial capabilities and general economic and business conditions. Our expansion into new or existing markets, whether through acquisition or otherwise, could
have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition or results of operations. Acquisitions also involve numerous risks, including difficulties
in the assimilation of the acquired company’s operations, the incurrence of unanticipated liabilities or expenses, the risk of impairing inventory and other assets related to the
acquisition, the potential loss of key employees of the acquired company, the diversion of management’s attention and resources from other business concerns, risks associated
with entering markets in which we have limited or no direct experience and the potential loss of key employees of the acquired company. The completion of the Antares
Acquisition is subject to customary closing conditions, and may not be completed within the expected timeframe, or at all.

Adverse weather and geological conditions may increase costs, cause project delays and reduce consumer demand for housing, all of which could materially and adversely
affect us.

As a homebuilder and land developer, we are subject to the risks associated with numerous weather-related and geologic events, many of which are beyond our
control. These weather-related and geologic events include but are not limited to droughts, floods, wildfires, landslides, soil subsidence and earthquakes. The occurrence of any
of these events (including those weather-related events which are caused or exacerbated by climate change) could damage our land parcels and projects, cause delays in the
completion of our projects, reduce consumer demand for housing and cause shortages and price increases in labor or raw materials, any of which could harm our sales and
profitability. Our California markets are in areas which have historically experienced significant earthquake activity, seasonal wildfires and related power outages, droughts and
water shortages. In addition to directly damaging our land or projects, earthquakes, floods, landslides, wildfires or other geologic events could damage roads and highways
providing access to those projects, thereby adversely affecting our ability to market homes in those areas and possibly increasing the costs of completion. Adverse weather and
geological conditions in markets where we operate, such as wildfires in California or hurricanes in Florida, could increase the perceived frequency or severity of negative
weather events in certain markets and impact demand and pricing of our homes in such markets which could result in adverse impacts to our financial results.

Further, our properties are located in a number of west coast markets in the United States, together with Texas and Florida. To the extent that climate change impacts
changes in weather patterns, our markets could experience increases in extreme weather and rising sea levels. Many of our assets are in zones that have been impacted by
drought and, as such, face the risk of increased water costs and potential fines and/or penalties for high consumption. Over time, these conditions could result in declining
demand for our homes. Climate change may also have indirect effects on our business by increasing the cost of, or decreasing the availability of,
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property insurance on terms we find acceptable or at all, or by increasing the cost of energy or water. There can be no assurance that climate change will not have a material
adverse effect on our business, prospects, financial condition and results of operations.

Poor relations with the residents of our communities could negatively impact sales, which could cause our revenue or results of operations to decline.

Residents of communities we develop may look to us to resolve issues or disputes that may arise in connection with the operation or development of their communities.
Efforts we make to resolve these issues or disputes could be deemed unsatisfactory by the affected residents, and subsequent actions by these residents could adversely affect
our sales or reputation. In addition, we could be required to make material expenditures related to the settlement of such issues or disputes or to modify our community
development plans, which could adversely affect our results of operations.

We may be required to take write-downs or write-offs, restructuring and impairment or other charges that could have a significant negative effect on our financial
condition, results of operations and our stock price, which could cause you to lose some or all of your investment.

We may be forced to write down or write off assets, including intangible assets such as goodwill, restructure operations, or incur impairment or other charges that
could result in losses, including due to factors outside of our business and outside of our control. For example, we have recorded intangible assets, including goodwill, in
connection with the acquisitions of Pinnacle West, Garrett Walker, Vintage, and Hanover. If we were to determine that a significant impairment of any such intangible assets
has occurred, we would be required to write-off the impaired portion of intangible assets, which could have a material adverse effect on our results of operations in the period in
which the write-off occurs. Further, unexpected risks may arise and previously known risks may materialize in a manner not consistent with our risk analysis. Even though these
charges may be non-cash items and not have an immediate impact on our liquidity, the fact that we report charges of this nature could contribute to negative market perceptions
about us or our securities. Accordingly, our securities could suffer a reduction in value. Our security holders are unlikely to have a remedy for such reduction in value, unless
stockholders are able to successfully claim that the reduction in stock value was due to the breach by our officers or directors of a duty of care or other fiduciary duty owed to
them, or if they are able to bring a private claim that the proxy statement relating to the Merger contained an actionable material misstatement or material omission.

Legal, Regulatory and Compliance Risks

An adverse outcome in litigation to which we are or become a party could materially and adversely affect us.

Presently and in the future, we are and may become subject to litigation, including claims relating to our operations, breach of contract, securities offerings or
otherwise in the ordinary course of business or otherwise. Some of these claims may result in significant defense costs and potentially significant judgments against us, some of
which are not, or cannot be, insured against. We cannot be certain of the ultimate outcomes of any claims that now exist or may arise in the future. Resolution of these types of
matters against us may result in significant fines, judgments or settlements, which, if uninsured, or if the fines, judgments and settlements exceed insured levels, could adversely
impact our earnings and cash flows, thereby materially and adversely affecting us. Litigation or the resolution of litigation may affect the availability or cost of our insurance
coverage, which could materially and adversely impact us.

New and existing laws and regulations or other governmental actions may increase our expenses, limit the number of homes that we can build or delay completion of our
projects.

We are subject to numerous local, state, federal and other statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations concerning zoning, development, building design, construction and
similar matters which impose restrictive zoning and density requirements, which can limit the number of homes that can be built within the boundaries of a particular area.
Projects that are not entitled may be subjected to periodic delays, changes in use, less intensive development or elimination of development in certain specific areas due to
government regulations. We may also be subject to periodic delays or may be precluded entirely from developing in certain communities due to building moratoriums or “slow-
growth” or “no-growth” initiatives that could be implemented in the future. Local governments also have broad discretion regarding the imposition of development fees,
assessments, and exactions for projects in their jurisdiction. Projects for which we have received land use and development entitlements or approvals may still require a variety
of other governmental approvals and permits during the development process and can also be impacted adversely by unforeseen health, safety and welfare issues, which can
further delay these projects or prevent their development. As a result, home sales could decline and
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costs could increase, which could have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition and results of operations.

We are subject to environmental laws and regulations, which may increase our costs, result in liabilities, limit the areas in which we can build homes and delay completion
of our projects.

We are subject to a variety of local, state, federal and other statutes, ordinances, rules and regulations concerning the environment. The particular environmental laws
which apply to any given homebuilding site vary according to the site’s location, its environmental conditions and the present and former uses of the site, as well as adjoining
properties. Environmental laws and conditions may result in delays, may cause us to incur substantial compliance and other costs, including significant fines and penalties for
any violation, and may prohibit or severely restrict homebuilding activity in environmentally sensitive regions or areas, which could negatively affect our results of operations.
California and New York are especially susceptible to restrictive government regulations and environmental laws. For example, California imposes notification obligations
respecting environmental conditions, sometimes recorded on deeds, and also those required to be delivered to persons accessing property or to home buyers or renters, which
may cause some persons, or their financing sources, to view the subject parcels as less valuable or as impaired.

Under various environmental laws, current or former owners of real estate, as well as certain other categories of parties, may be required to investigate and clean up
hazardous or toxic substances or petroleum product releases, and may be held liable to a governmental entity or to third parties for property damage and for investigation and
clean-up costs incurred by such parties in connection with the contamination. In addition, in those cases where an endangered species is involved, environmental rules and
regulations may result in unplanned or unforeseeable restrictions on or even the elimination of development in identified environmentally sensitive areas. As a result, we may be
liable for the costs of removal, investigation or remediation of man-made or natural hazardous or toxic substances located on, under or in a property currently or formerly
owned, leased or occupied by us, whether or not we caused or knew of the pollution. From time to time, the Environmental Protection Agency and similar federal, state or local
agencies review land developers’ and homebuilders’ compliance with environmental laws and may levy fines and penalties for failure to strictly comply with applicable
environmental laws, including those applicable to control of storm water discharges during construction, or impose additional requirements for future compliance as a result of
past failures. In addition, we are subject to third-party challenges, such as by environmental groups or neighborhood associations, under environmental laws and regulations to
the permits and other approvals required for our projects and operations. These matters could adversely affect our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition and results
of operations.

There is a variety of new legislation being enacted, or considered for enactment at the federal, state and local level relating to energy, emissions and climate change,
and we expect that increasingly stringent requirements may be imposed on land developers and homebuilders in the future. This legislation relates to items such as carbon
dioxide emissions control and building codes that impose energy efficiency standards. New building code requirements that impose stricter energy efficiency standards,
including California’s solar mandate could significantly increase our cost to construct homes and we may be unable to fully recover such costs due to market conditions, which
could cause a reduction in our homebuilding gross margin and materially and adversely affect our results of operations. As climate change concerns continue to grow,
legislation and regulations of this nature are expected to continue and become more costly to comply with. Similarly, energy-related initiatives affect a wide variety of
companies throughout the United States and the world and because our operations are heavily dependent on significant amounts of raw materials, such as lumber, steel and
concrete, they could have an indirect adverse impact on our operations and profitability to the extent the manufacturers and suppliers of our materials are burdened with
expensive cap and trade and similar energy-related regulations.

A major health and safety incident relating to our business could be costly in terms of potential liabilities and reputational damage.

Building sites are inherently dangerous, and operating in the homebuilding and land development industry poses certain inherent health and safety risks to those
working at such sites. Due to health and safety regulatory requirements and the number of our projects, health and safety performance is critical to the success of all areas of our
business. Any failure in health and safety performance may result in penalties for non-compliance with relevant regulatory requirements or litigation, and a failure that results in
a major or significant health and safety incident is likely to be costly in terms of potential liabilities incurred as a result. Such a failure could generate significant negative
publicity and have a corresponding impact on our reputation, our relationships with relevant regulatory agencies, governmental authorities and local communities, and our
ability to win new business, which in turn could materially and adversely affect our operating results and financial condition.
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Our activities and disclosures related to sustainability expose us to numerous risks.

Our business may face increased scrutiny from investors and other stakeholders related to our sustainability activities, including our ability to comply with evolving
disclosure rules and regulations. For instance, it is anticipated that the SEC will issue a climate change disclosure rule in 2024, which, if implemented as proposed, would
significantly expand climate-related disclosure obligations. The State of California has enacted legislation that will require large U.S. companies doing business in California to
make broad-based climate-related disclosures, and other states are also considering new climate change disclosure requirements. We are assessing our obligations under these
proposed and enacted rules and expect that compliance could require substantial effort in the future. In addition, standards for tracking and reporting on sustainability matters,
including climate-related matters, have not been harmonized and changes in such standards may also require us to alter our accounting or operational policies and to implement
new or enhance existing systems to reflect new reporting obligations. We will likely need to be prepared to contend with overlapping, yet distinct, climate-related disclosure
approaches, frameworks and requirements. Our ability to compete could also be affected by changing customer preferences and requirements, such as growing stakeholder
demand to establish validated emissions targets or growing customer demand to offer more sustainable homes.

Our 2022 Sustainability Report is available on our website. If our sustainability practices or disclosures do not meet, or are perceived not to meet, evolving regulatory,
investor and other stakeholder (including proxy advisory firm) expectations and standards, our reputation, our ability to attract or retain employees, and our attractiveness as an
investment or business partner could be negatively affected. Similarly, our failure, or perceived failure, to pursue or fulfill any sustainability-focused goals, targets, or
objectives, to comply with ethical, environmental, or other standards, regulations, or expectations, or to satisfy various reporting standards with respect to these matters, within
the timelines we announce, or at all, could adversely affect our business or reputation, as well as expose us to government enforcement actions and private litigation. At the same
time, some stakeholders and regulators have expressed or pursued contrary views, legislation, and investment expectations with respect to sustainability, including the
enactment or proposal of “anti-ESG” legislation or policies, which may expose us to additional legal or reputational risks based upon our sustainability commitments and
disclosures. While we monitor a broad range of sustainability matters, we cannot be certain that we will manage such matters successfully, or that we will successfully meet the
expectations of investors, employees, customers, governments and other stakeholders.

Unanticipated changes in effective tax rates or adverse outcomes resulting from examination of our income or other tax returns could adversely affect our
financial condition and results of operations.

We are subject to income taxes in the United States, and our domestic tax liabilities are subject to the allocation of expenses in differing jurisdictions. Our effective tax
rates could be subject to volatility or adversely affected by a number of factors, including:

• changes in the valuation of our deferred tax assets and liabilities;
• expected timing and amount of the release of any tax valuation allowances;
• tax effects of stock-based compensation;
• costs related to intercompany restructurings;
• changes in tax laws, regulations or interpretations thereof; or
• lower than anticipated future earnings in jurisdictions where we have lower statutory tax rates and higher than anticipated future earnings in jurisdictions where we have

higher statutory tax rates.

In addition, we may be subject to audits of our income, sales and other transaction taxes by U.S. federal and state authorities. Outcomes from these audits could have
an adverse effect on our financial condition and results of operations.

Changes in accounting rules, assumptions or judgments could materially and adversely affect us, including recent statements from the SEC regarding SPAC-related
companies.

Accounting rules and interpretations for certain aspects of our financial reporting are highly complex and involve significant assumptions and judgment. These
complexities could lead to a delay in the preparation and dissemination of our financial statements. Furthermore, changes in accounting rules and interpretations or in our
accounting assumptions or judgments, such as asset impairments and contingencies are likely to significantly impact our financial statements. In some cases, we could be
required to apply a new or revised standard retroactively, resulting in restating financial statements from prior period(s). Any of these circumstances could have a material
adverse effect on our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition and results of operations.
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For example, on April 12, 2021, the Staff of the SEC issued the “Staff Statement on Accounting and Reporting Considerations for Warrants Issued by Special Purpose
Acquisition Companies (“SPACs”)” (the “SEC Statement”). The SEC Statement emphasized the potential accounting implications of certain terms that may be common in
warrants issued by SPACs that could result in the warrants being classified as a liability measured at fair value, with non-cash fair value adjustments reported in earnings at each
reporting period. After considering the SEC Statement, the Company concluded that there was a material misstatement related to the accounting for the warrants in the historical
financial statements of the Company for the periods presented in our Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2020. The resulting restatement of the
Company’s historical financial statements may subject the Company to additional risks and uncertainties, including, among others, increased professional fees and expenses and
time commitment that may be required to address matters related to a restatement, and scrutiny of the SEC and other regulatory bodies which could cause investors to lose
confidence in the Company’s reported financial information and could subject the Company to civil or criminal penalties or shareholder litigation. The Company could face
monetary judgments, penalties or other sanctions that could have a material adverse effect on its business, financial condition and results of operations and could cause its stock
price to decline.

Risks Related to Our Organization and Structure

Landsea Green can determine the outcome of major corporate transactions that require the approval of our stockholders and may take actions that conflict with the
interests of other of our stockholders.

Landsea Green currently holds, indirectly, a majority of the voting rights in us. As long as Landsea Green holds such majority of voting rights, Landsea Green will
have the ability to exercise control in our business, and may cause us to take actions that are not in, or conflict with, the interests of other stockholders such as incurring
additional indebtedness, selling assets or other actions that negatively affect our net assets. Similarly, Landsea Green will be able to control our major policy decisions by
controlling the selection of senior management, determining the timing and amount of approving annual budgets, deciding on increases or decreases in stock capital,
determining issuances of new securities, approving disposals of assets or business, and amending our articles of association. These actions may be taken even if they are
opposed by other stockholders.

Our stockholder structure may negatively affect our ability to obtain financing required for opportunistic investments or to offset periods of net losses or financial
distress. We cannot assure you that we would be able to obtain additional financing in a timely fashion or at all. If we were unable to obtain such financing, we may be unable to
take advantage of business opportunities or may be unable to avoid defaults under our obligations.

We are a “controlled company” within the meaning of Nasdaq rules and, as a result, may qualify for, and may choose to rely on, exemptions from certain corporate
governance requirements.

Landsea Green beneficially owns a majority of the voting power of all outstanding shares of our common stock, making us a “controlled company.” Pursuant to
Nasdaq listing standards, a “controlled company” may elect not to comply with certain Nasdaq listing standards that would otherwise require it to have: (i) a board of directors
comprised of a majority of independent directors; (ii) compensation of our executive officers determined by a majority of the independent directors or a compensation
committee comprised solely of independent directors; (iii) a compensation committee charter which, among other things, provides the compensation committee with the
authority and funding to retain compensation consultants and other advisors; and (iv) director nominees selected, or recommended for the board’s selection, either by a majority
of the independent directors or a nominating committee comprised solely of independent directors. We intend to rely on the exemptions described in clauses (i), (ii), (iii) and (iv)
above.

Accordingly, our stockholders do not have the same protections afforded to stockholders of companies that are subject to all of the Nasdaq corporate governance
requirements.

In addition, on June 20, 2012, the SEC passed final rules implementing provisions of the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act of 2010
pertaining to compensation committee independence and the role and disclosure of compensation consultants and other advisers to the compensation committee. The SEC’s
rules direct each of the national securities exchanges (including Nasdaq) to develop listing standards requiring, among other things, that: (i) compensation committees be
composed of fully independent directors, as determined pursuant to new independence requirements; (ii) compensation committees be explicitly charged with hiring and
overseeing compensation consultants, legal counsel and other committee advisors; and (iii) compensation committees be required to consider, when engaging compensation
consultants, legal counsel or other advisors, certain independence factors,
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including factors that examine the relationship between the consultant or advisor’s employer and us. As a “controlled company,” we are not subject to these compensation
committee independence requirements.

The CFIUS may modify, delay or prevent our future acquisition or investment activities, and U.S. state or federal laws or regulations may make it more difficult for us to
operate in the United States.

For so long as Landsea Green retains a material ownership interest in us, we will be deemed a “foreign person” under the regulations relating to CFIUS. As such,
acquisitions of or investments in U.S. businesses, including foreign businesses with U.S. subsidiaries, may be subject to CFIUS review, the scope of which includes, among
other things, certain non-passive, non-controlling investments (including certain investments in entities that hold or process personal information about U.S. nationals), certain
acquisitions of real estate even with no underlying U.S. business, transactions the structure of which is designed or intended to evade or circumvent CFIUS jurisdiction and any
transaction resulting in a “change in the rights” of a foreign person in a U.S. business if that change could result in either control of the business or a covered non-controlling
investment. The Foreign Investment Risk Review Modernization Act of 2018 (“FIRRMA”) also subjects certain categories of investments to mandatory filings. If a particular
proposed acquisition or investment in a U.S. business falls within CFIUS’s jurisdiction, we may determine that we are required to make a mandatory filing or that we will
submit to CFIUS review on a voluntary basis, or to proceed with the transaction without submitting to CFIUS and risk CFIUS intervention, before or after closing the
transaction. CFIUS may decide to block or delay an acquisition or investment by us, impose conditions with respect to such acquisition or investment or order us to divest all or
a portion of a U.S. business that we acquired without first obtaining CFIUS approval, which may limit the attractiveness of or prevent us from pursuing certain acquisitions or
investments that we believe would otherwise be beneficial to us and our stockholders. In addition, among other things, FIRRMA authorizes CFIUS to prescribe regulations
defining “foreign person” differently in different contexts, which could result in less favorable treatment for investments and acquisitions by companies from countries of
“special concern.” If such future regulations impose additional burdens on acquisition and investment activities involving PRC and PRC-controlled entities, our ability to
consummate transactions falling within CFIUS’s jurisdiction that might otherwise be beneficial to us and our stockholders may be hindered.

In addition, U.S. state or federal laws or regulations may restrict our normal business operations in the United States for so long as any Chinese citizen or Chinese
investors (including Mr. Martin Tian and Landsea Green), own a significant percentage of our outstanding shares of common stock. A number of states have passed legislation
or have pending bills that restrict foreign ownership of U.S. land that could, in addition to CFIUS, restrict future acquisition or investment activities. For example, a law that
recently became effective in Florida prohibits, with limited exemptions, certain China-related persons from, directly or indirectly, owning, having a controlling interest in, or
acquiring certain real estate in Florida, including agricultural land or property located within proximity of military installations or critical infrastructure facilities. While this law
and similar state laws, are subject to ongoing court challenges, it could limit future growth in these jurisdictions.

We are the managing member in certain joint venture limited liability companies, and therefore may be liable for joint venture obligations.

Certain of our active joint ventures are organized as limited liability companies. We are the managing member in some of these. As a managing member or general
partner, we may be liable for a joint venture’s liabilities and obligations should the joint venture fail or be unable to pay these liabilities or obligations. These risks include,
among others, that a partner in the joint venture may fail to fund its share of required capital contributions, that a partner may make poor business decisions or delay necessary
actions, or that a partner may have economic or other business interests or goals that are inconsistent with ours.

Risks Related to Our Industry

Our industry is cyclical and adverse changes in general and local economic conditions could reduce the demand for homes and, as a result, could have a material adverse
effect on us.

The residential homebuilding industry is cyclical and highly sensitive to changes in general and local economic, real estate or other business conditions that are outside
of our control and could reduce the demand for homes, including changes in:

• overall consumer confidence and the confidence of potential homebuyers in particular;
• U.S. and global financial systems, macroeconomic conditions, market volatility and credit market stability, including the effects of inflation, recession, interest rate

fluctuations, changes or uncertainty in fiscal or monetary policy, actual or
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anticipated military or political conflicts (such as the Russian invasion of Ukraine, the Israel-Hamas war, tensions across the Taiwan Strait, and their respective regional
and global ramifications) and global or regional public health events;

• employment levels and job and personal income growth;
• availability and pricing of financing for homebuyers;
• short and long-term interest rates;
• demographic trends;
• changes in energy prices;
• housing demand from population growth, household formation and other demographic changes, among other factors;
• private party and governmental residential consumer mortgage loan programs, and federal and state regulation of lending and appraisal practices;
• federal and state personal income tax rates and provisions, government actions, policies, programs and regulations directed at or affecting the housing market, tax

benefits associated with purchasing and owning a home, and the standards, fees and size limits applicable to the purchase or insuring of mortgage loans by government-
sponsored enterprises and government agencies;

• the supply of and prices for available new or existing homes, including lender-owned homes acquired through foreclosures and short sales and homes held for sale by
investors and speculators, and other housing alternatives, such as apartments and other residential rental property;

• homebuyer interest in our current or new product designs and community locations, and general consumer interest in purchasing a home compared to choosing other
housing alternatives; and

• real estate taxes.

Adverse changes in these or other general and local economic or business conditions may affect our business nationally or in particular regions or localities. During the
most recent economic downturn, several of the markets we serve, and the U.S. housing market as a whole, experienced a prolonged decrease in demand for new homes, as well
as an oversupply of new and existing homes available for sale. Demand for new homes is affected by weakness in the resale market because many new homebuyers need to sell
their existing homes in order to buy a home from us. In addition, demand may be adversely affected by alternatives to new homes, such as rental properties and existing homes.
In the event of another economic downturn or if general economic conditions should worsen, our home sales could decline and we could be required to write down or dispose of
assets or restructure our operations or debt, any of which could have a material adverse effect on our financial results.

Adverse changes in economic or business conditions have caused and could continue to cause increased home order cancellation rates, diminished demand and prices
for our homes, and diminished value of our real estate investments. These changes can also cause us to take longer to build homes and make it more costly to do so. We may not
be able to recover any of the increased costs by raising prices because of weak market conditions and increasing pricing pressure. Additionally, the price of each home we sell is
usually set several months before the home is delivered, as many homebuyers sign their home purchase contracts before or early in the construction process. The potential
difficulties described above could impact homebuyers’ ability to obtain suitable financing and cause some homebuyers to cancel or refuse to honor their home purchase
contracts altogether.

The homebuilding industry is highly competitive and, if our competitors are more successful or offer better value to customers, it may materially and adversely affect our
business and financial condition.

We operate in a very competitive environment that is characterized by competition from a number of other homebuilders and land developers in each geographical
market in which we operate. There are relatively low barriers to entry into the homebuilding business. We compete with numerous large national and regional homebuilding
companies and with smaller local homebuilders and land developers for, among other things, homebuyers, desirable land parcels, financing, raw materials and skilled
management and labor resources. If we are unable to compete effectively in our markets, our business could decline disproportionately to the businesses of our competitors and
our financial condition could be materially and adversely affected.

Increased competition could hurt our business by preventing us from acquiring attractive land parcels on which to build homes or making acquisitions more expensive,
hindering our market share expansion and causing us to increase selling incentives and reduce prices. Additionally, an oversupply of homes available for sale or a discounting
of home prices could materially and adversely affect pricing for homes in the markets in which we operate.

Over the past several years, we have embarked on a strategy to expand our product offerings to include more affordably-priced homes to reach a deeper pool of
qualified buyers and grow our overall community count. We anticipate that we will continue to
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build more affordably-priced homes. We believe there is more competition among homebuilding companies in more affordable product offerings than in the luxury and move-
up segments. We also compete with the resale, or “previously owned,” home market, the size of which may change significantly as a result of changes in the rate of home
foreclosures, which is affected by changes in economic conditions both nationally and locally.

We may be at a competitive disadvantage with regard to certain large national and regional homebuilding competitors whose operations are more geographically
diversified, as these competitors may be better able to withstand any future regional downturn in the housing market. We compete directly with a number of large national and
regional homebuilders that may have longer operating histories and greater financial and operational resources than we do, including a lower cost of capital. Many of these
competitors also have longstanding relationships with subcontractors, local governments and suppliers in the markets in which we operate or in which we may operate in the
future. This, at times, gives our competitors an advantage in securing materials and labor at lower prices, marketing their products and allowing their homes to be delivered to
customers more quickly and at more favorable prices. This competition could reduce our market share and limit our ability to expand our business.

Our geographic concentration could materially and adversely affect us if the homebuilding industry in our current markets should experience a decline.

Our current business involves the design, construction and sale of innovative detached and attached homes in planned communities in major metropolitan areas in
Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Metro New York, and Texas. Because our operations are concentrated in these areas, a prolonged economic downturn affecting one or
more of these areas, or affecting any sector of employment on which the residents of such area are dependent, could have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects,
liquidity, financial condition and results of operations, and a disproportionately greater impact on us than other homebuilders with more diversified operations. For example,
much of the employment base in the San Francisco bay area is dependent upon the technology sector. During the downturn from 2007 to 2011, land values, the demand for new
homes and home prices declined substantially in California. Additionally, in the past the state of California has experienced severe budget shortfalls and taken measures such as
raising taxes and increasing fees to offset the deficit. Accordingly, our sales, results of operations, financial condition and business would be negatively impacted by a decline in
the economy, the job sector or the homebuilding industry in the Western U.S. regions in which our operations are concentrated.

In addition, our ability to acquire land parcels for new homes may be adversely affected by changes in the general availability of land parcels, the willingness of land
sellers to sell land parcels at reasonable prices, competition for available land parcels, availability of financing to acquire land parcels, zoning and other market conditions. For
example, the availability of land parcels in our California markets at reasonable prices is limited. If the supply of land parcels appropriate for development of homes is limited
because of these factors, or for any other reason, our ability to grow could be significantly limited, and the number of homes that we build and sell could decline.

Tightening of mortgage lending standards and mortgage financing requirements and rising interest rates have adversely affected and could continue to affect the
availability of mortgage loans for potential purchasers of our homes, and increases in property and other local taxes could prevent customers from purchasing homes,
which could adversely affect our business or financial results.

Generally, housing demand is negatively impacted by the unavailability of mortgage financing, as a result of tightening of mortgage lending standards and mortgage
financing requirements, in addition to factors that increase the cost of financing a home such as increases in interest rates, down payment requirements, insurance premiums or
limitations on mortgage interest deductibility. A substantial percentage of our buyers finance their home purchases with mortgage financing. Additionally, deterioration in credit
quality among subprime and other nonconforming loans has caused most lenders to eliminate subprime mortgages and most other loan products that do not conform to Federal
National Mortgage Association (“Fannie Mae”), Federal Home Loan Mortgage Corporation (“Freddie Mac”), Federal Housing Administration (the “FHA”), or Veterans
Administration (the “VA”) standards. In addition, as a result of the turbulence in the credit markets and mortgage finance industry during the last significant economic
downturn, in July 2010, the Dodd-Frank Wall Street Reform and Consumer Protection Act was signed into law. This legislation provided for a number of new requirements
relating to residential mortgages and mortgage lending practices that reduce the availability of loans to borrowers or increase the costs to borrowers to obtain such loans. Fewer
loan products and tighter loan qualifications, in turn, make it more difficult for a borrower to finance the purchase of a new home or the purchase of an existing home from a
potential “move-up” buyer who wishes to purchase one of our homes. The foregoing may also hinder our ability to realize our backlog because our home purchase contracts
provide customers with a financing contingency. Financing contingencies allow customers to cancel their home
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purchase contracts in the event that they cannot arrange for adequate financing. As a result, rising interest rates, stricter underwriting standards, and a reduction of loan products,
among other similar factors, can contribute to a decrease in our home sales. Any of these factors could have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects, liquidity,
financial condition and results of operations.

The federal government has also taken on a significant role in supporting mortgage lending through its conservatorship of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac, both of which
purchase home mortgages and mortgage-backed securities originated by mortgage lenders, and its insurance of mortgages originated by lenders through the FHA and the VA.
The availability and affordability of mortgage loans, including interest rates for such loans, could be adversely affected by a curtailment or cessation of the federal government’s
mortgage-related programs or policies. Additionally, the FHA may continue to impose stricter loan qualification standards, raise minimum down payment requirements, impose
higher mortgage insurance premiums and other costs, or limit the number of mortgages it insures. Due to federal budget deficits, the U.S. Treasury may not be able to continue
supporting the mortgage-related activities of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, the FHA and the VA at present levels, or it may revise significantly the federal government’s
participation in and support of the residential mortgage market. Because the availability of Fannie Mae, Freddie Mac, FHA and VA-backed mortgage financing is an important
factor in marketing and selling many of our homes, especially as they move down in price point, any limitations, restrictions or changes in the availability of such government-
backed financing could reduce our home sales, which could have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition and results of operations.

Current federal income tax laws cap individual state and local tax deductions at $10,000 for the aggregate of state and local real property and income taxes or state and
local sales taxes, and cap mortgage interest deduction to $750,000 of debt ($1,000,000 after 2025) for mortgages taken out after December 15, 2017. Additionally, limits on
deductibility of mortgage interest and property taxes may increase the after-tax cost of owning a home for some individuals. Any increases in personal income tax rates or
additional tax deduction limits could adversely impact demand for new homes, including homes we build, which could adversely affect our results of operations. Furthermore,
increases in real estate taxes and other local government fees, such as fees imposed on developers to fund schools, open space, and road improvements, or provide low- and
moderate-income housing, could increase our costs and have an adverse effect on our operations. In addition, increases in local real estate taxes as well as the limitation on
deductibility of such costs could adversely affect our potential home buyers, who may consider those costs in determining whether to make a new home purchase and decide, as
a result, not to purchase one of our homes or not purchase a resale, which would negatively impact homebuyers that need to sell their home before they purchase one of ours.

Any limitation on, or reduction or elimination of, tax benefits associated with homeownership would have an adverse effect upon the demand for homes, which could be
material to our business.

Current federal income tax laws include limits on federal tax deductions individual taxpayers may take on mortgage loan interest payments and on state and local
taxes, including real estate taxes, that are lower than historical limits. These changes could reduce the perceived affordability of homeownership, and therefore the demand for
homes, or have a moderating impact on home sales prices in areas with relatively high housing prices or high state and local income taxes and real estate taxes, including in
certain of our served markets in California and New York. In addition, if the federal government further changes, or a state government changes, its income tax laws by
eliminating or substantially reducing the income tax benefits associated with homeownership, the after-tax cost of owning a home could measurably increase. Any increases in
personal income tax rates or tax deduction limits or restrictions enacted at the federal or state levels could adversely impact demand for or selling prices of new homes,
including our homes, and the effect on our consolidated financial statements could be adverse and material.

Our quarterly operating results fluctuate due to the seasonal nature of our business.

Our quarterly operating results generally fluctuate by season. We typically achieve our highest new home sales orders in the spring and summer, although new homes
sales order activity is also highly dependent on the number of active selling communities and the timing of new community openings. Because it typically takes us four to eight
months to construct a new home, we deliver a greater number of homes in the second half of the calendar year as sales orders convert to home deliveries. As a result, our
revenues from homebuilding operations are typically higher in the second half of the year, particularly in the fourth quarter, and we generally experience higher capital demands
in the first half of the year when we incur construction costs. If, due to construction delays or other causes, including delays or other effects of extreme weather events, we cannot
close our expected number of homes in the second half of the year, our financial condition and full year results of operations may be adversely affected.
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Risks Related to Debt and Liquidity

Because homes are relatively illiquid, our ability to promptly sell one or more properties for reasonable prices in response to changing economic, financial and investment
conditions may be limited and we may be forced to hold non-income producing properties for extended periods of time.

Homes are relatively difficult to sell quickly. As a result, our ability to promptly sell one or more properties in response to changing economic, financial and investment
conditions is limited and we may be forced to hold non-income producing assets for an extended period of time. We cannot predict whether we will be able to sell any property
for the price or on the terms that we set or whether any price or other terms offered by a prospective purchaser would be acceptable. We also cannot predict the length of time
needed to find a willing purchaser and to close the sale of a property.

We may not be able to access sufficient capital on favorable terms, or at all, which could result in an inability to acquire lots, increase home construction costs or delay
home construction entirely.

The homebuilding industry is capital-intensive and requires significant up-front expenditures to acquire land and begin development. There is no assurance that cash
generated from our operations, borrowings incurred under credit agreements or project-level financing arrangements, or proceeds raised in capital markets transactions will be
sufficient to finance our capital projects or otherwise fund our liquidity needs. If our future cash flows from operations and other capital resources are insufficient to finance our
capital projects or otherwise fund our liquidity needs, we may be forced to:

• reduce or delay business activities, land acquisitions and capital expenditures;
• sell assets;
• obtain additional debt or equity capital; or
• restructure or refinance all or a portion of our debt on or before maturity.

These alternative measures may not be successful and we may not be able to accomplish any of these alternatives on a timely basis or on satisfactory terms, if at all. In
addition, the terms of our existing debt will limit our ability to pursue these alternatives. Further, we may seek additional capital in the form of project-level financing from time
to time. The availability of borrowed funds, especially for land acquisition and construction financing, may be greatly reduced nationally, and the lending community may
require increased amounts of equity to be invested in a project by borrowers in connection with both new loans and the extension of existing loans. Land acquisition,
development and construction activities may be adversely affected by any shortage or increased cost of financing or the unwillingness of third parties to engage in joint ventures.
Any difficulty in obtaining sufficient capital for planned development expenditures could cause project delays and any such delay could result in cost increases and may
adversely affect our sales and future results of operations and cash flows.

We have outstanding indebtedness and may incur additional debt in the future.

We have outstanding indebtedness and our ability to incur additional indebtedness under our credit facility is subject to and potentially restricted by customary
requirements and borrowing base formulas. As of December 31, 2023, Landsea Homes had approximately $565.0 million outstanding under its credit facility and the Senior
Notes (as defined below), both of which are unsecured indebtedness, with approximately $262.6 million of additional borrowing capacity, subject to customary borrowing base
requirements. Our indebtedness could have detrimental consequences, including the following:

• our ability to obtain additional financing as needed for working capital, land acquisition costs, building costs, other capital expenditures, or general corporate purposes, or
to refinance existing indebtedness before its scheduled maturity, may be limited;

• we will need to use a portion of cash flow from operations to pay interest and principal on our indebtedness, which will reduce the funds available for other purposes;
• if we are unable to comply with the terms of the agreements governing our indebtedness, the holders of that indebtedness could accelerate that indebtedness and exercise

other rights and remedies against us;
• the terms of any refinancing may not be as favorable as the debt being refinanced, if at all.

We cannot be certain that cash flow from operations will be sufficient to allow us to pay principal and interest on our debt, support operations and meet other
obligations. If we do not have the resources to meet our obligations, we may be required to
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refinance all or part of our outstanding debt, sell assets or borrow more money. We may not be able to do so on acceptable terms, in a timely manner, or at all. If we are unable
to refinance our debt on acceptable terms, we may be forced to dispose of our assets on disadvantageous terms, potentially resulting in losses. Defaults under our debt
agreements could have a material adverse effect on our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition or results of operations.

A breach of the covenants under any of the agreements governing our indebtedness could result in an event of default.

A default under any of the agreements governing our indebtedness may allow our creditors to accelerate the related debt and may result in the acceleration of any other
debt to which a cross-acceleration or cross-default provision applies. In addition, an event of default under the credit agreement governing our credit facility would permit the
lenders thereunder to terminate all commitments to extend further credit under the applicable facility. Furthermore, if we elect to enter into any collateralized indebtedness
agreements in the future and are unable to repay the amounts due and payable, those lenders could proceed against the collateral granted to them to secure that indebtedness
subject to the terms of any such agreement. In the event our lenders or the holders of our notes accelerate the repayment of our borrowings, we cannot assure that we would
have sufficient assets to repay such indebtedness. As a result of these restrictions, we may be:

• limited in how we conduct our business;
• unable to raise additional debt or equity financing to operate during general economic or business downturns; or
• unable to compete effectively or to take advantage of new business opportunities.

These restrictions may affect our ability to grow or continue our existing operations.

The agreements governing our debt impose operating and financial restrictions, which may prevent us from capitalizing on business opportunities and taking some
corporate actions.

The agreements governing our debt impose operating and financial restrictions. These restrictions limit our ability, among other things, to:

• incur or guarantee additional indebtedness or issue certain equity interests;
• pay dividends or distributions, repurchase equity or prepay subordinated debt;
• make certain investments;
• sell assets;
• incur liens;
• create certain restrictions on the ability of restricted subsidiaries to transfer assets;
• enter into transactions with affiliates;
• create unrestricted subsidiaries; and
• consolidate, merge or sell all or substantially all of our assets.

As a result of these restrictions, our ability to obtain additional financing as needed for working capital, land acquisition costs, building costs, other capital
expenditures, or general corporate purposes, or to refinance existing indebtedness before its scheduled maturity, may be limited. In addition, our credit facility currently
contains certain financial covenants with which we must test compliance periodically. Failure to have sufficient borrowing base availability in the future or to be in compliance
with our financial covenants under our credit facility could have a material adverse effect on our operations and financial condition.

In addition, we may in the future enter into other agreements refinancing or otherwise governing indebtedness which impose yet additional restrictions and covenants,
including covenants limiting our ability to incur additional debt, make certain investments, reduce liquidity below certain levels, make distributions to stockholders and
otherwise affect our operating policies. These restrictions may adversely affect our ability to finance future operations or capital needs or to pursue available business
opportunities. A breach of any of these covenants could result in a default in respect of the related indebtedness. If a default occurs, the relevant lenders could elect to declare
the indebtedness, together with accrued interest and other fees, to be immediately due and payable and proceed against any collateral securing that indebtedness.
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We may be unable to obtain suitable performance, payment and completion surety bonds and letters of credit, which could limit our future growth or impair our results of
operations.

We provide bonds in the ordinary course of business to governmental authorities and others to ensure the completion of our projects or in support of obligations to
build community improvements such as roads, sewers, water systems and other utilities, and to support similar development activities by certain of our joint ventures. As a
result of the deterioration in market conditions during the recent downturn, surety providers became increasingly reluctant to issue new bonds and some providers were
requesting credit enhancements (such as cash deposits or letters of credit) in order to maintain existing bonds or to issue new bonds, which trends may continue. We may also be
required to provide performance bonds or letters of credit to secure our performance under various escrow agreements, financial guarantees and other arrangements. If we are
unable to obtain performance bonds or letters of credit when required or the cost or operational restrictions or conditions imposed by issuers to obtain them increases
significantly, we may not be able to develop or may be significantly delayed in developing a community or communities or may incur significant additional expenses, and, as a
result, our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition or results of operation could be materially and adversely affected.

Risks Related to the Ownership of Our Securities

A significant portion of our total outstanding shares may be sold into the market in the near future, which could depress the market price of our common stock.

Pursuant to the registration rights agreement, dated June 19, 2018, by and between the Company and the Holders (as defined in the registration rights agreement), the
Holders are entitled to registration of shares representing more than 5% of our outstanding common stock. Further, lock-up agreements which previously covered the Stock
Consideration expired on January 7, 2022. On February 9, 2024, Landsea Green announced a proposal, subject to approval by its shareholders, to sell up to 4.8 million shares of
the Company’s common stock, held by Landsea Holdings, over a period of six months from such approval. Significant resales of shares of our common stock as a result of the
exercise of registration rights or the expiration of the lock-up agreements, including as part of the proposed transaction discussed above, or the perception that such sales may
occur, may depress the market price of our common stock or public warrants.

We previously identified a material weakness in our internal control over financial reporting, and we could experience other material weaknesses in the future.
Additionally, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect all errors or acts of fraud.

We maintain disclosure controls and procedures designed to ensure that we timely report information as specified in the rules and regulations of the SEC. We also
maintain a system of internal control over financial reporting. However, these controls may not achieve, and in some cases have not achieved, their intended objectives. Control
processes that involve human diligence and compliance, such as our disclosure controls and procedures and internal control over financial reporting, are subject to lapses in
judgment and breakdowns resulting from human failures. Controls can also be circumvented by collusion or improper management override of such controls. Because of such
limitations, there are risks that material misstatements due to error or fraud may not be prevented or detected, and that information may not be reported on a timely basis. The
failure of our controls to be effective could materially and adversely affect our business, financial condition and results of operations, including the market for our common
stock, and could subject us to regulatory scrutiny and penalties.

We have previously identified material weaknesses in internal control over financial reporting, and certain of these material weaknesses involved the design of controls
and failure of controls to operate effectively. Though we consider these material weaknesses remediated, there can be no assurance that we will not suffer other material
weaknesses in the future. If we are unable to adequately manage our internal control over financial reporting in the future, we may be unable to produce accurate or timely
financial information. As a result, we may be unable to meet our ongoing reporting obligations or comply with applicable legal requirements, which could lead to the imposition
of sanctions or further investigation by regulatory authorities. Any such action or other negative results caused by our inability to meet our reporting requirements or comply
with legal and regulatory requirements could lead investors and other users to lose confidence in our financial data and could adversely affect our business and the trading price
of our common stock. Significant deficiencies or material weaknesses in our internal controls over financial reporting could also reduce our ability to obtain financing or could
increase the cost of any financing we obtain.
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We are a “smaller reporting company” and, as a result of the reduced disclosure and governance requirements applicable to smaller reporting companies, our common
stock may be less attractive to investors.

We are a “smaller reporting company” because we had public float of less than $250 million on the applicable measurement date. As a smaller reporting company, we
are subject to reduced disclosure obligations in our periodic reports and proxy statements. We cannot predict whether investors will find our common stock less attractive as a
result of our taking advantage of these exemptions. If some investors find our common stock less attractive as a result of our choices, there may be a less active trading market
for our common stock and our stock price may be more volatile.

The exercise of our public warrants may result in dilution to our stockholders.

We issued warrants to purchase 15,525,000 shares of Common Stock as part of our Initial Public Offering (“IPO”) and, on the IPO closing date, we issued private
placement warrants (the “Private Placement Warrants”) (i) to the Sponsor to purchase 7,760,000 shares of Common Stock (of which 2,260,000 Private Placement Warrants were
forfeited in connection with the Merger and 2,200,000 were transferred to the Seller in connection with the Merger) and (ii) to BlackRock Credit Alpha Master Fund L.P., to
purchase 550,440 shares of Common Stock, in each case at $11.50 per share. In June 2022, we repurchased all outstanding Private Placement Warrants. The public warrants are
exercisable for one-tenth of one share at an exercise price of $1.15 per one-tenth share ($11.50 per whole share) pursuant to the Warrant Amendment. The shares of Common
Stock issued upon exercise of our warrants will result in dilution to the then existing holders of Common Stock and increase the number of shares eligible for resale in the
public market. Sales of substantial numbers of such shares in the public market could adversely affect the market price of our Common Stock or public warrants.

Our warrants may not be in the money at times, they may expire worthless and the terms of the warrants may be amended in a manner that may be adverse to holders of
our warrants with the approval by the holders of at least 65% of the then outstanding public warrants. As a result, the exercise price of the warrants could be increased, the
warrants could be converted into cash or stock (at a ratio different than initially provided), the exercise period could be shortened and the number of shares of our
Common Stock purchasable upon exercise of a warrant could be decreased, all without a warrant holder’s approval.

The public warrants may not be in the money at times, and they may expire worthless. Our warrants were issued in registered form under the warrant agreement
between Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company and us (the “Warrant Agreement”). The Warrant Agreement provides that the terms of the warrants may be amended
without the consent of any holder to cure any ambiguity or correct any defective provision, but requires the approval by the holders of at least 65% of the then outstanding
public warrants to make any change that adversely affects the interests of the registered holders of public warrants. Accordingly, we may amend the terms of the public warrants
in a manner adverse to a holder if holders of at least 65% of the then outstanding public warrants approve of such amendment. Although our ability to amend the terms of the
public warrants with the consent of at least 65% of the then outstanding public warrants is unlimited, examples of such amendments could be amendments to, among other
things, increase the exercise price of the warrants, convert the warrants into cash or stock (at a ratio different than initially provided), shorten the exercise period or decrease the
number of shares of our Common Stock purchasable upon exercise of a warrant.

We may redeem unexpired warrants prior to their exercise at a time that is disadvantageous to a warrant holder, thereby making the warrants worthless.

We have the ability to redeem outstanding warrants at any time and prior to their expiration, at a price of $0.01 per warrant, provided that the last reported sales price
of our Common Stock equals or exceeds $18.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) for any 20 trading days
within a 30 trading-day period ending on the third trading day prior to the date we send the notice of redemption to the warrant holders. If and when the warrants become
redeemable by us, we may exercise our redemption right even if we are unable to register or qualify the underlying securities for sale under all applicable state securities laws.
Redemption of the outstanding warrants could force warrant holders to: (1) exercise their warrants and pay the exercise price therefor at a time when it may be disadvantageous
to do so (2) sell their warrants at the then-current market price when they might otherwise wish to hold their warrants; or (3) accept the nominal redemption price which, at the
time the outstanding warrants are called for redemption, is likely to be substantially less than the market value of the warrants.
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Nasdaq may delist our securities from trading on its exchange, which could limit investors’ ability to make transactions in our securities and subject us to additional trading
restrictions.

Our Common Stock and public warrants are listed on Nasdaq. There is no guarantee that these securities will remain listed on Nasdaq. There can be no assurance that
these securities will continue to be listed on Nasdaq in the future. In order to continue listing our securities on Nasdaq, we must maintain certain financial, distribution and share
price levels. In general, we must maintain a minimum number of holders of our securities.

If Nasdaq delists any of our securities from trading on its exchange and we are not able to list our securities on another national securities exchange, we expect our
securities could be quoted on an over-the-counter market. If this were to occur, we could face significant material adverse consequences, including:

• a limited availability of market quotations for our securities;
• reduced liquidity for our securities;
• a determination that the Common Stock is a “penny stock” which will require brokers trading in our Common Stock to adhere to more stringent rules and possibly result

in a reduced level of trading activity in the secondary trading market for our securities;
• a limited amount of news and analyst coverage; and
• a decreased ability to issue additional securities or obtain additional financing in the future.

If our securities are not listed on, or become delisted from, Nasdaq for any reason, and are quoted on the OTC Bulletin Board or OTC Pink, an inter-dealer automated
quotation system for equity securities that is not a national securities exchange, the liquidity and price of our securities may be more limited than if we were quoted or listed on
Nasdaq or another national securities exchange. Nasdaq listing requirements require us to have 400 round lot holders with respect to the warrants. In the event we do not have
an adequate number of round lot holders to maintain the listing of the warrants, the warrants will be delisted from Nasdaq. You may be unable to sell your securities unless a
market can be sustained.

The National Securities Markets Improvement Act of 1996, which is a federal statute, prevents or preempts the states from regulating the sale of certain securities,
which are referred to as “covered securities.” Because the Common Stock and public warrants are listed on Nasdaq, they will be covered securities. However, if we are no
longer listed on Nasdaq, our securities would not be covered securities, and we would be subject to regulation in each state in which we offer our securities.

Anti-takeover provisions contained in our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and Second Amended and Restated Bylaws, as well as provisions of
Delaware law, could impair a takeover attempt, which could limit the price investors might be willing to pay in the future for our common stock.

Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation contains provisions that may discourage unsolicited takeover proposals that stockholders may consider
to be in their best interests. We are also subject to anti-takeover provisions under Delaware law, which could delay or prevent a change of control. Together, these provisions
may make more difficult the removal of management and may discourage transactions that otherwise could involve payment of a premium over prevailing market prices for our
securities. These provisions include:

• a prohibition on stockholder action by written consent once the company is no longer controlled, which forces stockholder action to be taken at an annual or special
meeting of our stockholders;

• a vote of 25% required for stockholders to call a special meeting;
• a “synthetic” anti-takeover provision in lieu of the statutory protections of Section 203 of the Delaware General Corporation Law;
• a vote of 80% required to approve a merger as long as the majority stockholder owns at least 20% of our stock;
• a vote of 70% required to approve certain amendments to the Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and the Second Amended and Restated

Bylaws;
• a provision allowing the directors to fill any vacancies on the Board, including vacancies that result from an increase in the number of directors, subject to the rights of

the holders of any outstanding series of preferred stock to elect directors under specified circumstances; and
• the designation of Delaware as the exclusive forum for certain disputes.
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Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware is the sole and exclusive forum for certain
stockholder litigation matters, which could limit our stockholders’ ability to obtain a favorable judicial forum for disputes with us or our directors, officers, employees or
stockholders.

Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that, unless we select or consent in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the sole
and exclusive forum, to the fullest extent permitted by law, and subject to applicable jurisdictional requirements, shall be the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware (or, if
the Court of Chancery does not have or declines to accept jurisdiction, another state court or a federal court located within the State of Delaware) for any complaint asserting
claims, including any derivative action or proceeding brought on our behalf, based upon a violation of a duty by a current or former director, officer, employee or stockholder in
such capacity, any action as to which the DGCL confers jurisdiction upon the Court of Chancery, or any other action asserting a claim that is governed by the internal affairs
doctrine as interpreted by Delaware state courts. In addition, our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that the sole and exclusive forum for any
complaint asserting a cause of action arising under the Securities Act, to the fullest extent permitted by law, shall be the federal district courts of the United States, but the forum
selection provision will not apply to claims brought to enforce a duty or liability created by the Exchange Act. Any person or entity purchasing or otherwise acquiring or holding
any interest in our stock shall be deemed to have notice of and consented to the forum provision in our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation.

This choice of forum provision may limit a stockholder’s ability to bring a claim in a judicial forum that it finds favorable for disputes with us or any of our directors,
officers, other employees or stockholders, which may discourage lawsuits with respect to such claims. Alternatively, if a court were to find the choice of forum provision
contained in our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation to be inapplicable or unenforceable in an action, we may incur additional costs associated with
resolving such action in other jurisdictions, which could harm our business, operating results and financial condition. For example, under the Securities Act, federal courts have
concurrent jurisdiction over all suits brought to enforce any duty or liability created by the Securities Act, and investors cannot waive compliance with the federal securities laws
and the rules and regulations thereunder. Accordingly, there is uncertainty as to whether a court would enforce such a forum selection provision as written in connection with
claims arising under the Securities Act.

We do not intend to pay dividends on our common stock for the foreseeable future.

We currently intend to retain our future earnings to finance the development and expansion of our business and, therefore, do not intend to pay cash dividends on our
common stock for the foreseeable future. Any future determination to pay dividends will be at the discretion of our board of directors and will depend on our financial
condition, results of operations, capital requirements, restrictions contained in any financing instruments, applicable legal requirements and such other factors as our board of
directors deems relevant. Accordingly, stockholders may need to sell their shares of our common stock to realize a return on investment and may not be able to sell shares at or
above the price paid for them.

General Risk Factors

Our ability to be successful will depend upon the efforts of our key personnel. The loss of key personnel could negatively impact the operations and profitability of our
business and our financial condition could suffer as a result.

Our success depends to a significant degree upon the continued contributions of certain key management personnel. It is possible that we will lose some key
management personnel in the future, some of whom would be difficult to replace. The loss of key management personnel could negatively impact the operations and
profitability of our business. Our ability to retain key management personnel or to attract suitable replacements should any member(s) of our management team leave is
dependent on the culture our leadership team fosters and on the competitive nature of the employment market. The loss of services from key management personnel or a
limitation in their availability could materially and adversely impact our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition and results of operations. Further, such a loss could
be negatively perceived in the capital markets. We have not obtained key management life insurance that would provide us with proceeds in the event of death or disability of
any of our key management personnel.

Experienced employees in the homebuilding, developed lot acquisition and construction industries are fundamental to our ability to generate, obtain and manage
opportunities. In particular, relevant licenses and qualifications, local knowledge and relationships are critical to our ability to source attractive lot acquisition opportunities.
Experienced employees working in the homebuilding and construction industries are highly sought after. Failure to attract and retain such personnel or to ensure that their
experience and knowledge is not lost when they leave the business through retirement, redundancy or otherwise may adversely affect
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the standards of our service and may have an adverse impact on our business, prospects, liquidity, financial condition and results of operations.

Significant public health crises have had, and may again have, a material adverse effect on our business, financial condition, and results of operations.

Our business operations and supply chains may be negatively impacted by regional or global public health crises, including measures taken by national or local
governments in response. For example, the COVID-19 pandemic adversely affected, and future significant public health crises may adversely affect, the economies and
financial markets of many countries, including those in which we operate or which are part of our supply chain. This resulted, and could again result, in an economic downturn
that affects the supply or demand for our products and services, as well as significant broader market and economic volatility.

Furthermore, the COVID-19 pandemic adversely affected, and future significant public health crises may adversely affect, our operations, resulting in significant
slowing and/or ceasing of construction, sales, warranty, and administrative support in our markets. In addition, depending on the specific jurisdiction, we have been and could
again be required to implement certain safety protocols and procedures that could materially impact our ability to develop communities, maintain sales velocity, build homes,
timely deliver homes, and service customers. The COVID-19 pandemic had and future significant public health crises may have, a material impact on cycle times, cancellation
rates, availability of trades, costs, supplies, and new home demand.

An information systems interruption or breach in security of our systems could adversely affect us.

We rely on information technology and other computer resources to perform important operational and marketing activities as well as to maintain our business and
employee records and financial data. Our computer systems are subject to damage or interruption from power outages, computer attacks by hackers, viruses, catastrophes,
hardware and software failures and breach of data security protocols by our personnel or third-party service providers. Computer intrusion efforts are becoming increasingly
sophisticated and the controls that we have installed might be breached. Further, many of these computer resources are provided to us or are maintained on our behalf by third-
party service providers pursuant to agreements that specify certain security and service level standards, but which are ultimately outside of our control. If we were to experience
a significant period of disruption in information technology systems that involve interactions with customers or suppliers, it could result in the loss of sales and customers and
significant incremental costs, which could adversely affect our business. Additionally, security breaches of information technology systems could result in the misappropriation
or unauthorized disclosure of proprietary, personal, and confidential information, including information related to employees, counter-parties, and customers, which could result
in significant financial or reputational damage and liability under data privacy laws and regulations, including the California Consumer Privacy Act.

We have experienced, and expect to continue to experience, efforts by hackers and other third parties to gain unauthorized access or deny access to, or otherwise
disrupt, our information technology systems and networks. We are not aware of any material losses relating to cyber attacks or any material impact on our operations to date,
however there can be no assurance that we will not suffer such losses in the future, and future incidents could have a material adverse effect on our business, financial
condition, results of operations or liquidity. Moreover, cyber and other security threats are constantly evolving, thereby making it more difficult to successfully defend against
them or to implement adequate preventative measures. We may not have the current capability to detect certain vulnerabilities, which may allow those vulnerabilities to persist
in our systems over long periods of time. As cyber threats continue to evolve, we may be required to expend significant additional resources to continue to modify or enhance
our protective measures or to investigate and remediate any cyber vulnerabilities.

Changes in inflation or interest rates could adversely affect our business and financial results.

Inflation could adversely affect us by increasing the costs of land, raw materials and labor needed to operate our business, which in turn requires us to increase home
selling prices in an effort to maintain satisfactory housing gross margins. Inflation typically also accompanies higher interest rates, which could adversely impact potential
customers’ ability to obtain financing on favorable terms, thereby further decreasing demand. For example, in March 2022, the Federal Reserve began to raise interest rates in an
effort to curb inflation. As a result, the effect of inflation on interest rates could increase our financing costs over time. We currently do not hedge against interest rate
fluctuations. If we are unable to raise the prices of our homes to offset the increasing costs of our operations, our margins could decrease. Furthermore, if we need to lower the
prices of our homes to meet demand, the value of our land inventory may decrease. Depressed land values may cause us to abandon and forfeit deposits on land option contracts
and other similar contracts if we cannot satisfactorily renegotiate the purchase price of the subject land. We may record charges against our
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earnings for inventory impairments if the value of our owned inventory, including land we decide to sell, is reduced, or for land option contract abandonments if we choose not
to exercise land option contracts or other similar contracts, and these charges may be substantial. Inflation may also raise our costs of capital and decrease our purchasing
power, making it more difficult to maintain sufficient funds to operate our business.

Item 1B. Unresolved Staff Comments

None.

Item 1C. Cybersecurity

Cybersecurity Risk Management and Strategy

We have developed and implemented a cybersecurity risk management program, managed by our Vice President of Information Technology (“IT”), which is intended
to assess, identify, and manage risks from cybersecurity threats, protect the confidentiality, integrity, and availability of our critical systems and information, and provide a
framework for handling cybersecurity threats and incidents.

Our cybersecurity risk management program is integrated with our overall enterprise risk management program, and is aligned with the methodologies, reporting
channels and governance processes that have been established by the Company’s enterprise risk management teams. Our cybersecurity risk management program outlines the
activities we take to prepare for, detect, respond to, and recover from cybersecurity incidents, which include processes to triage, assess severity for, escalate, contain,
investigate, and remediate the incident, as well as to comply with potentially applicable legal obligations and mitigate brand and reputational damage.

Our cybersecurity risk management program includes the following key elements:

• risk assessments designed to help identify cybersecurity risks to our critical systems, information, services, and our broader enterprise IT environment.
• a team, which reports to our Vice President of IT, comprised of IT security, IT infrastructure, and IT compliance personnel principally responsible for directing (1) our

cybersecurity risk assessment processes, (2) our security processes, and (3) our response to cybersecurity incidents.
• where appropriate, the use of external cybersecurity service providers, overseen by the IT Infrastructure Manager to assess, test or otherwise assist with aspects of our

security processes.
• cybersecurity awareness training of employees with access to our IT systems.
• a cybersecurity incident response plan and Security Operations Center (SOC) to respond to cybersecurity incidents; and
• a risk management process for service providers.

Although we have previously experienced and expect to continue to experience cybersecurity events, we do not believe that risks from cybersecurity threats, including
as a result of any of these previous events, have materially affected or are reasonably likely to materially affect us, including our business strategy, results of operations, or
financial condition. However, there can be no assurance that future cybersecurity incidents, information and security breaches and technology failures, including as a result of
cybersecurity incidents, information and security breaches and technology failures experienced by our third parties, will not have a material adverse impact on us, including our
business strategy, results of operations and financial condition.

Cybersecurity Governance

Our Board, which has overall oversight responsibility for our risk management, considers cybersecurity risk critical to the enterprise and has delegated primary
cybersecurity risk oversight to the Audit Committee. The Audit Committee, which is responsible for reviewing and discussing the Company’s practices with respect to risk
assessment and risk management, and risks related to matters including, among other things, information technology and cybersecurity, and therefore oversees management’s
design, implementation, and enforcement of our cybersecurity risk management program. The Audit Committee receives reports, at least quarterly, from our Vice President of
IT on our cybersecurity risks, including briefings on our cyber risk management program and cybersecurity events. The Audit Committee also receives periodic presentations
from our Vice President of IT, supported by our management team or external experts, which address a wide range of additional cybersecurity topics including key
cybersecurity metrics, the status of the Company’s information security systems and assessments of the Company’s cybersecurity, among other things. The Audit Committee
regularly reports to our Board on cybersecurity matters.
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Management is responsible for identifying and assessing cybersecurity risks, establishing processes to ensure that such potential cybersecurity risk exposures are
monitored and putting in place appropriate mitigation measures. Our Vice President of IT, who reports to our Chief Financial Officer has primary responsibility at the
management level for leading our overall cybersecurity risk management program and supervises both our internal cybersecurity personnel and our external cybersecurity
service providers. Our Vice President of IT has significant experience in managing and leading IT and cybersecurity teams, including over 20 years of relevant work experience
at the Company and elsewhere.

Our Vice President of IT also supervises efforts to prevent, detect, mitigate, and remediate cybersecurity risks and incidents through various means. These include
briefings from internal security personnel; threat intelligence and other information obtained from governmental, public, or private sources, including external cybersecurity
service providers; and alerts and reports produced by security tools deployed in the IT environment.

Item 2. Properties

Our homebuilding and lot development operations own and control inventories of land, lots, and homes as part of the ordinary course of our business. We also lease
approximately 85,000 square feet of office space under ongoing leases through April 2031. These properties are located in our various operating markets to house our regional
and corporate offices.

Item 3. Legal Proceedings

See Part II, Item 8, Note 10 – Commitments and Contingencies - Legal.

Item 4. Mine Safety Disclosures

None.
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PART II

Item 5. Market for Registrant’s Common Equity, Related Stockholder Matters and Issuer Purchasers of Equity Securities

Market Information

Our Common Stock and warrants are currently traded on The Nasdaq Capital Market under the trading symbols “LSEA” and “LSEAW,” respectively.

As of February 26, 2024, there were 9 holders of record of our Common Stock and 1 holder of record of our warrants.

Information regarding the shares of our common stock that may be issued under our equity compensation plans is provided in Item 12 in this report.

Dividends

The Company has not paid any cash dividends on its Common Stock to date and does not intend to pay cash dividends. The payment of cash dividends in the future
will be dependent upon the Company’s revenues and earnings, if any, capital requirements and general financial condition. The payment of any cash dividends will be within
the discretion of the Board at such time. In addition, the Board is not currently contemplating and does not anticipate declaring any stock dividends in the foreseeable future. If
we incur any indebtedness, our ability to declare dividends may be limited by restrictive covenants we may agree to in connection therewith.

Repurchase of Common Stock

The following table sets forth information concerning the Company’s repurchases of common stock during the three months ended December 31, 2023.

Total Number of Shares
Purchased

Average Price Paid
per Share

Total Number of Shares Purchased
as Part of Publicly Announced

Plans or Programs

Approximate Dollar Value of
Shares that may yet be

Purchased Under the Plans or
Programs

(in millions)
October 1, 2023 - October 31, 2023 — $ — — $ 22.1 
November 1, 2023 - November 30, 2023 674,486 9.49 674,486 15.7 
December 1, 2023 - December 31, 2023 599,811 11.35 599,811 8.9 

Total 1,274,297 $ 10.37 1,274,297 $ 8.9 

(1)    In March 2023, the Board of Directors authorized a stock repurchase program allowing for the repurchase of up to $10.0 million worth of common stock with an expiration of December 31, 2023. In July
2023, the Board of Directors authorized additional capacity of approximately $3.3 million, with an expiration date of December 31, 2023, and an additional $10.0 million with no stated expiration date. In
October 2023, the Board of Directors authorized additional capacity of $20.0 million with no stated expiration date. During the year ended December 31, 2023, the Company repurchased 3,635,033 shares
of common stock for a total of $34.4 million, which was recorded as a reduction to additional paid-in capital. As of December 31, 2023, the Company had approximately $8.9 million in remaining
authorized capacity.

Item 6. [Reserved]

(1) (1)
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Item 7. Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations

The following discussion and analysis of Landsea Homes’ financial condition and results of operations for the fiscal years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022 should
be read together with the consolidated financial statements and related notes of Landsea Homes’ that are included elsewhere in this document.

This section generally discusses the results of operations for 2023 compared to 2022. For similar discussion of our 2022 results compared year over year to our 2021
results, refer to “Management’s Discussion and Analysis of Financial Condition and Results of Operations” for the fiscal year ended December 31, 2022 in our Annual Report
on Form 10-K filed on March 9, 2023.

Statements regarding industry outlook, our expectations regarding our future performance, liquidity and capital resources and other non-historical statements are
forward-looking statements. These forward-looking statements are based upon our current expectations and involve numerous risks and uncertainties, including, but not limited
to, the risks and uncertainties described in “Risk Factors” and “Cautionary Note Regarding Forward-Looking Statements” included in our Annual Report on Form 10-K. Actual
results may differ materially from those contained in any forward-looking statements.
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Consolidated Financial Data

The following table summarizes the results of operations for the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022.

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022

(in thousands, except share and per share amounts)
Revenue

Home sales $ 1,169,867 $ 1,392,750 
Lot sales and other 40,080 53,699 

Total revenue 1,209,947 1,446,449 

Cost of sales
Home sales 967,034 1,108,204 
Lot sales and other 27,939 51,321 

Total cost of sales 994,973 1,159,525 

Gross margin
Home sales 202,833 284,546 
Lot sales and other 12,141 2,378 

Total gross margin 214,974 286,924 

Sales and marketing expenses 73,248 89,305 
General and administrative expenses 101,442 89,325 
Total operating expenses 174,690 178,630 
 
Income from operations 40,284 108,294 
 
Other income, net 4,261 86 
Loss on remeasurement of warrant liability — (7,315)
Pretax income 44,545 101,065 

Provision for income taxes 11,895 25,400 

Net income 32,650 75,665 
Net income attributable to noncontrolling interests 3,414 2,114 
Net income attributable to Landsea Homes Corporation $ 29,236 $ 73,551 

Earnings per share:
Basic $ 0.75 $ 1.71 

Diluted $ 0.75 $ 1.70 

Weighted average shares outstanding:
Basic 38,885,003 42,052,696 

Diluted 39,076,322 42,199,462 
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Business Overview

Driven by a commitment to sustainability, we design and build homes and communities in Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Texas, and Metro New York. We
create inspired spaces for modern living and feature homes and communities in vibrant, prime locations which connect seamlessly with their surroundings and enhance the local
lifestyle for living, working, and playing. The defining principle, “Live in Your Element ,” creates the foundation for our customers to live where they want to live, how they
want to live – in a home created especially for them.

We are engaged in the acquisition, development, and sale of homes and lots in the states of Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, New York, and Texas. The
Company’s operations are organized into six reportable segments: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Metro New York, and Texas. The Company builds and sells an
extensive range of home types across a variety of price points but we focus our efforts on the first-time homebuyer. Our Corporate operations are a non-operating segment to
support our homebuilding operations by providing executive, finance, treasury, human resources, accounting and legal services.

In October 2023, the Company expanded into the Colorado market by acquiring certain assets of Richfield Homes, LLC (“Richfield”). The Company paid an
aggregate cash purchase price of $22.5 million to acquire approximately 290 owned or controlled lots in the greater Denver, Colorado area, including any construction in
progress on those lots. This acquisition was accounted for as an asset acquisition. We believe this acquisition fits with and continues to advance our overall business strategy by
expanding into new geographic markets and allows us to continue to shift inventory and product to more affordable offerings.

At the beginning of 2022, we saw a strong market, fueled by historically low interest rates on mortgage loans and a generally tight supply of homes for sale. In the
second half of 2022, we began to see substantial contraction in the market as it slowed due primarily to rising inflation and mortgage interest rates. Supply chain issues, labor
shortages, and the resulting cost increases led to heightened volatility across our industry, and costs of construction of our homes have varied significantly over recent years.
During 2023, a significant portion of these supply chain and labor challenges have eased, however, the recent increases, and the potential for future increases, in interest rates
put downward pressure on demand in our industry by reducing affordability for homebuyers across all of our markets.

While specific products are still occasionally difficult to procure, we expect to continue managing this challenge by partnering with suppliers that can dedicate their
attention and products to us, expanding our operational forecasts to assist in making purchase orders with sufficient lead time, using standard size products that are
interchangeable, and holding select products on hand to ensure availability. As some of the supply chain issues described above began to abate, we were able to be more
strategic in the contracts we enter into and the vendors we use. We saw improvements in our cycle time during 2023 from beginning construction on a home to final delivery to
the homebuyer. We believe these steps will allow us to continue to shorten our construction cycle time.

Increased interest rates have put downward pressure on demand due to decreased affordability for many potential homebuyers across the nation. Challenges to
affordability negatively impacted our absorption and cancellation rates, particularly in the second half of 2022 and the first quarter of 2023. During 2023, both metrics stabilized
to a large extent, however continued inflation and interest rate increases, and the potential for future increases, continued to cause affordability concerns and market uncertainty.
These concerns continued to cause challenges across the homebuilding industry throughout 2023. Although we currently expect mortgage interest rates to decrease in 2024,
there can be no assurance as to the timing and magnitude of future federal funds rate changes by the Federal Reserve. These rate changes ultimately drive mortgage interest rates
and can significantly influence our absorption and cancellation rates. In light of these expectations, we are focusing our sales and marketing efforts on addressing affordability
and interest rates as well as providing purchase incentives, subject to managing our inventory levels in the market. We manage certain nationwide marketing programs,
however a majority of incentives we offer are specifically tailored to the circumstances of each community. We regularly perform stress tests on our backlog to identify
homebuyers that are most likely to cancel their sales contracts, without intervention, due to higher costs from rising interest rates. Additionally, through a licensing agreement,
we partnered with NFM Lending as a preferred lender to provide mortgage services under the name Landsea Mortgage. In connection with this arrangement, we have focused
many of our incentives on mortgage interest rates and assisting homebuyers with buydowns on their home loans. This focus has helped achieve certain goals related to sales
pace and absorption, but these additional discounts and incentives have lowered revenue and gross margins. We continue to monitor the credit worthiness of our homebuyers
with NFM Lending with the objective of converting as many of our sales as possible into successful home deliveries.

®
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On February 9, 2024, Landsea Green announced a proposal, subject to approval by its shareholders, to sell up to 4.8 million shares of the Company’s common stock,
held by Landsea Holdings, over a period of six months from such approval. If the transaction proceeds as proposed and Landsea Holdings’ resulting ownership of the Company
following any such sale drops below 50%, the Company would no longer be considered a controlled company under Nasdaq rules and would be required to comply with the
rules governing a non-controlled company, subject to any applicable transition periods. Such sale, or the perception that such sale may occur, may also depress the market price
of our common stock or public warrants.

Strategy

Our strategy is focused on maximizing shareholder returns through profitability and efficiency, while balancing appropriate amounts of leverage. In general, we are
focused on the following long-term strategic objectives:

• Expand community count in current markets and enhance operating returns
• Maintain an appropriate supply of lots
• Continue to focus on entry-level product offerings
• Strengthen unique brand position through product differentiation
• Continue geographic expansion and diversification into new markets
• Leverage existing sales, marketing, and general and administrative base to enhance stockholder returns and profitability
• Become a top-ten homebuilder in the United States

Non-GAAP Financial Measures

Non-GAAP financial measures are defined as numerical measures of a company’s performance that exclude or include amounts so as to be different than the most
comparable measures calculated and presented in accordance with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States (“GAAP”). The presentation of non-GAAP
financial measures should not be considered in isolation or as a substitute for the Company’s related financial results prepared in accordance with GAAP.

We present non-GAAP financial measures of adjusted home sales gross margin, net debt to total capital, earnings before interest, taxes, depreciation, and amortization
(“EBITDA”) and adjusted EBITDA, and adjusted net income in their respective sections below to enhance an investor’s evaluation of the ongoing operating results and to
facilitate meaningful comparison of the results between periods. Management uses these non-GAAP measures to evaluate the ongoing operations and for internal planning and
forecasting.

Results of Operations

During 2023, home sales revenue decreased 16% from $1,392.8 million to $1,169.9 million and home deliveries decreased 10% from 2,370 units to 2,123 units, in
each case as compared to the prior year. The decrease in home deliveries and home sales revenue year-over-year is primarily the result of a decrease in demand and affordability
as mortgage interest rates have risen significantly compared to the prior year. In addition, our Metro New York segment has nearly completed delivering homes at its one
community, with only two units and a retail space remaining. In total, our net income for the year ended December 31, 2023 was $32.7 million compared to $75.7 million in the
prior year.

We remain focused on growth and view our ability to maintain optimal leverage ratios as a key factor in obtaining the financing required in order to expand. While we
have grown organically and through acquisitions in recent years, we remain in a position to act on our strategy and to be opportunistic about acquisitions and other growth
opportunities. Our debt to capital ratio increased to 44.1% as of December 31, 2023 compared to 41.6% as of December 31, 2022. Our net debt to total capital ratio (a non-
GAAP financial measure; see below for the definition and reconciliation to the most directly comparable GAAP measure) remained relatively consistent at 30.4% as of
December 31, 2023 compared to 30.0% as of December 31, 2022. We believe the continued strength of our balance sheet and operating platform have positioned us well to
continue to execute our growth strategy. 

We anticipate the homebuilding markets in each of our operating segments to be tied to both the local economy and the macro-economic environment. Accordingly,
net orders, home deliveries, and average selling price (“ASP”) can be negatively affected by economic conditions, such as rising interest rates, decreases in employment and
median household incomes, as well as decreases in household formations and increasing supply of inventories. Shortages in labor or materials can also significantly increase
costs, reduce
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gross margins, and lower our overall profitability. During 2023, we observed improved absorption rates across most of our key markets compared to the prior year, primarily
due to successful sales promotions, offset by interest rates remaining high and continued concerns about home affordability. In Florida, however, we saw a delayed impact from
the increasing mortgage interest rates, with a more muted impact from the increasing mortgage interest rates in 2022 leading to a spike in cancellations during the first half of
2023 in the segment. During the second half of 2023, we saw indications of stabilization in certain of our metrics, such as cancellation rates, compared to the first half of 2023
across all segments. Our results have been impacted, and could be further impacted, by continued challenges in home affordability as a result of price appreciation, increases in
mortgage interest rates, or tightening of mortgage lending standards.

Net New Home Orders, Dollar Value of Orders, and Monthly Absorption Rates

Changes in the dollar value of net new orders are impacted by changes in the number of net new orders and the average selling price of those homes. Monthly
absorption rate is calculated as total net new orders per period, divided by the average active communities during the period, divided by the number of months per period.

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 % Change

Homes Dollar Value ASP
Monthly

Absorption Rate Homes Dollar Value ASP
Monthly

Absorption Rate Homes
Dollar
Value ASP

Monthly
Absorption Rate

(dollars in thousands)
Arizona 598 $ 255,513 $ 427 2.9 296 $ 143,371 $ 484 1.9 102 % 78 % (12)% 53 %
California 596 519,664 872 4.4 395 354,656 898 3.2 51 % 47 % (3)% 38 %
Colorado 2 1,286 643 0.7 — — N/A — N/A N/A N/A N/A
Florida 747 330,195 442 2.1 786 380,396 484 2.5 (5) % (13)% (9)% (16) %
Metro New York — — N/A — 23 62,333 2,710 2.4 N/A N/A N/A N/A
Texas 4 4,194 1,049 1.1 20 18,824 941 0.8 (80) % (78)% 11 % 38 %

Total 1,947 $ 1,110,852 $ 571 2.8 1,520 $ 959,580 $ 631 2.4 28 % 16 % (10)% 17 %

(1)    Monthly absorption rates for Colorado in 2023 are based on three months for the time subsequent to the acquisition of Richfield in October 2023.

New orders in our Arizona segment increased during the year ended December 31, 2023, compared to the prior year, due to the implementation of sales programs
during a challenging environment for affordability. Interest rates began to have a significant impact on our Arizona segment and resulted in a significant drop in net orders
during the latter part of 2022. Although interest rates continued to be high compared to periods prior to 2022, the use of targeted incentives lowered ASP during the year ended
December 31, 2023, but drove a significant amount of business for the same period, resulting in an increase in net new orders.

In the California segment, the increase in net new orders for the year ended December 31, 2023 was primarily due to additional incentives, which lowered ASP but
provided positive results from the market compared to the prior year. Like other markets, California began to see challenges from rising interest rates in the third quarter of
2022, but sales improved more quickly than in our other markets due to additional incentives offered and quick move-in homes, which experienced increased demand during
2023. There is still uncertainty about the long-term trends as consumers continue evaluating prices and overall payments in the current environment.

Our operations in our Colorado segment began in October 2023 with the acquisition of the assets of Richfield. Through December 31, 2023, the Colorado segment had
2 net new home orders with an ASP of $0.6 million.

Our Florida segment was initially more resilient to the interest rate and inflationary pressures seen across our other segments. However, we saw an increased
slowdown in this segment resulting from increased mortgage interest rates and decreased affordability during the year ended December 31, 2023 as compared to the prior year.
These challenges in affordability significantly decreased the number of home sales, particularly in the first half of 2023. Driven by efforts to tailor our incentives and balance
them with our sales pace, we began to experience improvements in both sales volume and dollar value in the second half of 2023, although recognizing lower ASPs due to the
additional incentives required to achieve our preferred absorption rate.

(1)
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The Metro New York segment has one remaining community, with only two residential units and a retail space remaining to sell and deliver as of December 31, 2023.

During the year ended December 31, 2023, our Texas segment completed the sale and delivery of the remaining lots acquired from Vintage and we expect sales and
deliveries to idle over the short-term as we transition the Texas segment to new projects from recent land acquisitions that will be consistent with the quality and price points of
Landsea Homes’ national brand.

Average Selling Communities

Average selling communities is the sum of communities actively selling homes each month, divided by the total months in the calculation period.

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 % Change

Arizona 17.3 12.7 36 %
California 11.3 10.3 10 %
Colorado 1.0 — N/A
Florida 29.7 26.7 11 %
Metro New York — 0.8 N/A
Texas 0.3 2.2 (86) %

Total 58.8 52.7 12 %
(1)    Average selling communities calculation for Colorado in 2023 is based on three months, for the time subsequent to the acquisition of Richfield in October 2023.

Home Deliveries and Home Sales Revenue

Changes in home sales revenue are the result of changes in the number of homes delivered and the ASP of those delivered homes. Commentary on significant changes
for each of the segments in these metrics is provided below.

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 % Change

Homes Dollar Value ASP Homes Dollar Value ASP Homes Dollar Value ASP
(dollars in thousands)

Arizona 607 $ 264,067 $ 435 613 $ 274,512 $ 448 (1) % (4)% (3)%
California 514 439,939 856 572 502,583 879 (10) % (12)% (3)%
Colorado 11 7,410 674 — — N/A N/A N/A N/A
Florida 986 452,608 459 1,106 473,059 428 (11) % (4)% 7 %
Metro New York 1 1,649 1,649 47 111,424 2,371 (98) % (99)% (30)%
Texas 4 4,194 1,049 32 31,172 974 (88) % (87)% 8 %

Total 2,123 $ 1,169,867 $ 551 2,370 $ 1,392,750 $ 588 (10) % (16)% (6)%

During 2023, the Arizona segment delivered 607 homes with an ASP of $0.4 million and generated $264.1 million in home sales revenue. Home deliveries have
stayed relatively consistent compared to the prior year. The decrease in home sales revenue, and corresponding decrease in ASP, was primarily attributable to the additional
incentives we offered during 2023. The majority of these incentives have involved reducing interest rates and incentivizing homebuyers during the high interest rate
environment that prevailed throughout the year.

During 2023, the California segment delivered 514 homes with an ASP of $0.9 million and generated $439.9 million in home sales revenue. The year-over-year
decrease in home sales revenue, deliveries, and ASP in the California segment was primarily the result of higher interest rates leading to lower demand from buyers. These same
affordability challenges were observed across the Company and led to more significant incentives throughout the year.

(1)
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We began operations in the Colorado segment in October 2023 following the acquisition of the assets of Richfield. Through December 31, 2023, the Colorado segment
delivered 11 homes with an ASP of $0.7 million and generated $7.4 million in home sales revenue.

Despite the decrease in home deliveries and home sales revenue in Florida that resulted from affordability concerns, ASP increased 7% during the year ended
December 31, 2023, compared to the prior year. This increase was the result of additional focus in communities with higher price points that remained relatively steady during
the recent challenges stemming from higher mortgage interest rates and market uncertainty. Similar to our other segments, market uncertainty and affordability concerns remain
and could impact future results further.

The Metro New York segment has nearly sold out its one remaining community, with only two residential units and a retail space remaining to sell and deliver as of
December 31, 2023.

During the year ended December 31, 2023, our Texas segment completed the sale and delivery of the remaining lots acquired from Vintage and we expect sales and
deliveries to idle over the short-term as we transition the Texas segment to new projects from recent land acquisitions that will be consistent with the quality and price points of
Landsea Homes’ national brand.

Home Sales Gross Margins

Home sales gross margin measures the price achieved on delivered homes compared to the costs incurred to build the home. In the following table, we calculate gross
margins adjusting for interest in cost of sales, real estate inventories impairment, and purchase price accounting for acquired work in process inventory. We believe the below
information is meaningful as it isolates the impact that indebtedness, real estate inventories impairment, and acquisitions have on the gross margins and allows for comparability
to previous periods and competitors. See Note 3 – Business Combinations and Asset Acquisitions within the accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements for
additional discussion regarding acquired work in process inventory.

Year Ended December 31,
2023 % 2022 %

(dollars in thousands)
Home sales revenue $ 1,169,867 100.0 % $ 1,392,750 100.0 %
Cost of home sales 967,034 82.7 % 1,108,204 79.6 %
Home sales gross margin 202,833 17.3 % 284,546 20.4 %

Add: Interest in cost of home sales 35,576 3.0 % 40,192 2.9 %
Add: Real estate inventories impairments 4,700 0.4 % — — %

Adjusted home sales gross margin excluding interest and real estate inventories impairment 243,109 20.8 % 324,738 23.3 %
Add: Purchase price accounting for acquired inventory 18,820 1.6 % 50,412 3.6 %

Adjusted home sales gross margin excluding interest, real estate inventories impairment, and purchase price
accounting for acquired inventory $ 261,929 22.4 % $ 375,150 26.9 %

(1)    This non-GAAP financial measure should not be used as a substitute for the Company’s operating results in accordance with GAAP. An analysis of any non-GAAP financial measure should be used in
conjunction with results presented in accordance with GAAP. We believe this non-GAAP measure is meaningful because it provides insight into the impact that financing arrangements and acquisitions
have on our homebuilding gross margin and allows for comparability of our gross margins to competitors that present similar information.

Home sales gross margin decreased by 310 basis points to 17.3% for the year ended December 31, 2023, compared to the year ended December 31, 2022. The decrease
is primarily due to the need for additional sales discounts and incentives to drive continued sales and delivery activity during the year, partially offset by lower costs associated
with purchase price accounting for acquired inventory in the current year as compared to the prior year. We also recorded a real estate inventories impairment of $4.7 million
during the year ended December 31, 2023 which decreased our gross margin.

Adjusted home sales gross margin excluding interest, real estate inventories impairment, and purchase price accounting for acquired inventory decreased by 450 basis
points to 22.4% for the year ended December 31, 2023 as compared to the year ended December 31, 2022. The primary driver for the decrease in adjusted gross margin relates
to the significant increase in discounts and incentives during the year ended December 31, 2023, as compared to the prior year, primarily related to mortgage interest rate
buydowns on behalf of our homebuyers.

(1)

(1)
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Backlog

Backlog reflects the number of homes, net of cancellations, for which we have entered into a sales contract with a customer but have not yet delivered the home. 

December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022 % Change
Homes Dollar Value ASP Homes Dollar Value ASP Homes Dollar Value ASP

(dollars in thousands)
Arizona 96 $ 41,433 $ 432 105 $ 49,986 $ 476 (9) % (17)% (9)%
California 161 158,170 982 79 78,446 993 104 % 102 % (1)%
Colorado 14 7,540 539 — — N/A N/A N/A N/A
Florida 246 128,484 522 485 250,897 517 (49) % (49)% 1 %
Metro New York — — N/A 1 1,597 1,597 N/A N/A N/A
Texas — — N/A — — N/A N/A N/A N/A

Total 517 $ 335,627 $ 649 670 $ 380,926 $ 569 (23) % (12)% 14 %

(1)     Backlog acquired in Colorado at the date of the Richfield acquisition was 23 homes with a value of $13,664 thousand.

The decrease in the number of backlog homes and the backlog value as of December 31, 2023 as compared to December 31, 2022 is primarily attributable to the
downward demand and price pressure from rising mortgage interest rates as seen in the net new home orders. As our home deliveries have outpaced net new orders in Arizona
and Florida our backlog has decreased, and while we have seen demand and cancellations stabilize since the first half of 2022, particularly in California, the current market
environment remains uncertain and further challenges could persist.

Lot Sales and Other Revenue

Lot sales and other revenue and gross margin can vary significantly between reporting periods based on the number of lots under contract and the percentage of
completion related to the development activities required as part of the lot sales and other contracts. For the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022 we recognized $40.1
million and $53.7 million, respectively, of lot sales and other revenue, in our Arizona and Florida segments, related to the sale and subsequent development of lots under
contract. The increase in gross margin on our lot sales was primarily due to decreased costs during the year on continuing projects with fixed contract prices, as well as new land
sales at a higher margin.

As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, we had contract assets of $6.0 million and $7.2 million, respectively, related to lot sales and other revenue. The contract asset
balance is included in other assets on the Company’s consolidated balance sheets and represents cash to be received for work already performed on lot sales and other contracts.
The amount of the transaction price for lot sales and other contracts allocated to performance obligations that were unsatisfied, or partially unsatisfied, as of December 31, 2023
and 2022 was $1.1 million and $11.6 million, respectively.

As of December 31, 2023, we had $0.2 million of deferred revenue from lot sales and other revenue included in accrued expenses and other liabilities on the
Company’s consolidated balance sheets. As of December 31, 2022, we had no deferred revenue related to lot sales and other revenue. We recognize these amounts as
development progresses and the related performance obligations are completed.

(1)
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Lots Owned or Controlled

The table below summarizes lots owned or controlled by reportable segment as of the dates presented. Lots controlled includes lots where we have placed a deposit
and have a signed purchase contract or rolling option contract.

December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
Lots Owned Lots Controlled Total Lots Owned Lots Controlled Total % Change

Arizona 1,688 1,662 3,350 2,187 1,992 4,179 (20) %
California 657 1,422 2,079 559 1,714 2,273 (9) %
Colorado 127 155 282 — — — N/A
Florida 1,964 1,649 3,613 2,530 1,521 4,051 (11) %
Metro New York 2 — 2 3 — 3 (33) %
Texas 130 1,720 1,850 4 1,083 1,087 70 %

Total 4,568 6,608 11,176 5,283 6,310 11,593 (4) %

The total lots owned or controlled at December 31, 2023 decreased by 4% from December 31, 2022. While we continue to deliver on owned homes and take
possession of lots previously under contract, we are monitoring the market to appropriately manage future lot contracts relative to the current market. Our goal remains to
maintain a strong balance sheet while entering into contracts for new lots when we are satisfied that the timing and metrics support our actions.

Results of Operations and Assets by Segment

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022

Pretax income (loss) (dollars in thousands)
Arizona $ 6,097 $ 18,232 
California 29,562 94,213 
Colorado (1,404) — 
Florida 37,621 20,798 
Metro New York (2,790) (520)
Texas (5,990) (158)
Corporate (18,551) (31,500)

Total $ 44,545 $ 101,065 

December 31,
2023 2022

Assets (dollars in thousands)
Arizona $ 336,424 $ 357,788 
California 479,218 513,549 
Colorado 27,240 — 
Florida 425,154 422,045 
Metro New York 42,047 45,277 
Texas 60,255 26,923 
Corporate 100,894 74,914 

Total $ 1,471,232 $ 1,440,496 

Our Arizona segment recorded pretax income of $6.1 million during the year ended December 31, 2023 compared to $18.2 million during the year ended
December 31, 2022. The decrease in pretax income is primarily due to a decrease in revenue per home as additional incentives have been required to continue to close homes at
our desired pace. Additionally, we have seen increases in costs of homes delivered compared to the prior year, as more homes that were constructed during earlier periods with
especially high labor and material costs were completed and delivered during the year ended December 31, 2023.
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Our California segment recorded pretax income of $29.6 million during the year ended December 31, 2023 compared to $94.2 million during the year ended
December 31, 2022. The decrease was due primarily to a comparative drop in deliveries year over year as well as increasing incentives provided to homebuyers seen across the
Company as mortgage interest rates increased, challenging affordability, and driving down volume and gross margin. The California segment also experienced adverse impacts
from increased costs of homes delivered which decreased our gross margin during 2023 compared to the prior year.

Colorado operations began in October 2023 with the acquisition of the assets of Richfield. As of December 31, 2023 our Colorado segment recorded pretax loss of
$1.4 million as the assets were incorporated into the Company’s operations.

Our Florida segment recorded pretax income of $37.6 million during the year ended December 31, 2023, compared to pretax income of $20.8 million in 2022. We
expanded our Florida operations with the acquisition of Hanover in January 2022, and the prior year included additional costs related to the acquisition’s integration and higher
amortization of purchase price accounting for acquired inventory and acquired tradename. During the year ended December 31, 2023, the Florida segment experienced a
slowdown in demand similar to other segments, however in most cases, we observed that the increases in ASP equaled or exceeded the increases in costs.

The Metro New York segment experienced an increase in pretax loss during the year ended December 31, 2023 as compared to the prior year, primarily due to a much
higher number of deliveries during 2022 which provided positive gross margins for that segment in the prior year. We continue to wind up the sales and delivery activities in this
segment.

During the year ended December 31, 2023, our Texas segment completed the sale and delivery of the lots acquired from Vintage and we expect sales and deliveries to
idle over the short-term as we pivot the Texas segment to new projects from recent land acquisitions that will be consistent with the quality and price points of Landsea Homes’
national brand.

We have also identified our Corporate operations as a non-operating segment, as it serves to support the segments’ operations through functional departments such as
executive, finance, treasury, human resources, accounting, and legal. The majority of the Corporate personnel and resources are dedicated to activities relating to the segments’
operations and are allocated accordingly. The Corporate non-operating segment generated a smaller pretax loss compared to the prior year as the year ended December 31, 2022
included a loss related to the fair value of the Private Placement Warrants of $7.3 million which did not recur in 2023 as the warrants were repurchased in June 2022.

Sales, Marketing, and General and Administrative Expenses

Year Ended December 31, As a Percentage of Home Sales Revenue
2023 2022 2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Sales and marketing expenses $ 73,248 $ 89,305 6.3 % 6.4 %
General and administrative expenses 101,442 89,325 8.7 % 6.4 %

Total operating expenses $ 174,690 $ 178,630 15.0 % 12.8 %

For the year ended December 31, 2023, sales, marketing, and general and administrative (“SG&A”) expenses decreased compared to the prior year primarily due to the
slowing of sales and related reductions in commission and closing costs in 2023. This was partially offset by increases in employee compensation costs, including increased
headcount, benefit costs, and severance costs.

The SG&A expense rate as a percentage of home sales revenue for the year ended December 31, 2023 was 15.0%, an increase of 2.2% from the prior year. The SG&A
expense rate increased primarily due to higher employee compensation costs as noted above as well as additional one-time facility related costs associated with our Corporate
office relocation, partially offset by cost savings on commissions, closings costs and professional fees. While we anticipate commissions and closings costs may rise in the near
future as sales and deliveries increase, we expect to be able to further leverage our general and administrative expense base, including wages, and reduce the percentage of
SG&A compared to home sales revenue in future periods.
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Other Income, net

For the year ended December 31, 2023, other income, net was $4.3 million compared to other income, net of $0.1 million for the year ended December 31, 2022. The
amount of other income, net for the year ended December 31, 2023 related primarily to title fees, forfeited homebuyer deposits, and various smaller sources. We did not receive
title fees in the prior year and the other income received was partially offset by debt extinguishment costs incurred during 2022.

As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, we held membership interests in two unconsolidated joint ventures related to homebuilding activities, both of which are part of the
Metro New York segment. As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, both of the joint ventures, LS-NJ Port Imperial JV, LLC and LS-Boston Point LLC, were effectively closed out
with only customary post-closing, warranty-related activities remaining.

Loss on Remeasurement of Warrant Liability

For the year ended December 31, 2022, loss on remeasurement of warrant liability was $7.3 million. The loss reflects the change in fair value of the private placement
warrants up until their repurchase in June 2022. As the private placement warrants were repurchased in 2022, we did not have any loss or gain on remeasurement during the
year ended December 31, 2023.

Provision for Income Taxes

The income tax provision for the year ended December 31, 2023 was $11.9 million, as compared to $25.4 million for the year ended December 31, 2022. The effective
tax rate for the year ended December 31, 2023 was 26.7%, and was different from the federal statutory rate primarily due to state income taxes net of federal income tax
benefits, estimated deduction limitations for executive compensation under Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), and tax credits for
energy-efficient homes. The effective tax rate for the year ended December 31, 2022 was 25.1%, and was different from the federal statutory rate primarily due to state income
taxes net of federal income tax benefits, estimated deduction limitations for executive compensation under Section 162(m) of the Code, and the fair value adjustment of the
Private Placement Warrants, offset by the energy-efficient home credit.

The accounting for deferred taxes is based upon estimates of future results. Differences between the anticipated and actual outcomes of these future results could have
a material impact on our consolidated results of operations or financial position. Also, changes in existing federal and state tax laws and tax rates could affect future tax results
and the valuation of our deferred tax assets.

Critical Accounting Estimates

Critical accounting estimates are those that we believe are both significant and that require us to make difficult, subjective, or complex judgments, often because we
need to estimate the effect of inherently uncertain matters. We base our estimates and judgments on historical experience and other factors that we believe to be appropriate
under the circumstances. Actual results may differ from these estimates, and the estimates included in the consolidated financial statements might be impacted if we used
different assumptions or conditions. The significant accounting policies are outlined in Note 2 – Summary of Significant Accounting Policies to the consolidated financial
statements. The following are accounting policies that we believe are critical because of the significance of the activity to which they relate or because they require the use of
significant estimates, judgments, and/or other assumptions in their application. Management believes that the following accounting estimates are among the most important to
the presentation of our financial condition and results of operations and require the most difficult, subjective, or complex judgments.

Real Estate Inventories

Real estate inventories include actively selling projects as well as projects under development or held for future development. Inventories are stated at cost, unless the
carrying amount is determined not to be recoverable, in which case inventory is written down to its fair value. The Company capitalizes pre-acquisition costs, land deposits,
land, development, and other allocated costs, including interest, property taxes, and indirect construction costs to real estate inventories. Pre-acquisition costs, including non-
refundable land deposits, are removed from inventory and expensed to other income, net, if the Company determines continuation of the prospective project is not probable.
Land, development, and other common costs are typically allocated to real estate inventories using a methodology that approximates the relative-sales-value method. If the
relative-sales-value-method is impracticable, costs are allocated
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based on area methods, such as square footage or lot size, or other value methods as appropriate under the circumstances. Home construction costs per production phase are
recorded using the specific identification method.

The Company reviews real estate inventories on a periodic basis or whenever indicators of impairment exist. If indicators of impairment are identified, the Company
performs a detailed budget and cash flow review of the applicable real estate inventories to determine whether the estimated undiscounted future cash flows of the project are
more or less than the asset’s carrying value. If the estimated undiscounted future cash flows are more than the asset’s carrying value, no impairment adjustment is required.
However, if the estimated undiscounted future cash flows are less than the asset’s carrying value, the asset is written down to fair value and impairment charges are recorded to
cost of sales. We generally determine the estimated fair value of each community by using a discounted cash flow approach based on the estimated future cash flows at discount
rates that reflect the risk of the community being evaluated.

When estimating future cash flows of a project, the Company makes various assumptions including, estimated future home sales revenue, sales absorption rates, land
development and construction costs, carrying costs, and direct selling and marketing costs. The discounted cash flow approach can be impacted significantly by our estimates of
future cash flows and the applicable discount rate, which are Level 3 inputs. The key assumptions used in inventory valuation are based on factors known to us at the time such
estimates are made and our expectations of future operations and market conditions. Due to uncertainties in the estimate process, the volatility in market conditions, the long life
cycle of many communities, and potential changes in our strategy related to certain communities, actual results could differ significantly from valuation estimates.

Since the estimates and assumptions included in our cash flow models are based upon historical results and projected trends, they do not anticipate unexpected changes
in market conditions or strategies that may lead to us incurring additional impairment charges in the future.

Goodwill

The excess of the purchase price of a business acquisition over the net fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed is capitalized as goodwill if the acquisition is
determined to be accounted for as a business combination. Goodwill and any other intangible assets that do not have finite lives are not amortized, but rather assessed for
impairment at least annually. The Company performs an annual impairment test during the fourth quarter or whenever impairment indicators are present using a two-step
process to assess whether or not goodwill should be impaired. Qualitative factors may include, but are not limited to, economic conditions, industry and market considerations,
cost factors, overall financial performance of the reporting units, and other entity and reporting unit specific events. The first step is a qualitative assessment that analyzes
current economic indicators associated with a particular reporting unit. If the qualitative assessment indicates a stable or improved fair value, no further testing is required. If a
qualitative assessment indicates that a significant decline to fair value of a reporting unit is more likely than not, we will proceed to the second step where we calculate the fair
value of a reporting unit based on discounted future cash flows and market comparisons. We may, at our election, skip the qualitative assessment and move directly to the
second step. The discounted cash flow approach requires significant judgments including estimation of future cash flows, which is dependent on internal forecasts; estimation of
the long-term rate of growth for our business, including terminal multiples; and the determination of the respective weighted-average cost of capital. The market approach
requires significant judgments in the selection of appropriate market multiples based on peer benchmarks. Changes in these estimates and assumptions could materially affect
the determination of estimated fair value and impairment for each reporting unit. If this step indicates that the carrying value of a reporting unit is in excess of its fair value, an
impairment loss shall be recognized in an amount equal to that excess, limited to the total amount of goodwill allocated to that reporting unit. There was no goodwill impairment
recorded during the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022.

Business Combinations

Acquisitions are accounted for in accordance with Accounting Standards Codification (“ASC”) 805, Business Combinations. In connection with the acquisitions of
Hanover and Vintage during 2022 and 2021, respectively, management determined in each case that the Company obtained control of a business including inputs, processes,
and outputs in exchange for cash consideration. All material assets and liabilities were measured and recognized at fair value as of the date of the acquisition. Any excess of the
purchase price over the estimated fair values of the identifiable net assets acquired is recorded as goodwill. In connection with the acquisition of
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the assets of Richfield, management determined it should be accounted for as an asset acquisition and the entire purchase price was allocated to the assets acquired, in this case,
real estate inventories, based on the estimated fair value of those real estate inventories.

The fair value of acquired inventories largely depends on the stage of production of the acquired land and work in process inventory. With the assistance of a third-
party valuation specialist, the fair value of land and land options is generally determined based on relevant market data, such as a comparison of the subject sites to similar
parcels that have recently been sold or are currently being offered on the market for sale. With the assistance of a third-party valuation specialist, the fair value of work in
process inventories is determined based upon the stage of production of each unit and a gross margin that we believe a market participant would require to complete the
remaining development and requisite selling efforts.

While we use our best estimates and assumptions to accurately value assets acquired and liabilities assumed at the acquisition date, our estimates are inherently
uncertain. Due to the number of possible scenarios that would result from various changes in these factors, we do not believe it is possible to develop a sensitivity analysis with
a level of precision that would be meaningful to an investor.

Liquidity and Capital Resources

Overview

As of December 31, 2023, we had $168.6 million of cash, cash equivalents, and cash held in escrow, a $27.9 million increase from December 31, 2022. The change
was primarily due to the sale of our Senior Notes (as defined below) and borrowings from other debt payables as well as ordinary home construction and sale activities, partially
offset by repurchases of common stock. Cash held in escrow represents closings happening immediately before year-end in which we received the funds from the title company
subsequent to December 31, 2023.

Our principal sources of capital are cash generated from home and land sales activities and borrowings from credit facilities and proceeds from the sale of our Senior
Notes. Principal uses of capital are land purchases, land development, home construction, repayments on credit facilities, the acquisition of other homebuilders, and the
payment of routine liabilities.

Cash flows for each community depend on the community’s stage in the development cycle and can differ substantially from reported earnings. Early stages of
development or expansion require significant cash outlays for land acquisitions, entitlements and other approvals, and construction of model homes, roads, utilities, general
landscaping, and other amenities. Given that these costs are a component of inventory and not recognized in the consolidated statements of operations until a home closes, we
incur significant cash outlays prior to recognizing earnings. In the later stages of community development, cash inflows may significantly exceed earnings reported for financial
statement purposes, as the cash outflow associated with home and land construction was previously incurred. From a liquidity standpoint, we are actively acquiring and
developing lots in our markets to maintain and grow our supply of lots and active selling communities.

We expect to generate cash from the sale of inventory including homes under construction. We generally intend to re-deploy the cash generated from the sale of
inventory to acquire and develop strategic, well-positioned lots that represent opportunities to generate future income and cash flows by allocating capital to best position us for
long-term success. When it meets our strategic goals, we may continue to purchase companies that strengthen our position in markets in a way that would not be possible with
organic growth. As we continue to expand our business, we expect that our cash outlays for land purchases and development to increase our lot inventory may, at times, exceed
our cash generated by operations.

We intend to utilize debt as part of our ongoing financial strategy, coupled with redeployment of cash flows from operations to finance our business. As of
December 31, 2023, we had outstanding borrowings of $565.0 million in aggregate principal, excluding discount and deferred loan costs, and had $262.6 million in additional
borrowing capacity under our credit facility. We will consider several factors when evaluating our level of indebtedness and when making decisions regarding the incurrence of
new indebtedness, including the purchase price of assets to be acquired with debt financing, the market value of our assets and the ability of particular assets, and our business
as a whole, to generate cash flow to cover the expected debt service. In addition, our Credit Agreement and the Note Purchase Agreement (both as defined below) contain
certain financial covenants, among other things, that limit the amount of leverage we can maintain, as well as minimum tangible net worth and liquidity requirements.
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We believe that we will be able to fund our current and foreseeable liquidity needs with our cash on hand, cash generated from operations, and cash expected to be
available from our credit facility or through accessing debt or equity capital as needed.

Line of Credit Facility

In October 2021, the Company entered into a line of credit agreement (the “Credit Agreement”). The Credit Agreement provides for a senior unsecured revolving
credit facility of up to $675.0 million, of which there was $315.0 million outstanding as of December 31, 2023. The Company may increase the borrowing capacity up to $850.0
million under certain circumstances. Funds available under the Credit Agreement are subject to a borrowing base requirement which is calculated on specified percentages of
our real estate inventories. Borrowings under the Credit Agreement bear interest at the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (“SOFR”) plus 3.35% or the Prime Rate (as defined in
the Credit Agreement) plus 2.75%. The interest rate includes a floor of 3.85%. The Credit Agreement was modified three times in 2022, which resulted in an increase in the
borrowing commitment from $585.0 million to $675.0 million, the replacement of the London Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) with SOFR as an index rate, and an extension
of the maturity date to October 2025. In July 2023, the Credit Agreement was modified to extend the maturity date and now matures in October 2026. As of December 31,
2023, the interest rate on the loan was 8.70%.

Senior Notes

In July 2023, the Company entered into a new senior unsecured note (the “Note Purchase Agreement”). The Note Purchase Agreement provided for the private
placement of $250.0 million aggregate principal amount of 11.0% senior notes (the “Senior Notes”) that mature in July 2028. The Company received the proceeds, net of
discount and fees, in July 2023.

Financial Covenants

Our Credit Agreement and Note Purchase Agreement have certain financial covenants, including requirements to maintain a minimum liquidity balance, minimum
tangible net worth, as well as maximum leverage and interest coverage ratios. See the table below for the material covenant calculations. The definition of each ratio for
purposes of this report has been simplified.

December 31, 2023
Financial Covenants Actual Covenant Requirement

(dollars in thousands)
Minimum Liquidity Covenant $ 431,265 $ 50,000
Interest Coverage Ratio 2.18 2.00
Tangible Net Worth $ 619,713 $ 410,578
Maximum Leverage Ratio 39.3% <60%

(1)     Based on cash, cash held in escrow, and undrawn availability under the Credit Agreement
(2)     Calculated as the trailing twelve months adjusted EBITDA divided by interest incurred over that same period.
(3)    Calculated as total assets, less goodwill and other intangible assets, less total liabilities.
(4)    Calculated as debt, net of certain cash amounts, divided by that same net debt balance plus tangible net worth.

The Credit Agreement and Note Purchase Agreement also contain certain restrictive covenants, including limitations on incurrence of other indebtedness, liens,
dividends and other distributions, asset dispositions, restricted payments, investments, and limitations on fundamental changes. They contain customary events of default for
such facilities, subject to cure periods in certain circumstances, that would result in the termination of the commitments in the case of the Credit Agreement and permit the
lenders or holders, as applicable, to accelerate payment on outstanding amounts. These events of default include nonpayment of principal, interest, and fees or other amounts;
breach of covenants, including those described above; inaccuracy of representations and warranties; cross default to certain other indebtedness; unpaid judgments; and certain
bankruptcy and other insolvency events. As of December 31, 2023, we were in compliance with all covenants under each of our Credit Agreement and Note Purchase
Agreement.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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Letters of Credit and Performance Bonds

In the ordinary course of business, and as part of the entitlement and development process, the Company’s subsidiaries are required to provide performance bonds to
assure completion of certain public facilities. The Company had $109.3 million and $114.9 million of performance bonds outstanding at December 31, 2023 and 2022,
respectively.

Cash Flows—Year Ended December 31, 2023 Compared to the Year Ended December 31, 2022

For the years ended December 31, 2023 and December 31, 2022, the comparison of cash flows is as follows:

• Net cash provided by operating activities increased to $27.2 million during the year ended December 31, 2023 compared to $16.0 million during 2022. The increase in
net cash flows from operating activities was primarily due to cash from other assets of $87.7 million primarily related to land acquisitions previously held in escrow that
we closed on during 2023 as well as fewer payments on accounts payable and accrued expenses in the normal course of business resulting in $6.0 million more cash.
This was partially offset by a decrease in net income, adjusted for noncash operating components, of $47.0 million, an increase in our cash of $19.0 million being held in
escrow related to home closings, and $16.7 million more cash being used to purchase and develop real estate inventories in 2023 as compared to 2022.

• Net cash used in investing activities was $7.5 million during the year ended December 31, 2023, compared to $263.6 million during 2022. This difference was due to
payments of $258.7 million, net of cash received from working capital adjustments in connection with the Hanover Acquisition in January 2022, while we did not have
any business combinations in 2023.

• Net cash used in financing activities was $23.8 million during the year ended December 31, 2023, compared to $28.0 million provided by financing activities during
2022. The decrease in cash from financing activities is primarily related to contributions and distributions related to noncontrolling interests in one of our consolidated
joint ventures. During 2022, noncontrolling interests contributed $51.0 million, net of distributions back to the noncontrolling interests, while in 2023 the consolidated
joint venture distributed $22.3 million to the noncontrolling interests. The overall movement was partially offset by the payment in 2022 of $16.5 million to repurchase
the Private Placement Warrants during 2022 while we had no corresponding payment in 2023.

Option Contracts

In the ordinary course of business, we enter into land purchase contracts in order to procure lots for the construction of homes. We are subject to customary obligations
associated with entering into contracts for the purchase of land and improved lots. These purchase contracts typically require a cash deposit, and the purchase of properties under
these contracts is generally contingent upon satisfaction of certain requirements, including obtaining applicable property and development entitlements. We also utilize option
contracts with land sellers and others as a method of acquiring land in staged takedowns, to help manage the financial and market risk associated with land holdings, and to
reduce the use of funds from financing sources. Option contracts generally require payment of a non-refundable deposit for the right to acquire lots over a specified period of
time at pre-determined prices. Our obligations with respect to purchase contracts and option contracts are generally limited to the forfeiture of the related non-refundable cash
deposits. As of December 31, 2023, we had outstanding purchase and option contracts totaling $663.1 million, net of $96.2 million related cash deposits (of which $1.0 million
was refundable) pertaining to these contracts. As of December 31, 2022, we had outstanding purchase and option contracts totaling $620.2 million, net of $98.4 million related
cash deposits (of which $0.8 million was refundable) pertaining to these contracts.
 

The utilization of land option contracts is dependent on, among other things, the availability of land sellers willing to enter into option takedown arrangements, the
availability of capital to financial intermediaries to finance the development of optioned lots, general housing market conditions, and local market dynamics. Options may be
more difficult to procure from land sellers in strong housing markets and are more prevalent in certain geographic regions.
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Material Cash Requirements

The material cash requirements as of December 31, 2023 were as follows:

Payments due by Periods
(dollars in thousands)

Total Less than 1 year 1-3 years 4-5 years More than 5 years
Long-term debt maturities $ 565,000 $ — $ 315,000 $ 250,000 $ — 
Operating leases 15,130 3,307 4,984 3,796 3,043 
Purchase obligations 663,053 461,126 201,927 — — 

Total contractual obligations $ 1,243,183 $ 464,433 $ 521,911 $ 253,796 $ 3,043 

(1)    Principal payments in accordance with the line of credit and construction loans. Total future interest payments of $194.7 million associated with our current outstanding debt are based on the current
outstanding balance and interest rate as of December 31, 2023 through maturity.

(2)    Operating lease obligations do not include payments to property owners covering common area maintenance charges.
(3)    Includes the remaining purchase price for all land option and purchase contracts, net of deposits, as of December 31, 2023.

We are subject to certain requirements associated with entering into contracts (including land option contracts) for the purchase, development, and sale of real estate in
the routine conduct of business. Option contracts for the purchase of land enable us to defer acquiring portions of properties owned by third parties until we have determined
whether to exercise our option, which may serve to reduce the financial risks associated with long-term land holdings. We expect to acquire the majority of such land within the
next four years. Our performance on these contracts, including the timing and amount of purchase, if any, on the remaining purchase and option contracts is subject to change.

Seasonality

Historically, the homebuilding industry experiences seasonal fluctuations in quarterly operating results and capital requirements. We typically experience the highest
new home order activity during the spring, although this activity is also highly dependent on the number of active selling communities, timing of new community openings and
other market factors. Since it typically takes four to eight months to construct a new home, we deliver more homes in the second half of the year as spring and summer home
orders convert to home deliveries. Because of this seasonality, home starts, construction costs, and related cash outflows have historically been highest in the third and fourth
quarters, and the majority of cash receipts from home deliveries occurs during the second half of the year. We expect this seasonal pattern to continue over the long-term,
although it may be affected by volatility in the homebuilding industry.

Non-GAAP Financial Measures

We include non-GAAP financial measures, including adjusted home sales gross margin, EBITDA and adjusted EBITDA, net debt to total capital, and adjusted net
income. These non-GAAP financial measures are presented to provide investors additional insights to facilitate the analysis of our results of operations. These non-GAAP
financial measures are not in accordance with, or an alternative for, GAAP financial measures and may be different from non-GAAP financial measures used by other
companies. In addition, these non-GAAP financial measures are not based on any comprehensive or standard set of accounting rules or principles. Accordingly, the calculation
of our non-GAAP financial measures may differ from the definitions of non-GAAP financial measures other companies may use with the same or similar names. This limits, to
some extent, the usefulness of this information for comparison purposes. Non-GAAP financial measures have limitations in that they do not reflect all of the amounts associated
with our financial results as determined in accordance with GAAP. This information should only be used to evaluate our financial results in conjunction with the corresponding
GAAP information. Accordingly, we qualify our use of non-GAAP financial measures whenever non-GAAP financial measures are presented.

Net Debt to Total Capital

The following table presents the ratio of debt to capital as well as the ratio of net debt to total capital, which is a non-GAAP financial measure. The ratio of debt to
capital is computed as the quotient obtained by dividing total debt, net of issuance costs, by total capital (sum of total debt, net of issuance costs, plus total equity).

(1)

(2)

(3)
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The non-GAAP ratio of net debt to total capital is computed as the quotient obtained by dividing net debt (which is total debt, net of issuance costs, less cash, cash
equivalents, and restricted cash as well as cash held in escrow to the extent necessary to reduce the debt balance to zero) by total capital. Prior to the fourth quarter of 2022, we
presented the non-GAAP ratio of net debt to net capital computed as the quotient obtained by dividing net debt by net capital (sum of net debt plus total equity). During the
fourth quarter of 2022, we began presenting the non-GAAP ratio of net debt to total capital, which is consistent with the ratio presented by our peers. The most comparable
GAAP financial measure is the ratio of debt to capital. We believe the ratio of net debt to total capital is a relevant financial measure for investors to understand the leverage
employed in our operations and as an indicator of our ability to obtain financing. We believe that by deducting our cash from our debt, we provide a measure of our
indebtedness that takes into account our cash liquidity. We believe this provides useful information as the ratio of debt to capital does not take into account our liquidity and we
believe that the ratio of net debt to total capital provides supplemental information by which our financial position may be considered.

See table below reconciling this non-GAAP measure to the ratio of debt to capital.

December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Total notes and other debts payable, net $ 543,774 $ 505,422 
Total equity 688,352 710,319 

Total capital $ 1,232,126 $ 1,215,741 

Ratio of debt to capital 44.1 % 41.6 %
 
Total notes and other debts payable, net $ 543,774 $ 505,422 
Less: cash, cash equivalents and restricted cash 119,555 123,634 
Less: cash held in escrow 49,091 17,101 
Net debt $ 375,128 $ 364,687 

Total capital $ 1,232,126 $ 1,215,741 
Ratio of net debt to total capital 30.4 % 30.0 %

EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA

The following table presents EBITDA and Adjusted EBITDA for the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022. Adjusted EBITDA is a non-GAAP financial measure
used by management in evaluating operating performance. We define Adjusted EBITDA as net income before (i) income tax expense, (ii) interest expenses, (iii) depreciation
and amortization, (iv) real estate inventories impairment, (v) purchase accounting adjustments for acquired work in process inventory related to business combinations, (vi) loss
on debt extinguishment or forgiveness, (vii) transaction costs related to business combinations, (viii) write-off of deferred offering costs, (ix) abandoned projects costs, (x) the
impact of income or loss allocations from our unconsolidated joint ventures, and (xi) loss on remeasurement of warrant liability. We believe Adjusted EBITDA provides an
indicator of general economic performance that is not affected by fluctuations in interest, effective tax rates, levels of depreciation and amortization, and items considered to be
non-recurring. The economic activity related to our unconsolidated joint ventures is not core to our operations and is the reason we have excluded those amounts. Accordingly,
we believe this measure is useful for comparing our core operating performance from period to
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period. Our presentation of Adjusted EBITDA should not be considered as an indication that our future results will be unaffected by unusual or non-recurring items.

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Net income $ 32,650 $ 75,665 

Provision for income taxes 11,895 25,400 
Interest in cost of sales 36,330 40,428 
Interest relieved to equity in net income of unconsolidated joint ventures — 70 
Depreciation and amortization expense 5,104 5,549 

EBITDA 85,979 147,112 
Real estate inventories impairments 4,700 — 
Purchase price accounting for acquired inventory 18,820 50,412 
Transaction costs 1,390 883 
Write-off of offering costs 436 — 
Abandoned project costs 998 — 
Equity in net income of unconsolidated joint ventures, excluding interest relieved — (219)
Loss on debt extinguishment or forgiveness — 2,496 
Loss on remeasurement of warrant liability — 7,315 

Adjusted EBITDA $ 112,323 $ 207,999 

Adjusted Net Income

Adjusted Net Income attributable to Landsea Homes is a non-GAAP financial measure that we believe is useful to management, investors and other users of our
financial information in evaluating and understanding our operating results without the effect of certain expenses that were historically pushed down by our parent company and
other non-recurring items. We believe excluding these items provides a more comparable assessment of our financial results from period to period. Adjusted Net Income
attributable to Landsea Homes is calculated by excluding the effects of related party interest that was pushed down by our parent company, purchase accounting adjustments for
acquired work in process inventory related to business combinations, the impact from our unconsolidated joint ventures, loss on debt extinguishment or forgiveness, real estate
inventories impairment, and loss on remeasurement of warrant liability, and tax-effected using a blended statutory tax rate. The economic activity related to our unconsolidated
joint ventures is not core to our operations and is the reason we have excluded those amounts. We adjust for the expense of related party interest pushed down from our parent
company as we have no obligation to repay the debt and related interest.

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Net income attributable to Landsea Homes Corporation $ 29,236 $ 73,551 

 
Real estate inventories impairment 4,700 — 
Pre-Merger capitalized related party interest included in cost of sales 1,718 5,130 
Equity in net income of unconsolidated joint ventures — (149)
Purchase price accounting for acquired inventory 18,820 50,412 
Loss on debt extinguishment or forgiveness — 2,496 
Loss on remeasurement of warrant liability — 7,315 

Total adjustments 25,238 65,204 
Tax-effected adjustments 18,622 49,755 
 

Adjusted net income attributable to Landsea Homes Corporation $ 47,858 $ 123,306 

(1)    Our tax-effected adjustments are based on our federal rate and a blended state rate adjusted for certain discrete items.

(1)
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Item 7A. Quantitative and Qualitative Disclosures about Market Risk

Due to the nature of homebuilding and our business we are exposed to market risks in the ordinary course of our business, including the effects of interest rate changes
and inflation as described below. We are also exposed to market risk from fluctuations in our stock prices and related characteristics.

Interest Rates

Market risk is the risk of loss arising from adverse changes in market rates and prices, such as interest rates, foreign currency exchange rates and commodity prices.
The Company’s primary exposure to market risk is interest rate risk associated with variable notes and credit facilities. Borrowings under our credit facility bear interest at a
floating rate equal to the Prime rate plus 2.75% or SOFR plus 3.35% per annum. The Senior Notes bear interest on the outstanding amount at a fixed rate of 11.00% per annum,
and therefore are not subject to fluctuations in interest rates.

Inflation

Operations can be adversely impacted by inflation, primarily from higher land, financing, labor, material and construction costs. In addition, inflation can lead to
higher mortgage rates, which can significantly affect the affordability of mortgage financing to homebuyers. While we attempt to pass on cost increases to customers through
increased prices, when weak housing market conditions exist, we are often unable to offset cost increases with higher selling prices.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the shareholders and the Board of Directors of Landsea Homes Corporation

Opinion on the Financial Statements

We have audited the accompanying consolidated balance sheet of Landsea Homes Corporation and subsidiaries (the "Company") as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, the
related consolidated statements of operations, equity, and cash flows, for the years then ended, and the related notes and the schedules listed in the Index at Item 15 (collectively
referred to as the "financial statements"). In our opinion, the financial statements present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Company as of December
31, 2023 and 2022, and the results of its operations and its cash flows for the years then ended, in conformity with accounting principles generally accepted in the United States
of America.

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB), the Company’s internal control over
financial reporting as of December 31, 2023, based on criteria established in Internal Control — Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring
Organizations of the Treadway Commission and our report dated February 29, 2024, expressed an unqualified opinion on the Company’s internal control over financial
reporting.

Basis for Opinion

These financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s financial statements based on our
audits. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal
securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.

We conducted our audits in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether the financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud. Our audits included performing procedures to assess the risks of material
misstatement of the financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test
basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. Our audits also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates
made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of the financial statements. We believe that our audits provide a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Critical Audit Matter

The critical audit matter communicated below is a matter arising from the current-period audit of the financial statements that were communicated or required to be
communicated to the audit committee and that (1) relates to accounts or disclosures that are material to the financial statements and (2) involved our especially challenging,
subjective, or complex judgments. The communication of critical audit matter does not alter in any way our opinion on the financial statements, taken as a whole, and we are
not, by communicating the critical audit matters below, providing separate opinions on the critical audit matter or on the accounts or disclosures to which they relate.

Real Estate Inventories — Valuation— Refer to Notes 2 and 5 to the financial statements

Critical Audit Matter Description

The Company reviews real estate inventories on a periodic basis or whenever indicators of impairment exist. If there are indicators of impairment, the Company performs a
detailed budget and cash flow review of the applicable real estate inventories to determine whether the estimated undiscounted future cash flows of the project are more or less
than the asset’s carrying value. If the estimated undiscounted future cash flows are less than the asset’s carrying value, the asset is written down to fair value and impairment
charges are recorded through cost of sales. The carrying value of real estate inventories as of December 31, 2023 was $1,122 million.

Auditing the Company’s impairment evaluation of real estate inventories was complex due to the subjectivity in determining whether impairment indicators were present at a
community. Additionally, for real estate inventories where indicators of impairment were present, the determination of the undiscounted future cash flows involved significant
judgment. In particular, management’s key assumptions and estimates used in developing undiscounted future cash flows projections and estimates includes future home sales
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revenues, sales absorption rates, land development and construction costs, carrying costs, and direct selling and marketing costs. Accordingly, auditing management’s judgments
regarding the key assumptions used in the undiscounted future cash flows analyses involved our especially challenging and subjective auditor judgment.

How the Critical Audit Matter Was Addressed in the Audit

Our audit procedures related to the identification of real estate inventories with indicators of impairment, and the related undiscounted future cash flows for real estate
inventories with impairment indicators included the following, among others:

• We tested the effectiveness of controls over the Company’s real estate inventories impairment process, including those over the identification of impairment indicators
and the determination of undiscounted future cash flows.

• We evaluated management’s impairment indicators analysis, including thresholds used for investigation, and whether management appropriately considered potential
significant indicators.

• We performed an independent search for impairment indicators to determine whether factors were present during the period that were not identified by management,
which may indicate that a fair value analysis is required.

• For real estate inventories with indicators of impairment, we evaluated significant assumptions to estimate the future undiscounted cash flows and source information
used by management. We selected a sample and performed incremental testing of the related undiscounted future cash flows model by:

◦ Testing the mathematical accuracy of the undiscounted cash flow models, and

◦ Challenging key assumptions and estimates of future housing revenues, sales absorption rates, land development, and construction and related carrying costs
used in management’s undiscounted future cash flows model by comparing to historical data and performing sensitivity analysis.

/s/ DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP

Costa Mesa, California
February 29, 2024

We have served as the Company’s auditor since 2022.
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Report of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

To the Board of Directors and Stockholders of Landsea Homes Corporation

Opinion on the Financial Statements

We have audited the consolidated statements of operations, of equity and of cash flows of Landsea Homes Corporation and its subsidiaries (the “Company”) for the year ended
December 31, 2021, including the related notes (collectively referred to as the “consolidated financial statements”). In our opinion, the consolidated financial statements present
fairly, in all material respects, the results of operations and cash flows of the Company for the year ended December 31, 2021 in conformity with accounting principles generally
accepted in the United States of America.

Basis for Opinion

These consolidated financial statements are the responsibility of the Company’s management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the Company’s consolidated
financial statements based on our audit. We are a public accounting firm registered with the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB) and are
required to be independent with respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and
Exchange Commission and the PCAOB.

We conducted our audit of these consolidated financial statements in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit
to obtain reasonable assurance about whether the consolidated financial statements are free of material misstatement, whether due to error or fraud.

Our audit included performing procedures to assess the risks of material misstatement of the consolidated financial statements, whether due to error or fraud, and performing
procedures that respond to those risks. Such procedures included examining, on a test basis, evidence regarding the amounts and disclosures in the consolidated financial
statements. Our audit also included evaluating the accounting principles used and significant estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall presentation of
the consolidated financial statements. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

/s/ PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Los Angeles, California
March 16, 2022

We served as the Company’s auditor from 2019 to 2021.
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Landsea Homes Corporation
Consolidated Balance Sheets

(in thousands, except share and per share amounts)

December 31,
2023 2022

Assets
Cash and cash equivalents $ 119,555 $ 123,634 
Cash held in escrow 49,091 17,101 
Real estate inventories 1,121,726 1,093,369 
Due from affiliates 4,348 3,744 
Goodwill 68,639 68,639 
Other assets 107,873 134,009 

Total assets $ 1,471,232 $ 1,440,496 
 
Liabilities

Accounts payable $ 77,969 $ 74,445 
Accrued expenses and other liabilities 160,256 149,426 
Due to affiliates 881 884 
Line of credit facility, net 307,631 505,422 
Senior notes, net 236,143 — 

Total liabilities 782,880 730,177 
 
Commitments and contingencies (Note 10)
 
Equity
Stockholders’ equity:

Preferred stock, $0.0001 par value, 50,000,000 shares authorized, none issued and outstanding as of December 31,
2023 and December 31, 2022, respectively — — 

Common stock, $0.0001 par value, 500,000,000 shares authorized, 41,382,453 issued and 36,520,894 outstanding
as of December 31, 2023, 42,110,794 issued and 40,884,268 outstanding as of December 31, 2022 4 4 

Additional paid-in capital 465,290 497,598 
Retained earnings 187,584 158,348 

Total stockholders’ equity 652,878 655,950 
Noncontrolling interests 35,474 54,369 

Total equity 688,352 710,319 
Total liabilities and equity $ 1,471,232 $ 1,440,496 

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Landsea Homes Corporation
Consolidated Statements of Operations
(in thousands, except share and per share amounts)

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Revenue
Home sales $ 1,169,867 $ 1,392,750 $ 936,400 
Lot sales and other 40,080 53,699 86,904 

Total revenue 1,209,947 1,446,449 1,023,304 
 
Cost of sales

Home sales 967,034 1,108,204 772,575 
Lot sales and other 27,939 51,321 68,131 

Total cost of sales 994,973 1,159,525 840,706 
 
Gross margin

Home sales 202,833 284,546 163,825 
Lot sales and other 12,141 2,378 18,773 

Total gross margin 214,974 286,924 182,598 
 
Sales and marketing expenses 73,248 89,305 52,840 
General and administrative expenses 101,442 89,325 70,266 
Total operating expenses 174,690 178,630 123,106 
 
Income from operations 40,284 108,294 59,492 
 
Other income, net 4,261 86 5,148 
(Loss) gain on remeasurement of warrant liability — (7,315) 2,090 
Pretax income 44,545 101,065 66,730 
 
Provision for income taxes 11,895 25,400 13,995 
 
Net income 32,650 75,665 52,735 
Net income (loss) attributable to noncontrolling interests 3,414 2,114 (51)
Net income attributable to Landsea Homes Corporation $ 29,236 $ 73,551 $ 52,786 
 
Earnings per share:
Basic $ 0.75 $ 1.71 $ 1.14 

Diluted $ 0.75 $ 1.70 $ 1.14 
 
Weighted average shares outstanding:
Basic 38,885,003 42,052,696 45,198,722 

Diluted 39,076,322 42,199,462 45,250,718 

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Landsea Homes Corporation
Consolidated Statements of Equity

(in thousands, except shares)

Common Stock

Shares Amount
Additional

paid-in capital
Retained
earnings

Total
stockholders'

equity
Noncontrolling

interests Total equity

Balance at December 31, 2020 32,557,303 $ 3 $ 496,171 $ 32,011 $ 528,185 $ 1,301 $ 529,486 
Recapitalization transaction, net of fees and
deferred taxes 13,673,722 2 33,366 — 33,368 — 33,368 

Vesting of restricted stock units 50,066 — — — — — — 
Stock-based compensation expense — — 5,808 — 5,808 — 5,808 
Net income (loss) — — — 52,786 52,786 (51) 52,735 

Balance at December 31, 2021 46,281,091 $ 5 $ 535,345 $ 84,797 $ 620,147 $ 1,250 $ 621,397 
Shares issued under share-based awards 228,529 — — — — — — 
Cash paid for shares withheld for taxes — — (848) — (848) — (848)
Stock-based compensation expense — — 3,647 — 3,647 — 3,647 
Contributions from noncontrolling interests — — — — — 55,000 55,000 
Distributions to noncontrolling interests — — — — — (3,995) (3,995)
Repurchase of common stock (5,625,352) (1) (40,546) — (40,547) — (40,547)
Net income — — — 73,551 73,551 2,114 75,665 

Balance at December 31, 2022 40,884,268 $ 4 $ 497,598 $ 158,348 $ 655,950 $ 54,369 $ 710,319 
Shares issued under share-based awards 267,782 — — — — — — 
Stock options exercised 3,877 — 37 — 37 — 37 
Cash paid for shares withheld for taxes — — (695) — (695) — (695)
Stock-based compensation expense — — 3,088 — 3,088 — 3,088 
Distributions to noncontrolling interests — — — — — (22,309) (22,309)
Repurchase of common stock and associated tax (3,635,033) — (34,738) — (34,738) — (34,738)
Forfeiture and cancellation of Earnout Shares (1,000,000) — — — — — — 
Net income — — — 29,236 29,236 3,414 32,650 

Balance at December 31, 2023 36,520,894 $ 4 $ 465,290 $ 187,584 $ 652,878 $ 35,474 $ 688,352 

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Landsea Homes Corporation
Consolidated Statements of Cash Flows

(in thousands)

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Cash flows from operating activities:
Net income $ 32,650 $ 75,665 $ 52,735 
Adjustments to reconcile net income to net cash provided by operating activities:

Depreciation and amortization 5,104 5,549 5,393 
Loss (gain) on remeasurement of warrant liability — 7,315 (2,090)
Stock-based compensation expense 3,088 3,647 5,808 
Loss (gain) on extinguishment or forgiveness of debt — 2,496 (4,266)
Inventory impairments 4,700 — — 
Abandoned project costs 998 650 555 
Write off of offering costs 436 — — 
Deferred taxes (4,917) (6,299) (2,826)

Changes in operating assets and liabilities:
Cash held in escrow (31,990) (13,022) 7,539 
Real estate inventories (29,543) (12,846) (59,655)
Due from affiliates (604) 721 (1,802)
Other assets 33,738 (53,930) (7,307)
Accounts payable 3,523 (5,617) 35,850 
Accrued expenses and other liabilities 9,987 13,139 3,466 
Due to affiliates (3) (1,473) — 

Net cash provided by operating activities 27,167 15,995 33,400 
 
Cash flows from investing activities:

Purchases of property and equipment (7,478) (5,469) (3,176)
Distributions of capital from unconsolidated joint ventures — 578 22,134 
Payments for business acquisition, net of cash acquired — (258,727) (44,537)

Net cash used in investing activities (7,478) (263,618) (25,579)

Cash flows from financing activities:
Borrowings from notes and other debts payable 547,500 281,612 910,487 
Repayments of notes and other debts payable (504,300) (240,228) (737,683)
Proceeds from Merger, net of fees and other costs — — 64,434 
Cash paid for shares withheld for taxes (695) (848) — 
Payment for buyback of warrants — (16,500) — 
Repayment of convertible note — — (1,500)
Proceeds from exercise of stock options 37 — — 
Repurchases of common stock (34,417) (40,547) — 
Contributions from noncontrolling interests — 55,000 — 
Distributions to noncontrolling interests (22,309) (3,995) — 
Deferred offering costs paid (224) (2,605) (1,832)
Debt issuance and extinguishment costs paid (9,360) (3,885) (8,522)

Net cash (used in) provided by financing activities (23,768) 28,004 225,384 
 
Net (decrease) increase in cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash (4,079) (219,619) 233,205 
Cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash at beginning of year 123,634 343,253 110,048 
Cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash at end of year $ 119,555 $ 123,634 $ 343,253 

See accompanying notes to the consolidated financial statements.
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Landsea Homes Corporation
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

 1.     Company

Landsea Homes Corporation (together with its subsidiaries, “Landsea Homes” or the “Company”), a majority owned subsidiary of Landsea Holdings Corporation
(“Landsea Holdings”), is engaged in the acquisition, development, and sale of homes and lots in Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, New Jersey, New York, and Texas. The
Company’s operations are organized into the following six reportable segments: Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Metro New York and Texas.

On August 31, 2020, Landsea Homes and its parent, Landsea Holdings, entered into an Agreement and Plan of Merger (the “Merger Agreement”) with LF Capital
Acquisition Corp. (“LF Capital”) and LFCA Merger Sub, Inc. (the “Merger Sub”), a direct, wholly-owned subsidiary of LF Capital. The Merger Agreement provided for,
among other things, the merger of Merger Sub with and into Landsea Homes Incorporated (“LHI”), previously a wholly-owned subsidiary of Landsea Holdings, with LHI
continuing as the surviving corporation (the “Merger”).

On January 7, 2021 (the “Closing Date”), the Merger was consummated pursuant to the Merger Agreement (the “Closing”). The name of LF Capital was changed at
that time to Landsea Homes Corporation. Subject to the terms of the Merger Agreement, Landsea Holdings received $343.8 million of stock consideration, consisting of
32.6 million newly issued shares of Landsea Homes Corporation’s common stock. The shares were valued at $10.56 per share for purposes of determining the aggregate
number of shares payable to Landsea Holdings (the “Stock Consideration”).

Upon Closing, Level Field Capital, LLC (the “Sponsor”) held 1.0 million shares that are subject to surrender and forfeiture for no consideration in the event the
common stock does not reach certain thresholds during the 24-month period following the closing of the Merger (“Earnout Shares”). The Sponsor transferred 0.5 million
Earnout Shares to Landsea Holdings. Additionally, the Sponsor forfeited 2.3 million private placement warrants and transferred 2.2 million private placement warrants to
Landsea Holdings (such private placement warrants, each exercisable to purchase one share of Common Stock at an exercise price of $11.50 per share, are referred to as the
“Private Placement Warrants,” and together with the Company’s public warrants they are referred to as the “Warrants”). During the year ended December 31, 2022, the private
placement warrants were repurchased by the Company and are no longer outstanding, refer to Note 16 – Stockholders’ Equity for additional information. In January 2023, the
Company concluded that the threshold for the Earnout Shares was not met and therefore those shares were forfeited and cancelled.

In connection with the Merger, the Company received $64.4 million from the Merger after payments of $28.7 million related to the public warrant amendment and
$7.5 million representing transaction expenses incurred. The Company incurred direct and incremental costs of approximately $16.7 million related to the equity issuance,
consisting primarily of investment banking, legal, accounting and other professional fees, which were recorded to additional paid-in capital as a reduction of proceeds. The
Company recorded $2.7 million in general and administrative expenses in 2021 related to the accelerated vesting of certain phantom awards. At the time of the Merger, the
Company paid cash of $2.9 million for the phantom stock awards and issued 0.2 million shares with an issuance date value of $1.9 million.

The Merger was accounted for as a reverse recapitalization. Under this method of accounting, LF Capital is treated as the “acquired” company for financial reporting
purposes. This determination was primarily based on the current stockholder of Landsea Homes, Landsea Holdings, having a relative majority of the voting power of the
combined entity; the operations of LHI prior to the Merger comprising the only ongoing operations of the combined entity; and senior management of LHI comprising the
senior management of the combined entity. Accordingly, for accounting purposes, the financial statements of the combined entity represent a continuation of the financial
statements of LHI with the acquisition being treated as the equivalent of LHI issuing stock for the net assets of LF Capital, accompanied by a recapitalization. The net assets of
LHI are stated at historical cost, with no goodwill or other intangible assets recorded. The shares and net income per share available to holders of the LHI’s common stock,
prior to the Merger, have been retroactively restated as shares reflecting the exchange ratio established in the Merger Agreement.

 2.    Summary of Significant Accounting Policies

Basis of Presentation and Consolidation—The accompanying consolidated financial statements have been prepared in accordance with accounting principles
generally accepted in the United States of America (“GAAP”) and include the accounts of the Company and all subsidiaries, partnerships and other entities in which the
Company has a controlling interest and variable interest entities (“VIEs”) in which the Company is deemed the primary beneficiary. The Company’s investments in
unconsolidated entities in which a significant, but less than controlling, interest is held and in VIEs in which the Company is not deemed to be the primary
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Landsea Homes Corporation
Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

beneficiary, are accounted for under the equity method. All intercompany transactions and balances have been eliminated in consolidation.

Landsea Holdings holds a series of notes payable to affiliated entities of its parent. The cash Landsea Holdings received from this debt was previously utilized to
partially fund operations of the Company. Related party interest incurred by Landsea Holdings (the “Related Party Interest”) was historically pushed down to the Company and
reflected on the consolidated balance sheets of the Company, primarily in real estate inventories, and on the consolidated statements of operations in cost of sales. Refer to
Note 6 – Capitalized Interest for further detail. As the Company did not guarantee the notes payable nor have any obligations to repay the notes payable, and as the notes
payable were not assigned to the Company, the notes payable do not represent a liability of the Company and accordingly have not been reflected in the consolidated balance
sheets. Additionally, in connection with the Merger, Landsea Homes is precluded from repaying Landsea Holdings’ notes payable to the affiliated entities of its parent.
Therefore, as of January 7, 2021, the Related Party Interest is no longer pushed down to Landsea Homes.

During the periods presented in the consolidated financial statements prior to the Merger, the Company was included in the consolidated U.S. federal, and certain state
and local, income tax returns filed by Landsea Holdings, where applicable. Income tax expense and other income tax related information contained in these consolidated
financial statements are presented on a separate return basis as if the Company had filed its own tax returns. Additionally, certain tax attributes such as net operating losses or
credit carryforwards are presented on a separate return basis, and accordingly, may differ in the future. In jurisdictions where the Company has been included in the tax returns
filed by Landsea Holdings, any income tax payables or receivables resulting from the related income tax provisions have been reflected in the consolidated balance sheets and
the effect of the push down is reflected within additional paid-in capital.

Management of the Company believes that the assumptions underlying the consolidated financial statements reasonably reflect the utilization of services provided, or
benefits received by the Company during the periods presented. Nevertheless, the consolidated financial statements may not be indicative of the Company’s future performance.

Reclassifications—Certain reclassifications have been made in the prior year’s financial statements to conform to classifications used in the current year. The
consolidated balance sheet for the year ended December 31, 2022, has been revised to reflect the reclassification of investment in and advances to unconsolidated joint ventures
of less than $0.1 million to other assets. The consolidated statements of operations for the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021, have been revised to reflect the
reclassification of $0.1 million and $1.3 million, respectively, from equity in net income of unconsolidated joint ventures to other income, net. Additionally, the consolidated
statements of cash flows for these years have been revised to reflect a reclassification of equity in net income of unconsolidated joint ventures of $0.1 million and $1.3 million,
respectively, to the change in other assets.

Use of Estimates—The preparation of consolidated financial statements in conformity with GAAP requires management to make estimates and assumptions that affect
the reported amounts in the consolidated financial statements and accompanying notes. Actual results could differ materially from these estimates.

Cash and Cash Equivalents—The Company defines cash and cash equivalents as demand deposits with financial institutions and short-term liquid investments with a
maturity date of less than three months from the date of purchase.

Cash Held in Escrow—Cash held in escrow consists of proceeds from home closings held in escrow for the Company’s benefit, typically for less than five days.

Real Estate Inventories and Cost of Sales—Real estate inventories include actively selling projects as well as projects under development or held for future
development. Inventories are stated at cost, unless the carrying amount is determined not to be recoverable, in which case inventory is written down to its fair value. The
Company capitalizes pre-acquisition costs, land deposits, land, development, and other allocated costs, including interest, property taxes, and indirect construction costs to real
estate inventories. Pre-acquisition costs, including non-refundable land deposits, are removed from inventory and expensed to other income, net, if the Company determines
continuation of the prospective project is not probable. Land, development, and other common costs are typically allocated to real estate inventories using a methodology that
approximates the relative-sales-value method. If the relative-sales-value-method is impracticable, costs are allocated based on area methods, such as square footage or lot size,
or other value methods as appropriate under the circumstances. Home construction costs per production phase are recorded using the specific identification method.
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Cost of sales for homes closed includes construction costs of each home, an allocation of applicable land acquisition, land development, and related common costs,
plus an estimate of any applicable costs required to complete the home or common area development. Changes in estimated development and common costs are allocated
prospectively to remaining homes in a project.

The Company reviews real estate inventories on a periodic basis or whenever indicators of impairment exist. If there are indicators of impairment, the Company
performs a detailed budget and cash flow review of the applicable real estate inventories to determine whether the estimated undiscounted future cash flows of the project are
more or less than the asset’s carrying value. If the estimated undiscounted future cash flows are more than the asset’s carrying value, no impairment adjustment is required.
However, if the estimated undiscounted future cash flows are less than the asset’s carrying value, the asset is written down to fair value and impairment charges are recorded to
cost of sales. We generally determine the estimated fair value of each community by using a discounted cash flow approach based on the estimated future cash flows at discount
rates that reflect the risk of the community being evaluated.

When estimating future cash flows of a project, the Company makes various assumptions including estimated future home sales revenue, sales absorption rates, land
development and construction costs, carrying costs, and direct selling and marketing costs. The discounted cash flow approach can be impacted significantly by the Company’s
estimates of future cash flows and the applicable discount rate, which are Level 3 inputs. The key assumptions used in real estate inventories valuations are subject to a variety
of external factors and are inherently uncertain. It is reasonably possible that changes in market conditions could change the Company’s estimates of future cash flows, leading
to different conclusions. Accordingly, actual results could differ from valuation estimates. See Note 5 – Real Estate Inventories for additional information.

Capitalization of Interest—The Company follows the practice of capitalizing interest to real estate inventories during the period of development and to investments in
unconsolidated joint ventures, when applicable, in accordance with ASC 835, Interest. Interest capitalized as a component of real estate inventories is included in cost of sales
as related homes or lots are delivered to customers. To the extent interest is capitalized to investments in unconsolidated joint ventures, it is included as a reduction to income
from unconsolidated joint ventures when the related homes or lots are sold to third parties. To the extent the Company’s debt exceeds its qualified assets as defined in ASC 835,
the Company would expense a portion of the interest incurred. Qualified assets represent projects that are under development as well as investments in unconsolidated joint
ventures accounted for under the equity method until such equity method investees begin their principal operations.

Business Combinations—Acquisitions are accounted for in accordance with ASC 805, Business Combinations. In connection with the Company’s recent acquisitions,
management determined in each case that the Company obtained control of a business including inputs, processes, and outputs in exchange for cash consideration. All material
assets and liabilities were measured and recognized at fair value as of the date of the acquisition. Any excess of the purchase price over the estimated fair values of the
identifiable net assets acquired is recorded as goodwill. Significant judgment is often required in estimating the fair value of assets acquired, particularly intangible assets.

The fair value of acquired real estate inventories largely depends on the stage of production of the acquired land and work in process inventory. For acquired land and
land options, the Company typically utilizes, with the assistance of a third party valuation specialist, a sales comparison approach. For work in process inventories, the Company
estimates the fair value based upon the stage of production of each unit and a gross margin that the Company believes a market participant would require to complete the
remaining development and requisite selling efforts. Refer to Note 3 – Business Combinations and Asset Acquisitions for further information regarding the purchase price
allocation and related acquisition accounting.

Investment in Unconsolidated Joint Ventures—The Company uses the equity method to account for investments in (1) joint ventures that qualify as VIEs where the
Company is not the primary beneficiary and (2) other entities that the Company does not control but has the ability to exercise significant influence over. The Company also
uses the equity method when it functions as the managing member or general partner and its venture partner has substantive participating rights or where the Company can be
replaced by its venture partner as managing member without cause. Under the equity method, the Company recognizes its proportionate share of earnings and losses generated
by the joint venture upon the delivery of lots or homes to third parties.

Variable Interest Entities—The Company accounts for variable interest entities in accordance with ASC 810, Consolidation. Under ASC 810, a VIE is created when:
(a) the equity investment at risk in the entity is not sufficient to permit the entity to finance its activities without additional subordinated financial support provided by other
parties, including the equity holders; (b) the entity’s equity holders as a group either (i) lack the direct or indirect ability to direct the activities of an entity that most
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significantly impact the entity’s economic performance, (ii) are not obligated to absorb expected losses of the entity or (iii) do not have the right to receive expected residual
returns of the entity; or (c) the entity’s equity holders have voting rights that are not proportionate to their economic interests, and the activities of the entity involve or are
conducted on behalf of the equity holder with disproportionately few voting rights. If an entity is deemed to be a VIE pursuant to ASC 810, the enterprise that has both (i) the
power to direct the activities of a VIE that most significantly impact the entity’s economic performance and (ii) the obligation to absorb the expected losses of the entity or right
to receive benefits from the entity that could be potentially significant to the VIE is considered the primary beneficiary and must consolidate the VIE.

Under ASC 810, a non-refundable deposit paid to an entity may be deemed to be a variable interest that will absorb some or all of the entity’s expected losses if they
occur. The Company’s land purchase and lot option deposits generally represent its maximum exposure to the land seller if it elects not to purchase the optioned property.
Therefore, whenever the Company enters into a land option or purchase contract with an entity and makes a non-refundable deposit, a VIE may have been created.

As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, the Company consolidated two joint venture VIEs. Refer to Note 4 – Variable Interest Entities for further information regarding
VIEs.

Goodwill—The excess of the purchase price of a business acquisition over the net fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed is capitalized as goodwill if it is
treated as a business combination. Goodwill and any other intangible assets that do not have finite lives are not amortized, but rather assessed for impairment at least annually.
The Company performs an annual impairment test during the fourth quarter or whenever impairment indicators are present using a two-step process to assess whether or not
goodwill should be impaired. The first step is a qualitative assessment that analyzes current economic indicators associated with a particular reporting unit. If the qualitative
assessment indicates a stable or improved fair value, no further testing is required. If a qualitative assessment indicates that a significant decline to fair value of a reporting unit
is more likely than not, or, at the Company’s election, the Company will proceed to the second step where we calculate the fair value of a reporting unit based on discounted
future cash flows and market comparisons. If this step indicates that the carrying value of a reporting unit is in excess of its fair value, an impairment loss shall be recognized in
an amount equal to that excess, limited to the total amount of goodwill allocated to that reporting unit. There was no goodwill impairment recorded during the years ended
December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021.

Property and Equipment—Property and equipment are recorded at cost and depreciated to general and administrative expense using the straight-line method over
their estimated useful lives, typically ranging from two to five years. Leasehold improvements are stated at cost and amortized to general and administrative expense using the
straight-line method over the shorter of either their estimated useful lives or the term of the lease. For the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021 the Company
incurred depreciation expense of $1.8 million, $2.0 million, and $1.7 million, respectively.

Capitalized Selling and Marketing Costs—In accordance with ASC 606, Revenue from Contracts with Customers, and ASC 340, Other Assets and Deferred Cost,
costs incurred for tangible assets directly used in the sales process such as the Company’s sales offices, and model landscaping and furnishings are capitalized to property and
equipment which is included in other assets in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets. These costs are amortized to selling and marketing expenses generally over the
estimated life of the selling community. For the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021 the Company incurred amortization expense of $2.6 million, $0.6 million, and
$2.0 million, respectively. All other selling and marketing costs, such as commissions and advertising, are expensed as incurred. Advertising and marketing costs of $6.9
million, $5.1 million, and $3.2 million for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021, respectively, are included in sales and marketing expenses on the consolidated
statements of operations.

Warranty Accrual —The Company provides home purchasers with limited warranties against certain building defects and has certain obligations related to those
post-construction warranties for closed homes. The specific terms and conditions of these limited warranties vary depending upon the markets in which we do business, but
generally the Company provides all of its home buyers with a limited warranty as to workmanship and mechanical equipment and also provide many of its home buyers with a
limited 10-year warranty as to structural integrity.

Estimated future direct warranty costs are accrued and charged to cost of sales in the period when the related homebuilding revenues are recognized. Amounts are
accrued based upon the Company’s historical rates of warranty claims. Historical experience of the Company’s peers is also considered due to the Company’s limited internal
history of homebuilding sales. The adequacy of the warranty accrual is assessed on a quarterly basis to reflect changes in trends as information becomes available and the
amounts
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recorded are adjusted if necessary. The warranty accrual is included in accrued expenses and other liabilities in the accompanying consolidated balance sheets and adjustments
to the accrual are recorded through cost of sales.

Warrant Liability—The Company accounted for warrants as either equity-classified or liability-classified instruments based on an assessment of the warrant’s
specific terms and applicable authoritative guidance in ASC 480, Distinguishing Liabilities from Equity, and ASC 815, Derivatives and Hedging. For issued or modified
warrants that did not meet all the criteria for equity classification, the warrants were recorded as liabilities at their initial fair value on the date of issuance or assumption and
remeasured to fair value at each balance sheet date thereafter.

The Company’s Private Placement Warrants were presented on the consolidated balance sheets as a liability recorded at fair value with subsequent changes in fair
value recognized in the consolidated statement of operations at each reporting date as a (loss) gain on remeasurement of the warrant liability. The fair value of the Private
Placement Warrants was estimated using a Black-Scholes option pricing model which included assumptions used in the model that were subjective and required significant
judgment, including implied volatility, which was a Level 3 input. Each Private Placement Warrant was exercisable at $ 11.50 into one share of common stock. In June 2022, all
of the outstanding Private Placement Warrants were repurchased by the Company. Refer to Note 16 – Stockholders’ Equity for additional information on the Warrants. The fair
value of the Private Placement Warrants is discussed further in Note 14 – Fair Value.

Home Sales Revenue—Home sales revenue is recognized when the Company’s performance obligations within the underlying sales contracts are fulfilled. The
Company considers its obligations fulfilled when closing conditions are complete, title has transferred to the homebuyer, and collection of the purchase price is reasonably
assured. Sales incentives are recorded as a reduction of revenue when the respective home is closed. When it is determined that the earnings process is not complete, the related
revenue is deferred for recognition in future periods.

Lot Sales and Other Revenue—Revenues from lot sales and other revenue are recorded and a margin is recognized when performance obligations are satisfied, which
includes transferring a promised good or service to a customer. Lot sales and other revenue is recognized when all conditions of escrow are met, including delivery of the real
estate asset in the agreed-upon condition, passage of title, receipt of appropriate consideration, and collection of associated receivables, if any, is probable, and other applicable
criteria are met. Based upon the terms of the agreement, when it is determined that the performance obligation is not satisfied, the sale and the related margin are deferred for
recognition in future periods.

Under the terms of certain lot sale and other contracts, the Company is obligated to perform certain development activities after the close of escrow. Due to this
continuing involvement, the Company recognizes lot sales and other revenue under the percentage-of-completion method, whereby revenue is recognized in proportion to total
costs incurred divided by total costs expected to be incurred.

Income Taxes—The Company records income taxes in accordance with ASC 740, Income Taxes, whereby deferred tax assets and liabilities are recognized based on
the differences in the book and tax bases of assets and liabilities. Deferred tax assets and liabilities are measured using enacted tax rates that are expected to apply in the years
that the differences are expected to reverse. The Company adjusts deferred tax assets and liabilities for the effects of changes in tax laws and rates in the period of enactment.
Tax credits are recognized through the effective tax rate calculation assuming that the Company will be able to realize the full benefit of the credits.

Each year the Company assesses its deferred tax asset to determine whether all or any portion of the asset is more likely than not (defined as a likelihood of more than
50%) to be unrealizable under ASC 740. The Company is required to establish a valuation allowance for any portion of the tax asset determined to be more likely than not
unrealizable. The ultimate realization of deferred tax assets depends primarily on the generation of future taxable income during the periods in which the differences become
deductible. Judgment is required in determining the future tax consequences of events that have been recognized in the Company’s consolidated financial statements and/or tax
returns. Differences between anticipated and actual outcomes of these future tax consequences could have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial
statements.

Stock-Based Compensation Expense—In accordance with ASC 718, Compensation—Stock Compensation, stock-based compensation expense for all share-based
payment awards is based on the grant date fair value. The Company recognizes expense for share-based payment awards with only service-based vesting conditions on a
straight-line basis over the requisite service period of the award. Expense associated with awards that include a performance-based vesting condition is not recognized until it is
determined that
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it is probable the performance-based conditions will be met. When achievement of a performance-based condition is probable, a catch-up of expense will be recorded as if the
award had been vesting on a straight-line basis from the award date. The award will continue to be expensed on a straight-line basis, adjusted for probability, until the award
vests or expires as worthless.

Recent Accounting Pronouncements

    In March 2020, the Financial Accounting Standards Board (“FASB”) issued Accounting Standards Update (“ASU”) 2020-04, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848):
Facilitation of the Effects of Reference Rate Reform on Financial Reporting, which provides temporary optional expedients and exceptions to the current guidance on contract
modifications and hedge accounting. These changes are intended to simplify the market transition from the London Interbank Offered Rate (“LIBOR”) to alternative reference
rates. ASU 2020-04 generally considers contract modifications related to reference rate reform to be an event that does not require contract remeasurement at the modification
date nor a reassessment of a previous accounting determination. In January 2021, the FASB issued ASU 2021-01, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848): Scope, which clarified
the scope and application of ASU 2020-04. In December 2022, the FASB issued ASU No. 2022-06, Reference Rate Reform (Topic 848): Deferral of the Sunset Date of Topic
848, which defers the sunset date of the reference rate reform guidance to December 31, 2024. This guidance may be elected over time, through December 31, 2024, as
reference rate reform activities occur. Once ASU 2020-04 is elected, the guidance must be applied prospectively for all eligible contract modifications. In June 2022, the
Company modified its credit facility to use the Secured Overnight Financing Rate (“SOFR”) as a reference rate rather than LIBOR. The Company elected to apply this guidance
which preserves the presentation of the loan consistent with the presentation prior to the modification.

In October 2021, the FASB issued ASU 2021-08, which requires application of ASC 606 to recognize and measure contract assets and liabilities from contracts with
customers acquired in a business combination. ASU 2021-08 creates an exception to the general recognition and measurement principle in ASC 805 and will result in
recognition of contract assets and contract liabilities consistent with those recorded by the acquiree immediately before the acquisition date. The standard is effective for fiscal
years beginning after December 15, 2022, with early adoption permitted. The adoption did not have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated financial statements.

In March 2023, the FASB issued ASU 2023-01, which amends the application of ASU 2016-02, Leases (Topic 842), related to leases with entities under common
control, also referred to as common control leases. The amendments to this update require an entity to consider the useful life of leasehold improvements associated with
common control leases from the perspective of the common control group and amortize the leasehold improvements over the useful life of the assets to the common control
group, instead of the term of the lease. Any remaining value for the leasehold improvement at the end of the lease would be adjusted through equity. The standard is effective
for fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2023, with early adoption permitted. The adoption is not expected to have a material impact on the Company’s consolidated
financial statements.

In November 2023, the FASB issued ASU 2023-07, Segment Reporting (Topic 280): Improvements to Reportable Segment Disclosures, which requires disclosure of
additional segment information. These additional requirements include significant expenses, other segment items to reconcile segment revenue and significant expenses to the
reported measure of segment profit or loss, a description of the composition of the other segment items, and the title and position of the entity’s chief operating decision maker
(“CODM”). The amendments in this update also expand the segment disclosure requirements to interim periods. The guidance is effective for fiscal years beginning after
December 15, 2023, and interim periods within fiscal years beginning after December 15, 2024. Early adoption is permitted. The guidance is to be applied retrospectively to all
prior periods presented in the financial statements. The Company is currently evaluating the impact of this guidance on its consolidated financial statements and related
disclosures.

In December 2023, the FASB issued ASU 2023-09, Income Taxes (Topic 740): Improvements to Income Tax Disclosures, which requires annual disclosure of specific
categories in the income tax rate reconciliation and of additional information for reconciling items that meet a quantitative threshold among other changes. Specifically, the
guidance requires a tabular reconciliation disclosure, using both percentages and amounts. The guidance is effective for annual periods beginning after December 15, 2024, with
early adoption permitted. The Company is currently evaluating the impact of this guidance on its consolidated financial statements and related disclosures.
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 3.     Business Combinations and Asset Acquisitions

On October 10, 2023, the Company expanded into the Colorado market by acquiring certain assets of Richfield Homes, LLC (“Richfield”). The Company paid an
aggregate cash purchase price of $22.5 million to acquire approximately 290 owned or controlled lots in the greater Denver, Colorado area, including any construction in
progress on those lots. This acquisition was accounted for as an asset acquisition.

On January 18, 2022, the Company acquired 100% of Hanover Family Builders, LLC (“Hanover”), a Florida-based homebuilder, for an aggregate cash purchase price,
net of working capital adjustments, of $262.6 million (the “Hanover Acquisition”). The aggregate purchase price included a pay-off of $69.3 million related to debt held by
Hanover and a payment of $15.6 million for land-related deposits. The total assets of Hanover included approximately 20 development projects and 3,800 lots owned or
controlled in various stages of development.

In accordance with ASC 805, the assets acquired and liabilities assumed from the acquisition of Hanover were measured and recognized at fair value as of the date of
the acquisition to reflect the purchase price paid.

Acquired inventories consist of land, land deposits, and work in process inventories. For acquired land and land options, the Company typically utilizes, with the
assistance of a third-party valuation specialist, a sales comparison approach. For work in process inventories, the Company estimates the fair value based upon the stage of
production of each unit and a gross margin that management believes a market participant would require to complete the remaining development and requisite selling efforts.
On the acquisition date, the stage of production for each lot ranged from recently started lots to fully completed homes. The intangible asset acquired relates to the Hanover trade
name, which is estimated to have a fair value of $1.6 million and is being amortized over one year. Goodwill represents the excess of the purchase price over the fair value of
assets acquired and liabilities assumed and relates primarily to the assembled workforce and business synergies. Goodwill of $44.2 million was recorded on the consolidated
balance sheets as a result of this transaction and is expected to be deductible for tax purposes over 15 years. The acquired goodwill is included in the Florida reporting segment
in Note 13 – Segment Reporting. The Company incurred transaction related costs of $0.7 million related to the Hanover Acquisition during the year ended December 31, 2022.

The Company’s results of operations include homebuilding revenues from the Hanover Acquisition of $334.0 million for the year ended December 31, 2022. The
accompanying results of operations also include pretax income of $20.1 million from the Hanover Acquisition during the year ended December 31, 2022. The pretax income is
inclusive of purchase price accounting and an allocation of corporate general and administrative expenses.

The following is a summary of the allocation of the purchase price based on the fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed (dollars in thousands).

Assets Acquired
Cash $ 3,857 
Real estate inventories 232,071 
Goodwill 44,182 
Trade name 1,590 
Other assets 378 

Total assets $ 282,078 
 
Liabilities Assumed
Accounts payable $ 6,329 
Accrued expenses 13,165 

Total liabilities 19,494 
Net assets acquired $ 262,584 

On May 4, 2021, the Company acquired 100% of Mercedes Premier Homes, LLC (also known as Vintage Estate Homes, LLC, or “Vintage”), a Florida- and Texas-
based homebuilder, for an aggregate cash purchase price of $54.6 million (the “Vintage Acquisition”). In addition, the Company assumed $32.1 million of debt, of which it paid
down $3.8 million in connection with the acquisition. Total assets included approximately 20 development projects and 1,800 lots in various stages of development. The
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intangible asset acquired relates to the Vintage trade name, which was estimated to have a fair value of $1.6 million and was amortized over one year. Goodwill of $3.8 million
was recorded on the consolidated balance sheets as a result of this transaction and is expected to be deductible for tax purposes over 15 years. The acquired goodwill is included
in the Florida reporting segment. The Company incurred transaction costs of $0.9 million related to the Vintage Acquisition during the year ended December 31, 2021.

The Company’s results of operations include homebuilding revenues from the Vintage Acquisition of $125.4 million during the year ended December 31, 2021. The
accompanying results of operations also include a pretax loss of $0.9 million from the Vintage Acquisition during the year ended December 31, 2021. The pretax income is
inclusive of purchase price accounting and an allocation of corporate general and administrative expenses.

The following is a summary of the allocation of the purchase price based on the fair value of assets acquired and liabilities assumed (dollars in thousands).

Assets Acquired
Cash $ 10,063 
Real estate inventories 93,699 
Goodwill 3,752 
Trade name 1,550 
Other assets 3,956 

Total assets $ 113,020 

Liabilities Assumed
Accounts payable $ 1,641 
Accrued expenses 24,660 
Notes payable 32,119 

Total liabilities 58,420 
Net assets acquired $ 54,600 

Unaudited Pro Forma Financial Information

Unaudited pro forma revenue and net income for the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021 give effect to the results of the acquisitions of Hanover and Vintage as
though the respective acquisition dates were as of January 1, 2021 and January 1, 2020, the beginning of the year preceding the respective acquisitions. Unaudited pro forma net
income adjusts the operating results of the stated acquisitions to reflect the additional costs that would have been recorded assuming the fair value adjustments had been applied
as of the beginning of the year preceding the year of acquisition, including the tax-effected amortization of the acquired trade names and transaction related costs. The Company
did not have any acquisitions that were treated as a business combination in 2023 and therefore no proforma is presented for the year ended December 31, 2023.

Year Ended December 31,
2022 2021

Revenue $ 1,451,558 $ 1,286,919 

Pretax income 151,846 23,142 
Provision for income taxes (38,163) (4,853)
Net income $ 113,683 $ 18,289 

 4.     Variable Interest Entities

The Company consolidates two joint venture (“JV”) VIEs. The consolidated VIEs include one active project in the Metro New York area (“14  Ave JV”) and one JV
with the purpose of acquiring undeveloped land (the “LCF JV”). The Company has

th
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determined that it is the primary beneficiary of these VIEs as it has the power to direct activities of the operations that most significantly affect their economic performance.

Both consolidated VIEs are financed by equity contributions from the Company and the JV partner. The 14  Ave JV was also funded by third-party debt which was
paid off in April 2022 with proceeds from a loan provided by the Company. The intercompany loan is eliminated upon consolidation.

The following table summarizes the carrying amount and classification of the VIEs’ assets and liabilities in the consolidated balance sheets as of December 31, 2023
and 2022.

December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
(dollars in thousands)

Cash $ 2,950 $ 4,697 
Real estate inventories 79,441 99,699 
Due from affiliates 203 329 
Other assets 2,107 2,124 

Total assets $ 84,701 $ 106,849 
 
Accounts payable $ 384 $ 1,577 
Accrued expenses and other liabilities 5,257 5,616 

Total liabilities $ 5,641 $ 7,193 

 5.     Real Estate Inventories

Real estate inventories are summarized as follows:

December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Deposits and pre-acquisition costs $ 99,702 $ 101,395 
Land held and land under development 272,825 191,047 
Homes completed or under construction 692,126 779,352 
Model homes 57,073 21,575 

Total real estate inventories $ 1,121,726 $ 1,093,369 

Deposits and pre-acquisition costs include land deposits and other due diligence costs related to potential land acquisitions. Land held and land under development
includes costs incurred during site development such as development, indirect costs, and permits. Homes completed or under construction and model homes include all costs
associated with home construction, including land, development, indirect costs, permits, materials and labor.

In accordance with ASC 360, Property, Plant, and Equipment, real estate inventories are stated at cost, unless the carrying amount is determined not to be recoverable,
in which case inventory is written down to its fair value. The Company reviews each real estate asset at the community-level, on a quarterly basis or whenever indicators of
impairment exist. The Company generally determines the estimated fair value of each community by using a discounted cash flow approach based on the estimated future cash
flows at discount rates that reflect the risk of the community being evaluated. The discounted cash flow approach can be impacted significantly by the Company’s estimates of
future home sales revenue, sales absorption rates, land development and construction costs, carrying costs, direct selling and marketing costs, and the applicable discount rate.

During the year ended December 31, 2023 the Company recorded $4.7 million of real estate inventories impairment charges related to one community in its California
segment. In this instance, the Company determined that additional incentives and persistent discounts were required to sell the remaining homes, which was the primary reason
the estimated future cash flows for the community were driven below their previous carrying values. During the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021, the Company did not

th
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recognize any impairments on real estate inventories. Real estate inventories impairment charges are recorded to cost of home sales in the consolidated statements of operations.

The table below provides quantitative data for Level 3 inputs used in determining the fair value of the impaired inventory. The table presents the quarter during the
year ended December 31, 2023 in which the impairment occurred.

Impairment Data Quantitative Data

Three Months Ended Number of Projects Impaired
Real Estate Inventories

Impairment
Fair Value of Inventory After

Impairment Discount Rate
(dollars in thousands)

June 30, 2023 1 $ 4,700 $ 19,363 11 %

 6.     Capitalized Interest

Interest is capitalized to real estate inventories during development and other qualifying activities. Interest capitalized as a cost of real estate inventories is included in
cost of sales as related inventories are delivered.

For the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021, the Company incurred and capitalized interest of $52.2 million, $35.6 million, and $27.2 million,
respectively. Previously capitalized interest included in cost of sales during the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021 was $36.3 million, $40.5 million, and $34.8
million, respectively. These amounts included interest from certain related party transactions, refer to Note 11 – Related Party Transactions for additional information.

 7.    Other Assets

Other assets consist of the following:
December 31,

2023 2022
(dollars in thousands)

Deferred tax asset, net $ 18,486 $ 13,569 
Property and equipment, net 12,663 9,533 
Right-of-use asset 11,869 15,589 
Contract assets 5,954 7,180 
Intangible asset, net — 44 
Prepaid expenses 8,993 4,896 
Project funds in escrow 2,388 44,159 
Warranty and general liability insurance receivables 27,406 27,109 
Investment in unconsolidated joint ventures 19 41 
Other 20,095 11,889 

Total other assets $ 107,873 $ 134,009 

(1)    Property and equipment is net of $15.8 million and $ 11.5 million accumulated depreciation as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively.
(2)    Insurance recoveries not yet received from our insurers are recorded on a gross basis, without any reduction for the associated warranty expense, within other assets on our consolidated balance sheets. Refer

to the Warranty section in Note 8 – Accrued Expenses and Other Liabilities  for additional information.

As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively, the Company had contract assets of $6.0 million and $7.2 million related to lot sales and other revenue. The contract
asset balance is included in other assets on the Company’s consolidated balance sheets and represents cash to be received for work already performed on lot sales and other
contracts. The amount of the transaction price for lot sales and other contracts remaining to be recognized as revenue for performance obligations that were not fully satisfied as
of December 31, 2023 and 2022 was $1.1 million and $11.6 million, respectively.

As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, we held membership interests in two unconsolidated joint ventures related to homebuilding activities, both of which are part of the
Metro New York segment. As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, both of the joint ventures, LS-NJ Port Imperial JV, LLC and LS-Boston Point LLC, were effectively closed out
with only customary post-closing, warranty-related activities remaining.

(1)

(2)
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 8.     Accrued Expenses and Other Liabilities

Accrued expenses and other liabilities consist of the following:

December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Land development and home construction accrual $ 51,478 $ 39,716 
Warranty reserve and general liability 48,949 46,657 
Accrued compensation and benefits 26,029 18,920 
Lease liabilities 13,070 16,428 
Sales tax payable 1,646 1,448 
Income tax payable 4,636 3,420 
Interest payable 2,775 4,351 
Deferred revenue 180 — 
Homebuyer deposits 8,227 15,046 
Other deposits and liabilities 3,266 3,440 

Total accrued expenses and other liabilities $ 160,256 $ 149,426 

As of December 31, 2023, the Company had $0.2 million of deferred revenue related to lot sales and other revenue included in accrued expenses and other liabilities in
the consolidated balance sheet. The Company reduces these liabilities and recognizes revenue as development progresses and the related performance obligations are
completed. As of December 31, 2022, the Company did not have any deferred revenue and therefore no revenue was recognized during 2023 related to deferred revenue from
the prior year.

Warranty—Estimated future direct warranty reserve and general liability costs are accrued and charged to cost of sales in the period when the related homebuilding
revenues are recognized. Changes in the Company’s warranty reserve and general liability are detailed in the table below:

December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Beginning warranty reserve and general liability $ 46,657 $ 15,692 

Adjustments — 18,018 
Provision 10,457 16,114 
Payments (8,165) (3,167)

Ending warranty reserve and general liability $ 48,949 $ 46,657 

(1)     In accordance with ASC 210, Balance Sheet, the Company presented warranty reserve and general liability on a gross basis within the consolidated balance sheet as of December 31, 2022, and presented
anticipated insurance recoveries within other assets. Previously, the Company presented the warranty reserve and general liability within accrued expenses and other liabilities, net of anticipated insurance
recoveries. This resulted in an adjustment of $18.0 million to beginning warranty reserve and general liability on January 1, 2022 with a corresponding increase in warranty and general liability insurance
receivables.

(2)     The provision amount for the year ended December 31, 2022 includes $ 3.8 million associated with Hanover, which we acquired on January 18, 2022.

 9.    Notes and Other Debts Payable, net

Amounts outstanding under notes and other debts payable, net consist of the following:

December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Senior notes $ 250,000 $ — 
Discount and deferred loan costs (13,857) — 

Senior notes, net $ 236,143 $ — 

(1)

(2)
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December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Line of credit facility $ 315,000 $ 514,300 
Deferred loan costs (7,369) (8,878)

Line of credit facility, net $ 307,631 $ 505,422 

In October 2021, the Company entered into a credit agreement (the “Credit Agreement”) to access a line of credit facility. The Credit Agreement provides for a senior
unsecured revolving credit facility of up to $675.0 million of which there was $315.0 million outstanding as of December 31, 2023. The Company may increase the borrowing
capacity up to $850.0 million, under certain conditions. Funds available under the Credit Agreement are subject to a borrowing base requirement which is calculated on
specified percentages of our real estate inventories. Borrowings under the Credit Agreement bear interest at SOFR plus 3.35% or Prime Rate (as defined by the Credit
Agreement) plus 2.75%. The interest rate includes a floor of 3.85%. The Credit Agreement was modified three times in 2022, which resulted in an increase in the borrowing
commitment from $585.0 million to $675.0 million, the replacement of LIBOR with SOFR as an index rate, and an extension of the maturity date to October 2025. As of
December 31, 2023, the interest rate on the loan was 8.70%. In July 2023, the Credit Agreement was modified to extend the maturity date and now matures in October 2026.

In July 2023, the Company entered into a new senior unsecured note (the “Note Purchase Agreement”). The Note Purchase Agreement provided for the private
placement of $250.0 million aggregate principal amount of 11.0% senior notes (the “Senior Notes”) that mature in July 2028. The Company received the proceeds, net of
discount and fees, in July 2023.

In addition, the Company previously had one project-specific construction loan. In April 2022, the construction loan was repaid in full with proceeds from borrowings
under the Credit Agreement. In connection with this payoff, the Company incurred $2.5 million of debt extinguishment fees which are included in other income, net, in the
consolidated statements of operations during the year ended December 31, 2022.

The Credit Agreement and Note Purchase Agreement contain certain financial covenants, such as requirements for the Company to maintain a minimum liquidity
balance, minimum tangible net worth, and leverage and interest coverage ratios. As of December 31, 2023, the Company was in compliance with all financial covenants.

The aggregate maturities of the principal balances of the notes and other debts payable subsequent to December 31, 2023 are as follows (dollars in thousands):

2024 $ — 
2025 — 
2026 315,000 
2027 — 
2028 250,000 
Thereafter — 

$ 565,000 

 10.    Commitments and Contingencies

Legal—The Company is currently involved in various legal actions and proceedings that arise from time to time and may be subject to similar or other legal and/or
regulatory actions in the future. The Company is currently unable to estimate the likelihood of an unfavorable result in any such proceeding that could have a material adverse
effect on the Company’s results of operations, financial position, or liquidity.

In the fourth quarter of 2021, certain insurers paid $14.9 million on behalf of the Company and others to settle a wrongful death suit. The insurers contend they are
entitled to seek reimbursement from the Company for some or all of such amounts, which the Company disputes. During October 2023, one of the insurers filed a lawsuit
seeking reimbursement; however, at this time the Company is unable to determine the outcome of the insurers’ claims against the Company or any potential damages associated
therewith.
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Performance Obligations—In the ordinary course of business, and as part of the entitlement and development process, the Company’s subsidiaries are required to
provide performance bonds to assure completion of certain public facilities. The Company had $109.3 million and $114.9 million of performance bonds outstanding at
December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively.

Land Purchase Contracts—The Company enters into land purchase contracts to acquire land for the construction of homes. Under these contracts, the Company will
fund a stated deposit in consideration for the right, but not the obligation, to purchase land at a future point in time with predetermined terms. Under the terms of some of the
purchase contracts, the deposits are not refundable in the event the Company elects to terminate the contract. Land purchase contract deposits and capitalized pre-acquisition
costs are expensed when the Company believes it is probable that it will not acquire the property under contract and will not be able to recover those costs through other means.

As of December 31, 2023, the Company had total deposits of $96.2 million, of which $1.0 million are refundable, related to contracts to purchase land and lots with a
total remaining purchase price of approximately $663.1 million, net of deposits. As of December 31, 2022, the Company had total deposits of $$98.4 million, of which $0.8
million was refundable, related to contracts to purchase land and lots with a total remaining purchase price of approximately $620.2 million, net of deposits. The majority of land
and lots under contract are currently expected to be purchased within the next four years.

Operating Leases—The Company primarily enters into operating leases for the right to use office space, model homes, and computer and office equipment, which
have remaining lease terms that range from 1 to 8 years and often include one or more options to renew. During the year ended December 2021, the Company sold model
homes and immediately leased these models back for up to two years. Certain of these model homes were not complete at the time of sale. All of the leases from the sale-
leasebacks are accounted for as operating leases and are reflected as part of the Company’s right-of-use assets and lease liabilities in the accompanying consolidated balance
sheets. Certain of these sales were to a related party; refer to Note 11 – Related Party Transactions  for further detail. The weighted average remaining lease term as of
December 31, 2023 and 2022 was 5.7 years and 5.7 years, respectively. Renewal terms are included in the lease term when it is reasonably certain the option will be exercised.

The Company established a right-of-use asset and a lease liability based on the present value of future minimum lease payments at the commencement date of the lease
or, if subsequently modified, the date of modification for active leases. As the rate implicit in each lease is not readily determinable, the Company’s incremental borrowing rate
is used in determining the present value of future minimum payments as of the commencement date. The weighted average rate as of December 31, 2023 and 2022 was 5.5%
and 4.6%, respectively. Lease components and non-lease components are accounted for as a single lease component. As of December 31, 2023, the Company had $11.9 million
and $13.1 million recognized as a right-of-use asset and lease liability, respectively, which are presented on the consolidated balance sheets within other assets and accrued
expenses and other liabilities, respectively. As of December 31, 2022, the Company had $ 15.6 million and $16.4 million recognized as a right-of-use asset and lease liability,
respectively.

Operating lease expense for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021 was $3.9 million, $2.2 million, and $1.9 million, respectively, and is included in
general and administrative expense on the consolidated statements of operations.

Future minimum payments under the non-cancelable operating leases in effect at December 31, 2023 were as follows (dollars in thousands):

2024 $ 3,307 
2025 2,652 
2026 2,332 
2027 2,101 
2028 1,695 
Thereafter 3,043 

Total lease payments 15,130 
Less: Discount (2,060)

Present value of lease liabilities $ 13,070 
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 11.    Related Party Transactions

The Company continues to pay for certain costs on behalf of Landsea Holdings, the Company’s majority stockholder. The Company records a due from affiliate
balance for all such payments. As of December 31, 2023 and 2022, the Company had a net receivable due from affiliates of $3.5 million and $2.9 million, respectively.

In August 2023, the Company repurchased from the underwriters, at the public offering price of $9.75 per share, 800,000 shares of common stock that were sold by
Green Investment Alpha Limited, a beneficial owner of the Company, in a registered secondary offering, for a total purchase price of $ 7.8 million. Green Investment Alpha
Limited no longer qualifies as a related party upon the completion of the sale.

In June 2023, the Company repurchased from the underwriters, at the public offering price of $7.50 per share, 443,478 shares of common stock that were sold by
Landsea Holdings in a registered secondary offering, for a total purchase price of $3.3 million.

During the year ended December 31, 2022, the Company sold one home to an officer of the Company and one home to a family member of a significant shareholder
of the Company. The Company recognized home sales revenue of $4.0 million and costs of sales of $3.5 million from these transactions.

In June 2022, the Company entered into two transactions with Landsea Holdings. On June 1, 2022, the Board of Directors authorized the Company to buy back
4.4 million shares of common stock held by Landsea Holdings. The Company paid $30.0 million at a price of $6.82 per share, a discount of 5% compared to the closing price
on May 31, 2022 of $7.18. Additionally, the Company repurchased all 5.5 million outstanding Private Placement Warrants, of which Landsea Holdings held 2.2 million. The
Company paid Landsea Holdings $6.6 million at $3.00 per Private Placement Warrant. In addition, 2.8 million of the repurchased Private Placement Warrants were held by
Level Field Capital, LLC, a related party that is controlled by a member of the Company’s Board of Directors. The Company paid Level Field Capital, LLC $8.4 million at
$3.00 per Private Placement Warrant. The Company’s common stock and Warrants are discussed further in Note 16 – Stockholders’ Equity.

In June 2022, Landsea Capital Fund, who is under common control with the Company, contributed $55.0 million to the LCF JV. The LCF JV, which is consolidated
by the Company, used these proceeds to purchase undeveloped land from the Company. The Company distributed $ 22.3 million and $4.0 million to Landsea Capital Fund
during the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively. All intercompany transactions between the Company and the LCF JV have been eliminated upon
consolidation.

In December 2021, the Company sold model homes to a related party for total consideration of $15.2 million. Construction of certain of these model homes was not
complete at the time of sale. The Company recognized lot sales and other revenue of $1.2 million and $3.2 million during the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021,
respectively, related to the model homes still under construction on the date of sale. Corresponding lot and other cost of sales of $1.3 million and $3.0 million was also
recognized during the same periods, respectively. No lot sales and other revenue or corresponding cost of sales was recognized on these model homes during the year ended
December 31, 2023. The Company recognized home sales revenue of $10.8 million and corresponding home cost of sales of $8.8 million during the year ended December 31,
2021 related to the completed model homes on the date of sale. No home sales revenue or corresponding cost of sales was recognized on these model homes during the years
ended December 31, 2023 and 2022. As part of this transaction, the Company leased back these models. The total amount of rent payments made during the years ended
December 31, 2023 and 2022 was $0.8 million and $0.8 million, respectively. No rent payments were made during the year ended December 31, 2021. The right-of-use asset
and lease liability balances associated with these leases is $0.5 million and $0.5 million, respectively, as of December 31, 2023 and $1.3 million and $1.3 million, respectively,
as of December 31, 2022.

In July 2021, the Company entered into a landbank agreement for a project in its California segment with a related party. The Company will make regular payments to
the related party based on an annualized rate of 7% of the undeveloped land costs while the land is developed and may purchase, at the Company’s discretion, the lots at a
predetermined price of $28.9 million. The total amount of interest payments made during the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021 was $0.6 million, $1.0 million,
and $0.4 million, respectively. During the years ended December 31, 2023, and 2022, payments of $11.4 million and $11.4 million have been made to purchase developed lots
from the related party. No payments were made to purchase developed lots from the related party during the year ended December 31, 2021. Capitalized interest included in real
estate inventories on the consolidated balance sheets associated with this transaction was $1.0 million and $0.8 million as of December 31, 2023, and 2022, respectively.
Previously capitalized related party interest included in cost of sales during the years ended December 31, 2023 and 2022 was $1.4 million and
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$0.2 million, respectively. There was no previously capitalized related party interest included in cost of sales during the year ended December 31, 2021.

In connection with the Merger, we transferred a deferred tax asset (“DTA”) to Landsea Holdings of $12.1 million. The DTA represented the deferred tax on interest
expensed through cost of sales from a related party loan that remained with Landsea Holdings after the Merger.

Landsea Holdings holds a series of notes payable to affiliated entities of its parent. The cash Landsea Holdings received from this debt was previously utilized to
partially fund operations of the Company. Related party interest incurred by Landsea Holdings was historically pushed down to the Company and reflected on the consolidated
balance sheets of the Company, primarily in real estate inventories, and on the consolidated statements of operations in cost of sales. Refer to Note 6 – Capitalized Interest for
further detail. As the Company did not guarantee the notes payable nor have any obligations to repay the notes payable, and as the notes payable were not assigned to the
Company, the notes payable do not represent a liability of the Company and accordingly have not been reflected in the consolidated balance sheets. Additionally, in connection
with the Merger, the Company is precluded from repaying Landsea Holdings’ notes payable to the affiliated entities of its parent. Therefore, beginning January 7, 2021,
additional interest from these notes payable is no longer pushed down to the Company. Capitalized interest included in real estate inventories on the consolidated balance sheets
associated with this transaction was $0.4 million and $2.2 million as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively. Previously capitalized related party interest included in cost
of sales during the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021, was $1.7 million, $5.0 million, and $12.9 million, respectively.

 12.    Income Taxes

The provision for income taxes are as follows:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

(dollars in thousands)
Current:

Federal $ 12,418 $ 22,350 $ 11,507 
State 4,394 9,350 5,314 

Current tax provision 16,812 31,700 16,821 
 
Deferred:

Federal (3,967) (4,681) (2,425)
State (950) (1,619) (401)

Deferred tax benefit (4,917) (6,300) (2,826)
 

Total income tax provision, net $ 11,895 $ 25,400 $ 13,995 
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The provision for income taxes varies from the U.S. federal statutory rate. The following reconciliation shows the significant differences in the tax at statutory and
effective rates:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

Federal income tax expense 21.0 % 21.0 % 21.0 %
State income tax expense, net of federal tax effect 5.6 6.4 5.6 
162(m) limitation 1.9 1.0 (1.3)
PPP loan — — 1.8 
Fair market value of warrant — 1.5 (0.7)
Noncontrolling interest (1.8) (0.5) — 
Energy efficient home credits (1.4) (3.6) (6.2)
Other permanent differences 0.4 — 0.1 
Return to provision adjustment (0.4) (0.7) 0.4 
Rate change 1.0 (0.1) 0.1 
Change of valuation allowance — (0.1) 0.2 
Other 0.4 0.2 — 
Effective tax rate 26.7 % 25.1 % 21.0 %

The difference between the statutory tax rate and the effective tax rate for the year ended December 31, 2023 is primarily related to state income taxes net of federal
income tax benefits, estimated deduction limitations for executive compensation under Section 162(m) of the Internal Revenue Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), and tax
credits for energy-efficient homes. The difference between the statutory tax rate and the effective tax rate for the year ended December 31, 2022, is primarily related to state
income taxes net of federal income tax benefits, estimated deduction limitations for executive compensation under Section 162(m) of the Code, and the fair value adjustment of
the Private Placement Warrants, offset by the energy-efficient home credit. The difference between the statutory tax rate and the effective tax rate for the year ended
December 31, 2021 is primarily related to state income taxes net of federal income tax benefits and the energy-efficient home credits. At December 31, 2023, 2022 and 2021,
the Company did not have any gross uncertain tax positions or unrecognized tax benefits, and did not require an accrual for interest or penalties. The Company files income tax
returns in the U.S. federal jurisdiction and in the states of Arizona, California, Colorado, Florida, Massachusetts, New Jersey, New York, and Texas.
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Deferred income taxes reflect the net tax effects of temporary differences between the carrying amounts of the assets and liabilities for financial reporting purposes and
the amounts used for income tax purposes. The tax effects of significant temporary differences that give rise to the deferred tax assets, net of deferred tax liabilities, are as
follows:

December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Deferred tax assets

Accrued expenses $ 16,519 $ 14,279 
Lease liability 3,371 4,384 
State tax liability 963 1,963 
Allowances, reserves, and other 244 — 
Stock compensation 948 1,009 
UNICAP 6,967 4,489 
Goodwill and intangibles — 331 
Basis difference in investments 2,699 499 

Deferred tax asset 31,711 26,954 
 

Deferred tax liabilities
Right-of-use asset (3,061) (4,160)
Basis difference in fixed assets and intangible assets (3,097) (1,990)
Warranty receivables (7,067) (7,235)

Deferred tax liability (13,225) (13,385)
 

Net deferred tax asset $ 18,486 $ 13,569 

Based on the Company’s policy on deferred tax valuation allowances as discussed in Note 2 – Summary of Significant Accounting Policies and its analysis of positive
and negative evidence, management believed that there was enough evidence, including cumulative income over the past three years and projections of future taxable income,
for the Company to conclude that it was more likely than not that it would realize all of its deferred tax assets as of December 31, 2023.

At December 31, 2023, the Company did not have any federal or state NOL carryforwards.

The statute of limitations is three years for federal income tax purposes and four years for state income tax purposes. The Company’s federal tax returns for years 2020
through 2022 and state tax returns for years 2019 through 2022 are subject to examination under statute.

The Inflation Reduction Act (“IRA”) of 2022 was enacted into law on August 16, 2022. The IRA introduces a 15% corporate alternative minimum tax on average
annual adjusted financial statement income for applicable corporations, and a 1% excise tax on stock repurchases made by publicly traded US corporations after December 31,
2022. The IRA also retroactively extended the federal tax credit for building new energy-efficient homes for homes delivered from January 1, 2022 through December 31,
2032. For homes delivered in 2023 through 2032, the credit amount is up to $5,000 based on the applicable program and program requirements under which the home was built
(i.e. Energy Star or Zero Energy Ready Home). The federal energy tax credits were recognized for the year ended December 31, 2023. There were no other material effects of
the IRA on the Company’s consolidated financial statements.

 13.     Segment Reporting

The Company is engaged in the acquisition, development, and sale of homes and lots in multiple states across the country. The Company is managed by geographic
location and each of the six geographic regions targets a wide range of buyer profiles including: first-time, move-up, and luxury homebuyers.

Management of the six geographic regions report to the Company’s CODMs, the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Operating Officer of the Company. The CODMs
review the results of operations, including total revenue and pretax income (loss) to
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assess profitability and to allocate resources. Accordingly, the Company has presented its operations for the following six reportable segments:

• Arizona
• California
• Colorado
• Florida
• Metro New York
• Texas

The Company has also identified the Corporate operations as a non-operating segment, as it serves to support the homebuilding operations through functional
departments such as executive, finance, treasury, human resources, accounting, and legal. The majority of the corporate personnel and resources are primarily dedicated to
activities relating to operations and are allocated based on each segment’s respective percentage of assets, revenue, and dedicated personnel. 

The following table summarizes total revenue and pretax income (loss) by segment:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

(dollars in thousands)
Revenue

Arizona $ 288,552 $ 317,160 $ 340,767 
California 439,939 503,832 557,182 
Colorado 7,410 — — 
Florida 468,210 474,779 93,632 
Metro New York 1,649 111,423 — 
Texas 4,187 39,255 31,723 

Total $ 1,209,947 $ 1,446,449 $ 1,023,304 
 
Pretax income (loss)

Arizona $ 6,097 $ 18,232 $ 25,681 
California 29,562 94,213 61,073 
Colorado (1,404) — — 
Florida 37,621 20,798 (492)
Metro New York (2,790) (520) (2,154)
Texas (5,990) (158) (439)
Corporate (18,551) (31,500) (16,939)

Total $ 44,545 $ 101,065 $ 66,730 

(1)    The Metro New York reportable segment did not generate any revenue during the year ended December 31, 2021. Included in the segment’s pretax loss is $ 1.3 million of income from unconsolidated joint
ventures for the year ended December 31, 2021.

(1)

(1)
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The following table summarizes total assets by segment:

December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Assets

Arizona $ 336,424 $ 357,788 
California 479,218 513,549 
Colorado 27,240 — 
Florida 425,154 422,045 
Metro New York 42,047 45,277 
Texas 60,255 26,923 
Corporate 100,894 74,914 

Total $ 1,471,232 $ 1,440,496 

Included in the Corporate segment assets is cash and cash equivalents of $65.2 million and $40.3 million as of December 31, 2023 and 2022, respectively.

As of both December 31, 2023 and December 31, 2022, goodwill of $47.9 million and $20.7 million was allocated to the Florida and Arizona segments, respectively.

 14.     Fair Value

ASC 820, Fair Value Measurement, defines fair value as the price that would be received for selling an asset or paid to transfer a liability in an orderly transaction
between market participants at the measurement date and requires assets and liabilities carried at fair value to be classified and disclosed in the following three categories:

Level 1 — Quoted prices for identical instruments in active markets.

Level 2 — Quoted prices for similar instruments in active markets; quoted prices for identical or similar instruments in markets that are inactive; and model-derived
valuations in which all significant inputs and significant value drivers are observable in active markets at measurement date.

Level 3 — Valuations derived from techniques where one or more significant inputs or significant value drivers are unobservable in active markets at measurement
date.

The following table presents carrying values and estimated fair values of financial instruments:

December 31, 2023 December 31, 2022
Hierarchy Carrying Fair Value Carrying Fair Value

(dollars in thousands)
Liabilities:

Senior notes Level 2 $ 250,000 $ 257,500 $ — $ — 
Line of credit facilities Level 2 $ 315,000 $ 315,000 $ 514,300 $ 514,300 

(1)     Carrying amount approximates fair value due to the variable interest rate terms of these loans. Carrying value excludes any associated deferred loan costs.

The carrying values of receivables, deposits, and other assets as well as accounts payable and accrued liabilities approximate the fair value for these financial
instruments based upon an evaluation of the underlying characteristics, market data and because of the short period of time between origination of the instruments and their
expected realization. The fair value of cash and cash equivalents is classified in Level 1 of the fair value hierarchy.

 (1)
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Non-financial assets such as real estate inventories and goodwill are measured at fair value on a nonrecurring basis using a discounted cash flow approach with Level 3
inputs within the fair value hierarchy. This measurement is performed when events and circumstances indicate the asset’s carrying value is not fully recoverable. During the
year ended December 31, 2023, it was determined that real estate inventories with a carrying value of $24.1 million within one community in our California segment was not
expected to be fully recoverable. Accordingly, we recognized real estate inventories impairment charges of an aggregate $ 4.7 million to reflect the estimated fair value of the
community of $19.4 million. Refer to Note 5 – Real Estate Inventories for additional information. During the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021, none of the Company’s
real estate inventories or goodwill required impairment.

Prior to being purchased by the Company in June 2022, the Private Placement Warrants were historically measured at fair value on a recurring basis using a Black-
Scholes option pricing model. The following table reconciles the beginning and ending balances for the Level 3 recurring fair value measurements during the periods presented:

December 31,
2023 2022

(dollars in thousands)
Warrant liability
Beginning balance $ — $ 9,185 

Changes in fair value — 7,315 
Repurchases of warrants — (16,500)

Ending balance $ — $ — 

 15. Stock-Based Compensation

The Company adopted the Landsea Homes Corporation 2020 Stock Incentive Plan (the “Plan”) which provides for the grant of options, stock appreciation rights,
restricted stock units (“RSUs”), and restricted stock, any of which may be performance-based, as determined by the Company’s Compensation Committee. The Company
reserved a total of 6.0 million shares of common stock for issuance under the Plan. As of December 31, 2023, approximately 3.3 million shares of common stock remained
available for issuance under the Plan.

In 2021, the Company granted long term performance share unit awards (“PSUs”) to certain executives under the Plan. The PSUs are earned based upon the
Company’s performance over three years, measured by adjusted earnings per share (“EPS”) over fiscal years 2021, 2022 and 2023. Each award is conditioned upon the
Company achieving adjusted EPS targets over these performance periods. Target awards of 100% will be earned if the Company’s adjusted EPS meets set thresholds in each of
the performance periods. If adjusted EPS is below or above the target thresholds by defined amounts, an award may still be earned in a range between 50%-200% of the target.

In 2022, the Company granted long term PSUs to certain executives under the Plan. The PSUs are earned based upon the Company’s performance over three or five
years, measured by cumulative revenue and return on equity (“ROE”) over fiscal years 2022-2024, and in some cases, 2022-2026. Each award is conditioned upon the Company
achieving cumulative revenue and ROE targets over these performance periods. Target awards of 100% will be earned if the Company’s cumulative revenue and ROE meet set
thresholds in each of the performance periods. If cumulative revenue and ROE is below or above the target thresholds by defined amounts, an award may still be earned in a
range between 50%-400% of the target with amounts greater than 200% of the target paid in cash.

In 2023, the Company granted long term PSUs to certain executives under the Plan. The PSUs are earned based upon the Company’s performance over three years
measured by cumulative revenue and average adjusted ROE over fiscal years 2023-2025. Each award is conditioned upon the Company achieving cumulative revenue and
average adjusted ROE targets over these performance periods. Target awards of 100% will be earned if the Company’s cumulative revenue and ROE meet set thresholds in each
of the performance periods. If cumulative revenue and average adjusted ROE is below or above the target thresholds by defined amounts, an award may still be earned in a
range between 50%-200% of the target.
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The following table presents a summary of the Company’s nonvested PSUs and RSUs as of December 31, 2023 and 2022 and changes during the years then ended:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022

Awards
Weighted Average Grant

Date Fair Value Awards
Weighted Average Grant

Date Fair Value
(in thousands, except fair value amounts)

Nonvested, beginning of the year 1,625 $ 8.82 768 $ 9.43 
Granted 298 8.28 1,135 8.48 
Vested (375) 8.68 (278) 9.19 
Forfeited (60) 9.02 — — 

Nonvested, end of the year 1,488 $ 8.74 1,625 $ 8.82 

Most awards vest ratably over three to five years; however, some have been granted with different vesting schedules. The Company records actual forfeitures related to
nonvested awards upon employee terminations.

The following table presents a summary of the Company’s stock options activity for the year ended December 31, 2023:

Number of Shares
Weighted Average

Exercise Price per Share

Weighted Average
Remaining Contractual

Term
Aggregate Intrinsic

Value
(in thousands) (in years) (in thousands)

Options outstanding at December 31, 2022 684 $ 8.82 
Granted 228 6.46 
Exercised (4) 8.83 
Forfeited (222) 8.68 
Expired (2) 8.83 

Options outstanding at December 31, 2023 684 $ 8.08 8.45 $ 3,462 

Options exercisable at December 31, 2023 316 $ 8.82 8.05 $ 1,364 

Stock-based compensation expense totaled $3.1 million, $3.6 million, and $5.8 million during the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021, respectively, and
is included in general and administrative expenses on the consolidated statements of operations. The total intrinsic value of options exercised during the year ended
December 31, 2023, was less than $0.1 million. No options were exercised during the years ended December 31, 2022 and 2021.

The following table presents a summary of the Company’s outstanding RSUs and PSUs, assuming the current estimated level of performance achievement:

December 31, 2023
(in thousands, except period)

Unvested units 1,488 
Remaining cost on unvested units $ 2,017 
Remaining vesting period 3.00 years

Stock-based compensation expense associated with the outstanding RSUs and PSUs is measured using the grant date fair value which is based on the closing price as
of the grant date. The expense associated with the PSUs also incorporates the estimated achievement of the established performance criteria at the end of each reporting period
until the performance period ends.

During 2018, Landsea Holdings created a long-term incentive compensation program to enable key employees to participate in the Company’s future growth through
the issuance of phantom equity awards. In connection with the Merger, all of the phantom equity awards vested and were either paid out in cash or were converted to stock of
Landsea Homes and the program was terminated.     
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The Company recorded $2.7 million in general and administrative expenses during the year ended December 31, 2021 related to the accelerated vesting of the
phantom awards. The Company paid cash of $2.9 million for the phantom stock awards and granted 0.2 million shares with a grant date value of $1.9 million at the time of the
Merger.

 16. Stockholders’ Equity

The Company’s authorized capital stock consists of 500.0 million shares of common stock with a par value of $0.0001 per share, and 50.0 million shares of preferred
stock with a par value of $0.0001 per share. As of December 31, 2023, there were 41.4 million shares of common stock issued and 36.5 million outstanding, and no shares of
preferred stock outstanding. All outstanding shares of common stock are validly issued, fully paid, and nonassessable.

On January 7, 2021, the Merger was consummated pursuant to the Merger Agreement. Prior to the Merger, LF Capital was authorized to issue, and had outstanding,
two classes of common shares, Class A common stock and Class B common stock. Upon the consummation of the Merger, all issued and outstanding shares of Class B
common stock converted to shares of Class A. Public stockholders were offered the opportunity to redeem, upon closing of the Merger, shares of Class A common stock for
cash. Following the Merger, the Company’s equity was retroactively adjusted to reflect the 32.6 million shares of common stock issued to Landsea Holdings.

Stock Repurchases

In January 2022, the Board of Directors authorized a stock repurchase program. The program allowed for the repurchase of up to $10.0 million worth of common
stock, inclusive of associated fees. The authorization to effect stock repurchases expired on June 30, 2022, with no remaining capacity to repurchase common stock. In April
2022, the Board of Directors authorized an extension of the stock repurchase program for an additional $10.0 million of capacity to repurchase common stock, with an
expiration of December 31, 2022. In June 2022, the Board of Directors authorized a repurchase of 4,398,826 shares of our common stock directly from the Company’s majority
shareholder for $30.0 million, or a per-share price of $6.82.

During the year ended December 31, 2022 the Company repurchased 5,625,352 shares of common stock for a total of $40.3 million, which was recorded as a
reduction to additional paid-in capital. A portion of these shares were repurchased directly from the Company’s majority shareholder. Refer to Note 11 – Related Party
Transactions for additional information. The remaining authorization of $9.7 million expired unused as of December 31, 2022.

In March 2023, the Board of Directors authorized a stock repurchase program allowing for the repurchase of up to $10.0 million worth of common stock with an
expiration of December 31, 2023. In July 2023, the Board of Directors authorized additional capacity of approximately $3.3 million, with an expiration date of December 31,
2023, and an additional $10.0 million with no stated expiration date. In October 2023, the Board of Directors authorized additional capacity of $20.0 million with no stated
expiration date.

During the year ended December 31, 2023, the Company repurchased 3,635,033 shares of common stock for a total of $34.4 million, which was recorded as a
reduction to additional paid-in capital. A portion of these shares were repurchased directly from the Company’s majority shareholder. Refer to Note 11 – Related Party
Transactions for additional information. As of December 31, 2023, the Company had approximately $8.9 million in remaining authorized capacity.

The timing and amount of repurchases are based on a variety of factors such as the market price of the Company’s common stock, corporate and contractual
requirements, market and economic conditions, and legal requirements.

The Inflation Reduction Act of 2022 included a 1% excise tax on stock repurchases, net of new stock issuances, beginning in 2023. The tax is expected to be paid
annually and the Company accrues the tax during interim periods with the offset to additional paid-in capital on the consolidated balance sheet.

Warrants

As of December 31, 2023 there were 15,525,000 outstanding Warrants, consisting entirely of public warrants. At the time of the Merger, the Warrant Agreement was
amended so that each public warrant is exercisable at $1.15 into one tenth share of common
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stock. As part of the amendment, each holder of the public warrants received $1.85 per warrant for a total of $28.7 million paid by the Company upon closing of the Merger.
The Warrants will expire five years after the completion of the Merger or earlier upon redemption or liquidation.

The Company may call the public warrants for redemption:

• in whole and not in part;
• at a price of $0.01 per warrant;
• upon a minimum of 30 days’ prior written notice of redemption; and
• if, and only if, the last reported closing price of the shares equals or exceeds $18.00 per share for any 20 trading days within a 30-trading day period ending on the third

trading day prior to the date on which the Company sends the notice of redemption to the warrant holders.

If the Company calls the public warrants for redemption, management will have the option to require all holders that wish to exercise the public warrants to do so on a
“cashless basis,” as described in the Warrant Agreement.

The exercise price and number of common shares issuable upon exercise of the Warrants may be adjusted in certain circumstances including in the event of a share
dividend, or recapitalization, reorganization, merger or consolidation. However, the Warrants will not be adjusted for issuance of common shares at a price below its exercise
price. Additionally, in no event will the Company be required to net cash settle the Warrants’ shares. Accordingly, the Warrants may expire worthless.

In June 2022, the Company repurchased all 5.5 million outstanding Private Placement Warrants, which were exercisable at $11.50 into one share of common stock.
The Company paid $16.5 million, or $3.00 per warrant, to repurchase all of the outstanding Private Placement Warrants. This amount included $6.6 million for the repurchase
of 2.2 million of the Private Placement Warrants that were held by the Company’s majority shareholder, Landsea Holdings, and $8.4 million to Level Field Capital, LLC, a
related party, for the repurchase of 2.8 million Private Placement Warrants. Refer to Note 11 – Related Party Transactions for additional information. The loss recognized on the
repurchase of the Private Placement Warrants is recorded as loss on remeasurement of warrant liability on the Company’s consolidated statements of operations.
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 17. Earnings Per Share

The following table sets forth the computation of basic and diluted EPS for the years presented:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

(in thousands, except share and per share amounts)
Numerator
Net income attributable to Landsea Homes Corporation $ 29,236 $ 73,551 $ 52,786 

Less: undistributed earnings allocated to participating shares — (1,706) (1,161)
Net income attributable to common stockholders $ 29,236 $ 71,845 $ 51,625 
 
Denominator
Weighted average common shares outstanding - basic 38,885,003 43,052,696 46,193,166 

Adjustment for weighted average participating shares outstanding — (1,000,000) (994,444)
Adjusted weighted average common shares outstanding under two class method - basic 38,885,003 42,052,696 45,198,722 

Dilutive effect of share-based awards 191,319 146,766 51,996 
Adjusted weighted average common shares outstanding under two class method - diluted 39,076,322 42,199,462 45,250,718 
 
Earnings per share
Basic $ 0.75 $ 1.71 $ 1.14 

Diluted $ 0.75 $ 1.70 $ 1.14 

(1)    Represents the dilutive effect of outstanding in-the-money options using the treasury stock method and shares expected to be issued under our RSU and PSU programs

The Company excluded 2.2 million, 2.1 million, and 7.1 million common stock equivalents from diluted EPS related to antidilutive warrants, options, and share-based
awards during the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021, respectively.

 18.    Supplemental Disclosures of Cash Flow Information

The following table presents certain supplemental cash flow information:

Year Ended December 31,
2023 2022 2021

(dollars in thousands)
Supplemental disclosures of cash flow information
Interest paid, net of amounts capitalized $ — $ — $ 32 
Income taxes paid $ 15,617 $ 40,367 $ 7,575 
 
Supplemental disclosures of non-cash investing and financing activities
Transfer of deferred tax asset to Landsea Holdings $ — $ — $ 11,785 
Conversion of deferred offering costs to additional paid-in-capital $ — $ — $ 9,229 
Change in right-of-use assets for new, modified, or terminated operating leases $ 226 $ 7,380 $ 6,688 

 
Cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash reconciliation
Cash and cash equivalents $ 119,555 $ 123,634 $ 342,810 
Restricted cash — — 443 

Total cash, cash equivalents, and restricted cash shown in the consolidated statements of cash flows $ 119,555 $ 123,634 $ 343,253 

(1)
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 19.    Subsequent Events

During January 2024, the Company entered into a Membership Interest Purchase Agreement (the “Membership Interest Purchase Agreement”) with Antares
Acquisition, LLC (“Antares”), a Texas-based homebuilder, and the sellers named therein, to acquire all of the outstanding membership interests of Antares for an aggregate
cash purchase price of $185.0 million, exclusive of the repayment of Antares debt and subject to certain post-closing adjustments, as further described in the Membership
Interest Purchase Agreement (the “Antares Acquisition”). The Membership Interest Purchase Agreement was amended in February 2024 (the “Amendment”) to, among other
things, make certain adjustments to the Antares Acquisition’s outside date. The foregoing descriptions of the Membership Interest Purchase Agreement and the Amendment are
not complete and are qualified in their entirety by reference to the full text of each of the Membership Interest Purchase Agreement and the Amendment, which are attached to
this Annual Report as Exhibits 10.14 and 10.15, respectively, and are incorporated herein by reference.

The Company expects to fund the Antares Acquisition with a combination of cash on hand and borrowings under the Company’s line of credit facility. The Company
has paid total deposits of $20.5 million for the Antares Acquisition. The Company is targeting to close on the Antares Acquisition during the second quarter of 2024, subject to
customary closing conditions.
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Item 9. Changes in and Disagreements with Accountants on Accounting and Financial Disclosure

None.

Item 9A. Controls and Procedures

Evaluation of Disclosure Controls and Procedures

We maintain a system of disclosure controls and procedures (as such term is defined in Rule 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e) under the Exchange Act) that are designed to
ensure that information required to be disclosed by us in our reports filed or submitted under the Exchange Act is recorded, processed, summarized, and reported within the
time periods specified in the SEC’s rules and forms, and that such information is accumulated and communicated to our management, including our principal executive officer
and principal financial officer or persons performing similar functions, as appropriate, to allow timely decisions regarding required disclosure.

Management, under the supervision of the Company’s Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer, evaluated the effectiveness of the Company’s disclosure
controls and procedures as of December 31, 2023 (the “Evaluation Date”). Based upon that evaluation, the Chief Executive Officer and Chief Financial Officer concluded that
as of the Evaluation Date, the Company’s disclosure controls and procedures were effective at the reasonable assurance level.

Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

Management is responsible for establishing and maintaining adequate internal control over financial reporting as defined in Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f) under the
Exchange Act.

Management’s internal control over financial reporting includes those policies and procedures that (i) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail,
accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the Company; (ii) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit
preparation of financial statements in accordance with GAAP and that receipts and expenditures of the Company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of
management and directors of the Company; and (iii) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use or disposition of the
Company’s assets that could have a material effect on the financial statements.

Management, including our Chief Executive Officer and our Chief Financial Officer, assessed the effectiveness of our internal control over financial reporting as of
December 31, 2023. In making this assessment, management used the criteria described in Internal Control - Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of
Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (“COSO”). Based on this assessment, management concluded that our internal control over financial reporting was
effective as of December 31, 2023.

Deloitte & Touche LLP, our independent registered public accounting firm, has audited the effectiveness of the Company’s internal control over financial reporting as
of December 31, 2023, as stated in their report, which appears below within this Annual Report on Form 10-K.

Changes in Internal Control over Financial Reporting

There has been no change in our internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the quarter ended December 31, 2023 that has materially affected, or are
reasonably likely to materially affect, our internal control over financial reporting.
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REPORT OF INDEPENDENT REGISTERED PUBLIC ACCOUNTING FIRM

To the shareholders and the Board of Directors of Landsea Homes Corporation

Opinion on Internal Control over Financial Reporting

We have audited the internal control over financial reporting of Landsea Homes Corporation and subsidiaries (the “Company”) as of December 31, 2023, based on criteria
established in Internal Control — Integrated Framework (2013) issued by the Committee of Sponsoring Organizations of the Treadway Commission (COSO). In our opinion,
the Company maintained, in all material respects, effective internal control over financial reporting as of December 31, 2023, based on criteria established in Internal Control —
Integrated Framework (2013) issued by COSO.

We have also audited, in accordance with the standards of the Public Company Accounting Oversight Board (United States) (PCAOB), the consolidated financial statements as
of and for the year ended December 31, 2023, of the Company and our report dated February 29, 2024, expressed an unqualified opinion on those financial statements.

Basis for Opinion

The Company’s management is responsible for maintaining effective internal control over financial reporting and for its assessment of the effectiveness of internal control over
financial reporting, included in the accompanying Management’s Annual Report on Internal Control over Financial Reporting. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on the
Company’s internal control over financial reporting based on our audit. We are a public accounting firm registered with the PCAOB and are required to be independent with
respect to the Company in accordance with the U.S. federal securities laws and the applicable rules and regulations of the Securities and Exchange Commission and the
PCAOB.

We conducted our audit in accordance with the standards of the PCAOB. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to obtain reasonable assurance about
whether effective internal control over financial reporting was maintained in all material respects. Our audit included obtaining an understanding of internal control over
financial reporting, assessing the risk that a material weakness exists, testing and evaluating the design and operating effectiveness of internal control based on the assessed risk,
and performing such other procedures as we considered necessary in the circumstances. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis for our opinion.

Definition and Limitations of Internal Control over Financial Reporting

A company’s internal control over financial reporting is a process designed to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles. A company’s internal control over financial reporting includes those
policies and procedures that (1) pertain to the maintenance of records that, in reasonable detail, accurately and fairly reflect the transactions and dispositions of the assets of the
company; (2) provide reasonable assurance that transactions are recorded as necessary to permit preparation of financial statements in accordance with generally accepted
accounting principles, and that receipts and expenditures of the company are being made only in accordance with authorizations of management and directors of the company;
and (3) provide reasonable assurance regarding prevention or timely detection of unauthorized acquisition, use, or disposition of the company’s assets that could have a material
effect on the financial statements.

Because of its inherent limitations, internal control over financial reporting may not prevent or detect misstatements. Also, projections of any evaluation of effectiveness to
future periods are subject to the risk that controls may become inadequate because of changes in conditions, or that the degree of compliance with the policies or procedures
may deteriorate.

/s/ DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP

Costa Mesa, California

February 29, 2024
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Item 9B. Other Information

During the quarter ended December 31, 2023, no director or Section 16 officer adopted or terminated a Rule 10b5-1 trading arrangement or non-Rule 10b5-1 trading
arrangement (as those terms are defined in Item 408 of Regulation S-K).

Item 9C. Disclosure Regarding Foreign Jurisdictions that Prevent Inspections

None.
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PART III

Item 10. Directors, Executive Officers and Corporate Governance

Information required in response to this Item has been omitted and will be incorporated herein by reference, when filed, to the corresponding information contained in
our proxy statement for the 2024 Annual Meeting of Shareholders to be filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission not later than 120 days after the end of the fiscal
year covered by this report pursuant to Regulation 14A under the Exchange Act (the “Proxy Statement”). The information called for by Item 10 will be included in the sections
captioned “Director Nominees,” “Corporate Governance,” “Information About Our Executive Officers,” and “Beneficial Ownership of Securities” included in our Proxy
Statement.

We have adopted a Code of Business Conduct and Ethics (the “Code”) that applies to all of our directors, officers and employees, including our principal executive,
principal financial and principal accounting officers, or persons performing similar functions. Our Code is posted on our website located at http://www.landseahomes.com. We
intend to disclose future amendments to certain provisions of the Code, and waivers of the Code granted to executive officers and directors, on the website within four business
days following the date of the amendment or waiver.

Item 11. Executive Compensation

Information required to be set forth hereunder has been omitted and will be incorporated by reference, when filed, to the corresponding information contained in our
Proxy Statement. The information called for by Item 11 will be included in the sections captioned “Executive Compensation,” “Director Compensation,” and “Compensation
Committee Interlocks and Insider Participation” included in our Proxy Statement.

Item 12. Security Ownership of Certain Beneficial Owners and Management and Related Stockholder Matters

Information required to be set forth hereunder has been omitted and will be incorporated by reference, when filed, to the corresponding information contained in our
Proxy Statement. The information called for by Item 12 will be included in the sections captioned “Equity Compensation Plan Information” and “Beneficial Ownership of
Securities” included in our Proxy Statement.

Item 13. Certain Relationships and Related Transactions, and Director Independence

Information required to be set forth hereunder has been omitted and will be incorporated by reference, when filed, to the corresponding information contained in our
Proxy Statement. The information called for by Item 13 will be included in the sections captioned “Certain Relationships and Related Party Transactions” and “Director
Independence” included in our Proxy Statement.

Item 14. Principal Accountant Fees and Services

Information required to be set forth hereunder has been omitted and will be incorporated by reference, when filed, to the corresponding information contained in our
Proxy Statement. The information called for by Item 14 will be included in the sections captioned “Independent Public Accountant” and “Pre-Approval Policy” included in our
Proxy Statement.
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PART IV

Item 15. Exhibits and Financial Statement Schedules

(a) The following documents are filed as a part of this Annual Report:

1. Index to Consolidated Financial Statements

Reports of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firms (PCAOB IDs: 34 and 238)

Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2023 and 2022

Statements of Operations for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021

Statements of Equity for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021

Statements of Cash Flows for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021

Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements

2. Financial Statement Schedules

All schedules have been omitted because the required information is included in the consolidated financial statements or the notes thereto, or because it is not
required.

3. Exhibits

See exhibits listed under Part (b) below.

(b) Exhibits

Exhibit Number Exhibit Description
2.1+ Merger Agreement, dated August 31, 2020, by and among LF Capital Acquisition Corp., LFCA Merger Sub, Inc., Landsea Homes Incorporated

and Landsea Holdings Corporation (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 2.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC
on August 31, 2020)

3.1 Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation of Landsea Homes Corporation (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.1 to the
Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on January 13, 2021)

3.2 Second Amended and Restated Bylaws of Landsea Homes Corporation (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.2 to the Company’s Current
Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on January 13, 2021)

4.1 Specimen Common Stock Certificate (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.2 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the
SEC on February 24, 2020)

4.2 Specimen Warrant Certificate (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.3 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on
February 24, 2020)

4.3 Warrant Agreement, dated June 19, 2018, by and between the Company and Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 4.4 to the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on February 24, 2020)

4.4 First Amendment to the Warrant Agreement, dated January 7, 2021, by and between the Company and Continental Stock Transfer & Trust
Company (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 4.4 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on January 13, 2021)

4.5* Description of the Registrant’s Securities
10.1 Amended and Restated Stockholder’s Agreement, by and between the Company and Landsea Holdings Corporation, dated June 13, 2023

(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 3.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on June 14, 2023)
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10.2 Trademark License Agreement, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation and certain of its subsidiaries set forth on Exhibit A thereto and
Landsea Group Co., Ltd., dated January 7, 2021 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.6 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed
with the SEC on January 13, 2021)

10.3 First Amendment, dated June 30, 2022, to Trademark License Agreement, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, on behalf of itself and
certain of its subsidiaries set forth on Exhibit A thereto and Landsea Group Co., Ltd., dated January 7, 2021 (incorporated by reference to Exhibit
10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on July 6, 2022)

10.4 Credit Agreement, dated October 6, 2021, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, as borrower, Western Alliance Bank as administrative
agent, Western Alliance Bank and BofA Securities, Inc., as joint lead arrangers and joint bookrunners, and the lender parties thereto (incorporated
by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on October 7, 2021)

10.5 First Amendment Agreement, dated November 30, 2021, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, as borrower, the subsidiaries of Landsea
Homes Corporation party thereto, Western Alliance Bank as administrative agent, Western Alliance Bank, and the lender parties thereto
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on December 2, 2021)

10.6 Second Amendment Agreement, effective as of December 31, 2021, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, as borrower, the other loan
parties party thereto, Western Alliance Bank as administrative agent, and the lender parties thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to
the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 20, 2022)

10.7 Third Amendment Agreement, dated April 13, 2022, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, as borrower, the other loan parties party thereto,
Western Alliance Bank as administrative agent, and the lender parties thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current
Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 20, 2022)

10.8 Fourth Amendment Agreement, dated June 30, 2022, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, as borrower, the other loan parties party thereto,
Western Alliance Bank as administrative agent, and the lender parties thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current
Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on July 5, 2022)

10.9 Fifth Amendment Agreement, dated September 30, 2022, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, as borrower, the other loan parties party
thereto, Western Alliance Bank as administrative agent, and the lender parties thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s
Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on October 3, 2022)

10.10 Sixth Amendment Agreement, dated December 29, 2022, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, as borrower, the other loan parties party
thereto, Western Alliance Bank as administrative agent, and the lender parties thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s
Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on January 3, 2023)

10.11 Seventh Amendment Agreement, dated July 31, 2023, by and among the Company, as borrower, the other loan parties party thereto, Western
Alliance Bank as administrative agent, and the lender parties thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report
on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on August 1, 2023)

10.12 Note Purchase Agreement, dated as of July 17, 2023, by and among the Company, U.S. Bank Trust Company, National Association, as the agent,
and the purchasers named therein (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on
July 18, 2023)

10.13+ Membership Interest Purchase Agreement, dated January 18, 2022, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, Landsea Homes of Florida LLC,
SAM Building Partners, LLC and Edge Creek Ventures, LLC, as the sellers, and SWO Holdings Irrevocable Trust dated April 3, 2017, AJO
Holdings Irrevocable Trust dated April 3, 2017, JMO Holdings Irrevocable Trust dated April 3, 2017, Stephen W. Orosz, Andrew J. Orosz, and J.
Matthew Orosz. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on January 20, 2022)

10.14+ Membership Interest Purchase Agreement, dated January 8, 2024, by and among the Company, Antares Acquisition, LLC, and the sellers party
thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on January 9, 2024)

10.15 Amendment to Membership Interest Purchase Agreement, dated February 9, 2024, by and among the Company, Antares Acquisition, LLC, and the
sellers party thereto (incorporated by reference to exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on February 12,
2024)
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10.16 Hanover Agreement, dated January 18, 2022, by and among Landsea Homes Corporation, Landsea Homes of Florida LLC, Hanover Land
Company, LLC and the other seller parties thereto (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.2 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed
with the SEC on January 20, 2022).

10.17^ Letter Agreement, dated June 19, 2018, by and among the Company, each of its officers, directors, and Level Field Capital, LLC (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on June 25, 2018)

10.18^ Form of LF Capital Acquisition Corp. Director and Officer Indemnity Agreement, incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.7 to Amendment No. 1 to
the Company’s registration statement on Form S-1 filed with the SEC on June 13, 2018)

10.19^ Employment Agreement of John Ho, by and between Landsea Holdings Corporation and John Ho, dated August 31, 2020, and assigned to and
assumed by Landsea Homes Corporation on January 7, 2021 (incorporated by reference to Annex O-1-1 to the Company’s Definitive Proxy
Statement on Form DEF 14A filed with the SEC on November 23, 2020)

10.20^ Employment Agreement of Michael Forsum, by and between Landsea Holdings Corporation and Michael Forsum, dated August 31, 2020, and
assigned to and assumed by Landsea Homes Corporation on January 7, 2021 (incorporated by reference to Annex O-2-1 to the Company’s
Definitive Proxy Statement on Form DEF 14A filed with the SEC on November 23, 2020)

10.21^ Executive Employment Agreement by and between Christopher Porter and Landsea Homes Corporation, dated November 15, 2021 (incorporated
by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on November 16, 2021)

10.22^ Form of Landsea Homes Corporation Director and Officer Indemnification Agreement (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.10 to the
Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 12, 2021)

10.23^ Landsea Homes Corporation 2020 Stock Incentive Plan (incorporated by reference to Annex F to the Company’s Definitive Proxy Statement on
Form DEF 14A filed with the SEC on November 23, 2020)

10.24^ Landsea Homes Corporation Executive Cash Incentive Plan, effective as of January 1, 2021. (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.1 to the
Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on April 21, 2021)

10.25^ Form of Grant Notice for Restricted Stock Unit Award and Standard Terms and Conditions for Restricted Stock Units (incorporated by reference to
Exhibit 10.10 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed with the SEC on May 14, 2021)

10.26^ Form of Grant Notice for Performance Share Unit Award and Standard Terms and Conditions for Performance Share Units (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.11 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q filed with the SEC on May 14, 2021)

10.27^ Form of Grant Notice for Restricted Stock Award (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.12 to the Company’s Quarterly Report on Form 10-Q
filed with the SEC on May 14, 2021)

10.28 Registration Rights Agreement, dated June 19, 2018, by and between the Company and Level Field Capital, LLC, James Erwin, Karen Wendel,
Gregory P. Wilson, Multi-Strategy Master Fund Limited, BlackRock Credit Alpha Master Fund L.P and HC NCBR Fund (incorporated by
reference to Exhibit 10.3 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on June 25, 2018)

10.29 Investor Representation Letter, dated January 7, 2021, by Landsea Holdings Corporation (incorporated by reference to Exhibit 10.22 to the
Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K filed with the SEC on March 12, 2021)

16.1 Letter from PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP dated June 7, 2022 to the Securities and Exchange Commission regarding change in certifying accountant
(incorporated by reference to Exhibit 16.1 to the Company’s Current Report on Form 8-K filed with the SEC on June 7, 2022)

21.1* List of Subsidiaries
23.1* Consent of Deloitte & Touche LLP
23.2* Consent of PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
31.1* Certification of John Ho, Chief Executive Officer of Landsea Homes Corporation, pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) or 15d-14(a) under the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934
31.2* Certification of Chris Porter, Chief Financial Officer of Landsea Homes Corporation, pursuant to Rule 13a-14(a) or 15d-14(a) under the Securities

Exchange Act of 1934
32.1** Certification of John Ho, Chief Executive Officer of Landsea Homes Corporation, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350
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32.2** Certification of Chris Porter, Chief Financial Officer of Landsea Homes Corporation, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350
97 Landsea Homes Corporation Clawback Policy
101 The following financial statements from the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2023, formatted in Inline

XBRL: (i) Balance Sheets as of December 31, 2023 and 2022; (ii) Statements of Operations for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and
2021, (iii) Statements of Equity for the years ended December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021; (iv) Statements of Cash Flows for the years ended
December 31, 2023, 2022, and 2021 and (v) Notes to Consolidated Financial Statements, tagged as blocks of text and including detailed tags.

104 The Cover page from the Company’s Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2023, formatted in Inline XBRL (included as
Exhibit 101).

* Filed herewith.
** Furnished herewith.
^ Management contract or compensatory plan or arrangement
+ Certain schedules to or portions of this Exhibit have been omitted in accordance with Item 601(b)(1) of Regulation S-K. The Company hereby agrees to furnish
supplementally a copy of all omitted schedules to the SEC upon request.

Item 16. Form 10-K Summary

None.
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SIGNATURES

Pursuant to the requirements of Section 13 or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, the registrant has duly caused this report to be signed on its behalf by the
undersigned, thereunto duly authorized.

Landsea Homes Corporation

Date: February 29, 2024 By: /s/ John Ho
John Ho
Chief Executive Officer
(Principal Executive Officer)

Date: February 29, 2024 By: /s/ Chris Porter
Chris Porter
Chief Financial Officer
(Principal Financial Officer)
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Pursuant to the requirements of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, this report has been signed below by the following persons on behalf of the registrant and in the capacities
and on the date indicated.

Signature Title Date

/s/ John Ho Chief Executive Officer and Director February 29, 2024
John Ho (Principal Executive Officer)

/s/ Chris Porter Chief Financial Officer February 29, 2024
Chris Porter (Principal Financial Officer)

/s/ Dilliana Stewart Chief Accounting Officer and Senior Vice President of Accounting February 29, 2024
Dilliana Stewart (Principal Accounting Officer)

/s/ Ming Tian Chairman of the Board February 29, 2024
Ming Tian

/s/ Qin Zhou Director February 29, 2024
Qin Zhou

/s/ Bruce D. Frank Director February 29, 2024
Bruce D. Frank

/s/ Thomas Hartfield Director February 29, 2024
Thomas Hartfield

/s/ Elias Farhat Director February 29, 2024
Elias Farhat

/s/ Mollie Fadule Director February 29, 2024
Mollie Fadule
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Exhibit 4.5
DESCRIPTION OF SECURITIES

The following sets forth a summary of the material terms of the securities of Landsea Homes Corporation (“we,” “us,” “our” or the “Company”), including certain
provisions of Delaware law and the material provisions of our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation (the “Second Amended and Restated Certificate of
Incorporation”) and our Second Amended and Restated Bylaws (the “Second Amended and Restated Bylaws”). This summary is not intended to be a complete summary of the
rights and preferences of such securities and is qualified entirely by reference to the Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation, the Second Amended and
Restated Bylaws, the Warrant Agreement, dated as of June 19, 2018, by and between the Company and Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company pursuant to which the
public warrants were issued, as amended by the First Amendment to the Warrant Agreement, dated January 7, 2021 (as amended, the “Warrant Agreement”) and the Amended
and Restated Stockholder’s Agreement, dated June 13, 2023, by and between the Company and Landsea Holdings Corporation (the “Amended and Restated Stockholder’s
Agreement”). You should refer to our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation, our Second Amended and Restated Bylaws, the Warrant Agreement and the
Amended and Restated Stockholder’s Agreement, which are included as exhibits to the report to which this exhibit is attached, for a complete description of the rights and
preferences of our securities. The summary below is also qualified by reference to the provisions of the General Corporation Law of the State of Delaware (the “DGCL”), as
applicable.

Authorized and Outstanding Stock

Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation authorizes the issuance of 550,000,000 shares of capital stock, consisting of (i) 500,000,000 shares of
Common Stock, and (ii) 50,000,000 shares of preferred stock, par value $0.0001 per share. All outstanding shares of Common Stock are validly issued, fully paid and
nonassessable.

Voting Power

Except as otherwise required by law or as otherwise provided in any certificate of designation for any series of preferred stock, under our Second Amended and
Restated Certificate of Incorporation, the holders of Common Stock possess all voting power for the election of our directors and all other matters requiring stockholder action
and are entitled or will be entitled, as applicable, to one vote per share on matters to be voted on by stockholders. Subject to certain limited exceptions, the holders of Common
Stock shall at all times vote together as one class on all matters submitted to a vote of the holders of Common Stock under the Second Amended and Restated Certificate of
Incorporation.

Preemptive or Other Rights

The Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation does not provide for any preemptive, subscription or conversion rights, or other similar rights,
including any redemption or sinking fund provisions. There is no liability for further calls or assessments by the Company.

Election of Directors

Under the Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation, directors are elected annually by a plurality voting standard, whereby each of our stockholders
may not give more than one vote per share towards any one director nominee.

Preferred Stock

Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that shares of preferred stock may be issued from time to time in one or more series. Our
Board of Directors (the “Board”) is authorized to fix the voting rights, if any, designations, powers, preferences and relative, participating, optional, special and other rights, if
any, and any qualifications, limitations and restrictions thereof, applicable to the shares of each series. Our Board is able, without stockholder approval, to issue preferred stock
with voting and other rights that could adversely affect the voting power and other rights of the holders of the Common Stock and could have anti-takeover effects. The



ability of our Board to issue preferred stock without stockholder approval could have the effect of delaying, deferring or preventing a change of control of us or the removal of
existing management.

Warrants

Pursuant to the Warrant Amendment, each of our outstanding public warrants entitle the holder thereof to purchase one-tenth of one share of our Common Stock at an
exercise price of $1.15 per one-tenth share ($11.50 per whole share of Common Stock). A public warrant holder may not exercise its warrants for fractional shares of Common
Stock and therefore only ten warrants (or a number of warrants evenly divisible by ten) may be exercised at any given time by the public warrant holder. The warrants will
expire January 7, 2026, at 5:00 p.m., New York City time, or earlier upon redemption or liquidation.

We are not obligated to deliver any shares of Common Stock pursuant to the exercise of a warrant and have no obligation to settle such warrant exercise unless a
registration statement under the Securities Act with respect to the shares of Common Stock underlying the warrants is then effective and a prospectus relating thereto is current,
subject to our satisfying our obligations described below with respect to registration. No warrant is exercisable, and we are not obligated to issue shares of Common Stock upon
exercise of a warrant, unless Common Stock issuable upon such warrant exercise has been registered, qualified or deemed to be exempt under the securities laws of the state of
residence of the registered holder of the warrants. In the event that the conditions in the two immediately preceding sentences are not satisfied with respect to a warrant, the
holder of such warrant is not entitled to exercise such warrant and such warrant may have no value and expire worthless.

If our Common Stock is at the time of any exercise of a warrant not listed on a national securities exchange such that it satisfies the definition of a “covered security”
under Section 18(b)(1) of the Securities Act, we may, at our option, require holders of public warrants who exercise their warrants to do so on a “cashless basis” in accordance
with Section 3(a)(9) of the Securities Act and, in the event we so elect, we will not be required to file or maintain in effect a registration statement, but we will be required to use
our best efforts to register or qualify the shares under applicable blue sky laws to the extent an exemption is not available.

We may call the warrants for redemption:

• in whole and not in part;
• at a price of  $0.01 per warrant;
• upon not less than 30 days’ prior written notice of redemption to each warrant holder;
• if, and only if, the reported last sale price of the Common Stock equals or exceeds $18.00 per share (as adjusted for stock splits, stock dividends, reorganizations,

recapitalizations and the like) for any 20 trading days within a 30-trading day period ending three business days before we send the notice of redemption to the warrant
holders; and

• if and when the warrants become redeemable by us, we may exercise our redemption right even if we are unable to register or qualify the underlying securities for sale
under all applicable state securities laws.

We have established the last of the redemption criterion discussed above to prevent a redemption call unless there is at the time of the call a significant premium to the
warrant exercise price. If the foregoing conditions are satisfied, and we issue a notice of redemption of the warrants, each warrant holder will be entitled to exercise its warrant
prior to the scheduled redemption date. However, the price of the Common Stock may fall below the $18.00 redemption trigger price (as adjusted for stock splits, stock
dividends, reorganizations, recapitalizations and the like) as well as the $11.50 warrant exercise price after the redemption notice is issued.

If we call the warrants for redemption as described above, our management will have the option to require any holder that wishes to exercise its warrant to do so on a
“cashless basis.” In determining whether to require all holders to exercise their warrants on a “cashless basis,” our management will consider, among other factors, our cash
position, the number of warrants that are outstanding and the dilutive effect on our stockholders of issuing the maximum number of shares of Common Stock issuable upon the
exercise of our warrants. If our management takes advantage of this option, all holders of warrants would pay the exercise price by surrendering their warrants for that number
of shares of Common Stock equal to the quotient obtained by dividing (x) the product of the number of shares of Common Stock underlying the warrants, multiplied by the
excess of the “fair market value” (defined



below) over the exercise price of the warrants by (y) the fair market value. The “fair market value” shall mean the average reported last sale price of the Common Stock for the
ten trading days ending on the third trading day prior to the date on which the notice of redemption is sent to the holders of warrants. If our management takes advantage of this
option, the notice of redemption will contain the information necessary to calculate the number of shares of Common Stock to be received upon exercise of the warrants,
including the “fair market value” in such case. Requiring a cashless exercise in this manner will reduce the number of shares to be issued and thereby lessen the dilutive effect of
a warrant redemption.

A holder of a warrant may notify us in writing in the event it elects to be subject to a requirement that such holder will not have the right to exercise such warrant, to the
extent that after giving effect to such exercise, such person (together with such person’s affiliates), to the warrant agent’s actual knowledge, would beneficially own in excess of
9.8% (or such other amount as a holder may specify) of the shares of Common Stock outstanding immediately after giving effect to such exercise.

If the number of outstanding shares of Common Stock is increased by a stock dividend payable in shares of Common Stock, or by a split-up of shares of Common
Stock or other similar event, then, on the effective date of such stock dividend, split-up or similar event, the number of shares of Common Stock issuable on exercise of each
warrant will be increased in proportion to such increase in the outstanding shares of Common Stock. A rights offering to holders of Common Stock entitling holders to purchase
shares of Common Stock at a price less than the fair market value will be deemed a stock dividend of a number of shares of Common Stock equal to the product of   (i) the
number of shares of Common Stock actually sold in such rights offering (or issuable under any other equity securities sold in such rights offering that are convertible into or
exercisable for Common Stock) multiplied by (ii) one minus the quotient of  (x) the price per share of Common Stock paid in such rights offering divided by (y) the fair market
value. For these purposes (i) if the rights offering is for securities convertible into or exercisable for Common Stock, in determining the price payable for Common Stock, there
will be taken into account any consideration received for such rights, as well as any additional amount payable upon exercise or conversion and (ii) fair market value means the
volume weighted average price of Common Stock as reported during the ten trading day period ending on the trading day prior to the first date on which the shares of Common
Stock trade on the applicable exchange or in the applicable market, regular way, without the right to receive such rights.

In addition, if we, at any time while the warrants are outstanding and unexpired, pay a dividend or make a distribution in cash, securities or other assets to the holders
of Common Stock on account of such shares of Common Stock (or other shares of our capital stock into which the warrants are convertible), other than (a) as described above
and (b) certain cash dividends, then the warrant exercise price will be decreased, effective immediately after the effective date of such event, by the amount of cash and/or the
fair market value of any securities or other assets paid on each share of Common Stock in respect of such event.

If the number of outstanding shares of our Common Stock is decreased by a consolidation, combination, reverse stock split or reclassification of shares of Common
Stock or other similar event, then, on the effective date of such consolidation, combination, reverse stock split, reclassification or similar event, the number of shares of
Common Stock issuable on exercise of each warrant will be decreased in proportion to such decrease in outstanding shares of Common Stock.

Whenever the number of shares of Common Stock purchasable upon the exercise of the warrants is adjusted, as described above, the warrant exercise price will be
adjusted by multiplying the warrant exercise price immediately prior to such adjustment by a fraction (x) the numerator of which will be the number of shares of Common Stock
purchasable upon the exercise of the warrants immediately prior to such adjustment, and (y) the denominator of which will be the number of shares of Common Stock so
purchasable immediately thereafter.

In case of any reclassification or reorganization of the outstanding shares of Common Stock (other than those described above or that solely affects the par value of
such shares of Common Stock), or in the case of any merger or consolidation of us with or into another corporation (other than a consolidation or merger in which we are the
continuing corporation and that does not result in any reclassification or reorganization of our outstanding shares of Common Stock), or in the case of any sale or conveyance to
another corporation or entity of the assets or other property of us as an entirety or substantially as an entirety in connection with which we are dissolved, the holders of the
warrants will thereafter have the right to purchase and receive, upon the basis and upon the terms and conditions specified in the warrants and in lieu of the shares of our
Common Stock immediately theretofore purchasable and receivable upon the exercise of the rights represented thereby, the kind and amount of shares of stock or other



securities or property (including cash) receivable upon such reclassification, reorganization, merger or consolidation, or upon a dissolution following any such sale or transfer,
that the holder of the warrants would have received if such holder had exercised their warrants immediately prior to such event. If less than 70% of the consideration receivable
by the holders of Common Stock in such a transaction is payable in the form of Common Stock in the successor entity that is listed for trading on a national securities exchange
or is quoted in an established over-the-counter market, or is to be so listed for trading or quoted immediately following such event, and if the registered holder of the warrant
properly exercises the warrant within thirty days following public disclosure of such transaction, the warrant exercise price will be reduced as specified in the Warrant
Agreement based on the Black-Scholes value (as defined in the Warrant Agreement) of the warrant.

The warrants were issued in registered form under the Warrant Agreement. The Warrant Agreement provides that the terms of the warrants may be amended without
the consent of any holder to cure any ambiguity or correct any defective provision, but requires the approval by the holders of at least 65% of the then outstanding public
warrants to make any change that adversely affects the interests of the registered holders of public warrants.

The warrants may be exercised upon surrender of the warrant certificate on or prior to the expiration date at the offices of the warrant agent, with the exercise form on
the reverse side of the warrant certificate completed and executed as indicated, accompanied by full payment of the exercise price (or on a cashless basis, if applicable), by
certified or official bank check payable to us, for the number of warrants being exercised. The warrant holders do not have the rights or privileges of holders of Common Stock
or any voting rights until they exercise their warrants and receive shares of Common Stock. After the issuance of shares of Common Stock upon exercise of the warrants, each
holder will be entitled to one (1) vote for each share held of record on all matters to be voted on by stockholders.

No fractional shares will be issued upon exercise of the warrants. If, upon exercise of the warrants, a holder would be entitled to receive a fractional interest in a share,
we will, upon exercise, round down to the nearest whole number of shares of Common Stock to be issued to the warrant holder.

Dividends

The payment of cash dividends in the future will be dependent upon our revenues and earnings, if any, capital requirements and general financial condition. The
payment of any cash dividends subsequent to a business combination will be within the discretion of our Board at such time.

Transfer Agent and Warrant Agent

The transfer agent for our Common Stock and warrant agent for our warrants is Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company. We have agreed to indemnify
Continental Stock Transfer & Trust Company in its roles as transfer agent and warrant agent, its agents and each of its stockholders, directors, officers and employees against
all liabilities, including judgments, costs and reasonable counsel fees that may arise out of acts performed or omitted for its activities in that capacity, except for any liability due
to any gross negligence, willful misconduct or bad faith of the indemnified person or entity.

Certain Anti-Takeover Provisions of Delaware Law, our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and our Second Amended and Restated Bylaws

Provisions of the DGCL and our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and our Second Amended and Restated Bylaws could make it more
difficult to acquire the Company by means of a tender offer, a proxy contest or otherwise, or to remove incumbent officers and directors. These provisions, summarized below,
are intended to discourage coercive takeover practices and inadequate takeover bids and to encourage persons seeking to acquire control of us to first negotiate with the Board.
We believe that the benefits of these provisions outweigh the disadvantages of discouraging certain takeover or acquisition proposals because, among other things, negotiation
of these proposals could result in an improvement of their terms and enhance the ability of the Board to maximize stockholder value. However, these provisions may delay,
deter or prevent a merger or acquisition of us that a stockholder might consider is in its best interest, including those attempts that might result in a premium over the prevailing
market price of our Common Stock.



Business Combinations with Interested Stockholders

Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that we are not subject to Section 203 of the DGCL, an anti-takeover law. In general, Section
203 prohibits a publicly held Delaware corporation from engaging in a business combination, such as a merger, with an “interested stockholder” (which includes a person or
group owning 15% or more of the corporation’s voting stock) for a period of three years following the date the person became an interested stockholder, unless (with certain
exceptions) the business combination or the transaction in which the person became an interested stockholder is approved in a prescribed manner. However, our Second
Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation contains provisions that have a similar effect to Section 203, except that they provide that Landsea Holdings, affiliates of
Landsea Holdings and their respective successors and their direct and indirect transferees will not be deemed to be “interested stockholders,” so long as any such party
continuously owns 15% or more of the outstanding voting stock of the Company.

Requirements for Advance Notification of Stockholder Meetings, Nominations and Proposals

Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that special meetings of the stockholders (a) may be called at any time by the Board or the
Chairman of the Board; and (b) shall be called by the Chairman of the Board or the Secretary of the Company upon the written request or requests of one or more persons who
beneficially own shares representing at least 25% of the voting power of the stock outstanding and entitled to vote on the matter or matters proposed to be brought before the
special meeting and who comply with such procedures for calling a special meeting of stockholders as may be set forth in the Second Amended and Restated Bylaws. Our
Second Amended and Restated Bylaws prohibit the conduct of any business at a special meeting other than as specified in the notice for such meeting. These provisions may
have the effect of deferring, delaying or discouraging hostile takeovers or changes in control or management of the Company.

Our Second Amended and Restated Bylaws establish advance notice procedures with respect to stockholder proposals and the nomination of candidates for election as
director. In order for any matter to be “properly brought” before a meeting, a stockholder will have to comply with such advance notice procedures and provide us with certain
information. Our Second Amended and Restated Bylaws allow the Board or the chairman of a meeting of stockholders to adopt rules and regulations for the conduct of
meetings which may have the effect of precluding the conduct of certain business at a meeting if such rules and regulations are not followed. These provisions may also defer,
delay or discourage a potential acquirer from conducting a solicitation of proxies to elect the acquirer’s own slate of directors or otherwise attempting to influence or obtain
control of the Company.

Supermajority Voting for Amendments to Our Governing Documents

Any amendment to our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation requires the affirmative vote of at least 70% of the voting power of the stock
outstanding and entitled to vote thereon. Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that the Board is expressly authorized to adopt, amend or
repeal our bylaws and that our stockholders may amend our bylaws only with the affirmative vote of the holders at least 70% of the voting power of the stock outstanding and
entitled to vote thereon.

No Cumulative Voting

The DGCL provides that a stockholder’s right to vote cumulatively in the election of directors does not exist unless the certificate of incorporation specifically
provides otherwise. Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation does not provide for cumulative voting.

Removal of Directors; Vacancies

Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Bylaws provide that directors may be removed
with or without cause from office at any time, by the affirmative vote of a majority of the voting power of the stock outstanding and entitled to vote thereon. In addition, our
Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Bylaws provide that any newly created directorships and any
vacancies on the Board will be filled only by the affirmative vote of the majority of remaining directors. Therefore, while stockholders meeting the applicable requirements may
call a special meeting for the purpose of removing directors, stockholders are not able to elect new directors to fill any resulting vacancies that may be created as a result of such
a special meeting.



Stockholder Action by Written Consent

The DGCL permits any action required to be taken at any annual or special meeting of the stockholders to be taken without a meeting, without prior notice and without
a vote if a consent in writing, setting forth the action so taken, is signed by the holders of outstanding stock having not less than the minimum number of votes that would be
necessary to authorize or take such action at a meeting at which all shares of stock entitled to vote thereon were present and voted, unless the certificate of incorporation
provides otherwise. Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and our Second Amended and Restated bylaws preclude stockholder action by written
consent once the Company is no longer controlled by Landsea Holdings.

Limitations on Liability and Indemnification of Officers and Directors

The DGCL authorizes corporations to limit or eliminate the personal liability of officers and directors to corporations and their stockholders for monetary damages for
breaches of directors’ fiduciary duties. Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and our Second Amended and Restated Bylaws include provisions that
eliminate, to the extent allowable under the DGCL, the personal liability of officers and directors for monetary damages for actions taken as an officer or a director, as the case
may be. Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and our Second Amended and Restated Bylaws also provide that we must indemnify and advance
reasonable expenses to our officers and directors to the fullest extent authorized by the DGCL. We are also expressly authorized to carry directors’ and officers’ insurance for
our officers and directors as well as certain employees for certain liabilities.

The limitation of liability and indemnification provisions in our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation and our Second Amended and Restated
Bylaws may discourage stockholders from bringing a lawsuit against officers and directors for breach of their fiduciary duty. These provisions may also have the effect of
reducing the likelihood of derivative litigation against officers and directors, even though such an action, if successful, might otherwise benefit the Company and our
stockholders. In addition, your investment may be adversely affected to the extent that, in a class action or direct suit, we pay the costs of settlement and damage awards against
officers and directors pursuant to these indemnification provisions.

At present, there is no pending litigation or proceeding involving our directors or officers for whom indemnification is required or permitted, and we are not aware of
any threatened litigation or proceeding that may result in a claim for indemnification.

Authorized but Unissued Shares

Our authorized but unissued shares of Common Stock and preferred stock are available for future issuance without stockholder approval. The DGCL does not require
stockholder approval for any issuance of authorized shares. However, the rules of the Nasdaq Stock Market require stockholder approval of certain issuances equal to or
exceeding 20% of the then-outstanding voting power or the then-outstanding number of shares of common stock. No assurances can be given that our shares will remain so
listed. We may use additional shares for a variety of corporate purposes, including future public offerings to raise additional capital, corporate acquisitions and employee benefit
plans. As discussed above, the Board has the ability to issue preferred stock with voting rights or other preferences, without stockholder approval. The existence of authorized
but unissued shares of Common Stock and preferred stock could render more difficult or discourage an attempt to obtain control of the Company by means of a proxy contest,
tender offer, merger or otherwise.

Corporate Opportunities

In recognition that Landsea Holdings and its affiliates may engage in the same or similar activities or related lines of business that we do or other business activities
that overlap or compete with our business, our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides for the allocation of certain corporate opportunities between
us and Landsea Holdings. Specifically, Landsea Holdings and its affiliates will not compete with the Company in the “domestic homebuilding business,” as such term is defined
therein, so long as it, together with its affiliates, controls more than 10% of the Company or has a representative serving on the Board.



Forum Selection Clause

Our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that, unless we select or consent in writing to the selection of an alternative forum, the sole
and exclusive forum, to the fullest extent permitted by law, and subject to applicable jurisdictional requirements, shall be the Court of Chancery of the State of Delaware (or, if
the Court of Chancery does not have or declines to accept jurisdiction, another state court or a federal court located within the State of Delaware) for any complaint asserting
claims, including any derivative action or proceeding brought on our behalf, based upon a violation of a duty by a current or former director, officer, employee or stockholder in
such capacity, any action as to which the DGCL confers jurisdiction upon the Court of Chancery, or any other action asserting a claim that is governed by the internal affairs
doctrine as interpreted by Delaware state courts.

In addition, our Second Amended and Restated Certificate of Incorporation provides that the sole and exclusive forum for any complaint asserting a cause of action
arising under the Securities Act of 1933 (the “Securities Act”), to the fullest extent permitted by law, shall be the federal district courts of the United States, but the forum
selection provision will not apply to claims brought to enforce a duty or liability created by the Securities Exchange Act of 1934.

Stockholder’s Agreement

The Company and Landsea Holdings have entered into the Amended and Restated Stockholder’s Agreement, whereby, among other things, the parties have agreed (i)
that, for so long as Landsea Holdings owns at least 6% of our common stock, Landsea Holdings will have the right to designate the percentage of the total number of directors
on our board as would be equal to the percentage of our common stock then held by Landsea Holdings (provided that Landsea Holdings’ designees shall represent 75% of the
total number of directors when Landsea Holdings owns at least a majority of our common stock), subject to certain requirements regarding such designees’ independence, (iii)
to provide Landsea Holdings with veto rights with respect to certain actions of the Company, (iv) not to, to the extent permitted by applicable law, share confidential
information related to the Company, (v) to waive their right to jury trial and choose Delaware as the choice of law, and (vi) to vote their Common Stock in furtherance of the
aforementioned rights, in each case on terms and subject to the conditions set forth therein. In addition, Landsea Holdings also agreed not to compete with the Company in the
“domestic homebuilding business,” as such term is defined therein, so long as it, together with its affiliates, controls more than 10% of the Company or has a representative
serving on the Board.

Registration Rights

Under the Warrant Agreement, the Company agreed to register shares of Common Stock underlying its warrants.

Pursuant to that certain Registration Rights Agreement (the “Demand Registration Rights Agreement”), by and between the Company, dated June 19, 2018, those
persons holding Founder Shares (as defined in the Demand Registration Rights Agreement) (the “LF Capital Restricted Stockholders”) and their permitted transferees can
demand that we register the shares of Common Stock into which Founder Shares automatically converted at the time of the consummation of the Business Combination. The LF
Capital Restricted Stockholders are entitled to make up to three demands, excluding short form demands, that the Company register such securities. In addition, the LF Capital
Restricted Stockholders have certain “piggy-back” registration rights with respect to registration statements filed subsequent to the consummation of the Business Combination.
The Company will bear the expenses incurred in connection with the filing of any such registration statements.

The Company also provided Landsea Holdings, pursuant to the Merger Agreement, and certain investors, pursuant to those certain Forward Purchase and Subscription
Agreements entered into by certain investors, the Company and the Sponsor, on August 31, 2020, in connection with the Merger Agreement, with certain customary registration
rights.

Listing of Securities

Our Common Stock and public warrants are listed on Nasdaq under the symbols “LSEA,” and “LSEAW,” respectively.



Exhibit 21.1
LANDSEA HOMES CORPORATION

Subsidiaries List

Entity Name Jurisdiction of Formation
1 54 Windsor, LLC AZ
2 A & J Companies, LLC AZ
3 Acoma Court, LLC AZ
4 Alice Park, LLC AZ
5 AV1, LLC AZ
6 Bethany Ranch, LLC AZ
7 CDR11, LLC AZ
8 Country Club Lakes Developers, LLC FL
9 Garrett Walker Homes, LLC AZ
10 Georgiana Community Developers LLC FL
11 Grand Manor, LLC AZ
12 GW Sales, LLC AZ
13 GWH Cantada, LLC AZ
14 GWH Grand Village, LLC AZ
15 GWH Holdings, LLC AZ
16 GWH Mountain Views, LLC AZ
17 GWH NCC 13 & 14, LLC AZ
18 GWH NCC 9 & 11, LLC AZ
19 GWH NCC, LLC AZ
20 GWH NCC-71, LLC AZ
21 GWH Northern Farms, LLC AZ
22 GWH Park Forest, LLC AZ
23 GWH Sundance, LLC AZ
24 GWH Sunrise, LLC AZ
25 GWH Sunset Farms, LLC AZ
26 GWH Trenton Park, LLC AZ
27 GWH West Pointe Estates, LLC AZ
28 GWH West Pointe Village, LLC AZ
29 Hanover Family Builders, LLC FL
30 Hanover Sunrise Ridge, LLC FL
31 Hearn Manor, LLC AZ
32 Heritage Point Community Developers LLC FL
33 HFB Ardmore Phase III, LLC FL
34 HFB Beresford Woods, LLC FL
35 HFB Celery Avenue, LLC FL
36 HFB Cypress Hammock, LLC FL
37 HFB Cypress Oaks, LLC FL
38 HFB First Place, LLC FL
39 HFB Greenfield, LLC FL
40 HFB Hammock Reserve, LLC FL
41 HFB Horse Creek, LLC FL



Entity Name Jurisdiction of Formation
42 HFB Kentucky Square, LLC FL
43 HFB Lakes, LLC FL
44 HFB Marion Ridge, LLC FL
45 HFB Orchid Terrace, LLC FL
46 HFB Preservation Pointe LLC FL
47 HFB Ridgeview LLC FL
48 HFB Sky Ventures, LLC FL
49 HFB Storey Creek, LLC DE
50 HFB Sunrise, LLC FL
51 HFB Trinity Lakes, LLC FL
52 HFB Trinity Place, LLC FL
53 HFB Williams Preserve, LLC FL
54 HFB Wiregrass Partner, LLC FL
55 HNM, LLC AZ
56 JJAZ Construction, LLC AZ
57 Landsea Construction Arizona Inc. DE
58 Landsea Construction Inc. DE
59 Landsea Construction LLC CA
60 Landsea Development Arizona LLC AZ
61 Landsea Homes of Arizona LLC DE
62 Landsea Homes of California LLC DE
63 Landsea Homes of Colorado LLC DE
64 Landsea Homes of Florida LLC DE
65 Landsea Homes of Texas LLC DE
66 Landsea Homes US Corporation DE
67 Landsea Homes- WAB 2 LLC DE
68 Landsea Homes-WAB LLC DE
69 Landsea Insurance Agency LLC DE
70 Landsea Real Estate Arizona Inc. DE
71 Landsea Real Estate California, Inc. CA
72 Landsea Real Estate Inc. CA
73 Landsea Real Estate, New Jersey, L.L.C. DE
74 Landsea Title LLC DE
75 Landsea Urban LLC DE
76 LS Manager Vale LLC DE
77 LS-14 Ave JV LLC DE
78 LS-14 Ave LLC DE
79 LS-14 Ave Member LLC DE
80 LS-14 Ave Mezz LLC DE
81 LS-51 Peoria LLC DE
82 LS-925 Wolfe LLC DE
83 LS-Alameda Marina LLC DE
84 LS-Anaheim LLC DE
85 LS-Anthem LLC DE



Entity Name Jurisdiction of Formation
86 LS-Bentridge LLC DE
87 LS-Boston Point LLC DE
88 LS-Chandler LLC DE
89 LS-Chatsworth LLC DE
90 LS-Citrus Park LLC DE
91 LS-Danville LLC DE
92 LS-Eastmark LLC DE
93 LS-Eastmark V LLC DE
94 LS-FL Courtyards at Waterstone LLC DE
95 LS-Fontana LLC DE
96 LS-Goodyear LLC DE
97 LS-LA Simi LLC CA
98 LS-LA Simi Mezz LLC DE
99 LS-LCF CA, LLC DE

100 LS-Lido LLC DE
101 LS-Milpitas LLC DE
102 LS-Newark LLC DE
103 LS-NJ Port Imperial Borrower, LLC DE
104 LS-NJ Port Imperial EB5 Borrower, LLC DE
105 LS-NJ Port Imperial JV, LLC DE
106 LS-NJ Port Imperial LLC DE
107 LS-NJ Port Imperial Member, LLC DE
108 LS-North Phoenix LLC DE
109 LS-Novato LLC DE
110 LS-OC Portola LLC CA
111 LS-Ontario II LLC DE
112 LS-Ontario LLC DE
113 LS-PA Boston Point LLC DE
114 LS-Placentia LLC DE
115 LS-Queen Creek II LLC DE
116 LS-Queen Creek LLC DE
117 LS-San Juan LLC DE
118 LS-San Tan Gateway LLC DE
119 LS-Santa Clara LLC DE
120 LS-SF Jordan Ranch LLC CA
121 LS-Sunnyvale LLC CA
122 LS-Tracy LLC DE
123 LS-VEH 2 LLC DE
124 LS-VEH Country Club Lakes LLC DE
125 LS-VEH Eagle Crest LLC FL
126 LS-VEH Georgiana Reserve LLC DE
127 LS-VEH Halifax Bulow LLC DE
128 LS-VEH Halifax Estate LLC DE
129 LS-VEH Junction LLC DE



Entity Name Jurisdiction of Formation
130 LS-VEH Lake Helen LLC DE
131 LS-VEH LLC DE
132 LS-VEH Redtail LLC DE
133 LS-VEH St. John's LLC DE
134 LS-VEH TX 2 LLC DE
135 LS-VEH TX LLC DE
136 LS-Verrado Marketside LLC DE
137 LS-Verrado Victory Duplex LLC DE
138 LS-Walnut Creek LLC CA
139 LS-Wilder LLC DE
140 Mercedes Premier Homes Jacksonville LLC FL
141 Mercedes Premier Homes Melbourne LLC FL
142 Mercedes Premier Homes, LLC FL
143 Mercedes Premier Realty, LLC FL
144 Olive Park, LLC AZ
145 Paradise 21, LLC AZ
146 Pinnacle West Homes Alamar LLC AZ
147 Pinnacle West Homes and Development, LLC AZ
148 Pinnacle West Homes Centerra LLC AZ
149 Pinnacle West Homes Destiny LLC AZ
150 Pinnacle West Homes E-69 LLC AZ
151 Pinnacle West Homes E44, LLC AZ
152 Pinnacle West Homes E48 LLC AZ
153 Pinnacle West Homes E70 LLC AZ
154 Pinnacle West Homes E92 LLC AZ
155 Pinnacle West Homes Encanta LLC AZ
156 Pinnacle West Homes Highlands LLC AZ
157 Pinnacle West Homes Holding LLC DE
158 Pinnacle West Homes M71 LLC AZ
159 Pinnacle West Homes M72 LLC AZ
160 Pinnacle West Homes V117, LLC AZ
161 Portola PA-1 Mezz Owner LLC DE
162 Portola PA-1 Owner, LLC DE
163 Portola PA-3 Mezz Owner LLC DE
164 Portola PA-3 Owner, LLC DE
165 Portola PA-4 Mezz Owner LLC DE
166 Portola PA-4 Owner, LLC DE
167 Portola PA-5 Mezz Owner LLC DE
168 Portola PA-5 Owner, LLC DE
169 Portola PA-5B Mezz Owner LLC DE
170 Portola PA-5B Owner, LLC DE
171 PSH Partnership, LLC FL
172 SFGW, LLC AZ
173 SGCR, LLC AZ



Entity Name Jurisdiction of Formation
174 SMGWH, LLC AZ
175 Summers Place At Baseline, LLC AZ
176 The Grove At Baseline, LLC AZ
177 The Junction Community Developers LLC FL
178 The Ridge, LLC AZ
179 The Vale PA-1 Owner, LLC DE
180 The Vale PA-2 Owner, LLC DE
181 The Vale PA-3 Owner, LLC DE
182 Thompson Road, LLC FL
183 Thousand Oaks Development, LLC FL
184 Townley Park, LLC AZ
185 VE Homes, LLC FL
186 Vintage Estate Homes LLC FL
187 Vintage Estate Homes of Texas LLC FL
188 Williams Preserve Phase III, LLC FL



Exhibit 23.1

Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

We consent to the incorporation by reference in Registration Statement No. 333-252569 on Form S-3 and Registration Statement No. 333-254307 on Form S-8 of our reports
dated February 29, 2024, relating to the financial statements of Landsea Homes Corporation and the effectiveness of Landsea Homes Corporation's internal control over
financial reporting appearing in this Annual Report on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31, 2023.

/s/ DELOITTE & TOUCHE LLP

Costa Mesa, California
February 29, 2024



Exhibit 23.2

Consent of Independent Registered Public Accounting Firm

We hereby consent to the incorporation by reference in the Registration Statement on Form S-3 (No. 333-252569) and Form S-8 (No. 333-254307) of Landsea Homes
Corporation of our report dated March 16, 2022 relating to the financial statements which appears in this Form 10-K.

/s/ PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Los Angeles, California
February 29, 2024



EXHIBIT 31.1

CERTIFICATIONS

I, John Ho, certify that:

1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Landsea Homes Corporation;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with
respect to the period covered by this report;

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this
report;

4. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures
(as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under
our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made
known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

(b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this
report based on such evaluation; and

(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially
affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and



5. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the
equivalent functions):

(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting
which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial
information; and

(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

Date: February 29, 2024

By: /s/ John Ho
Name: John Ho
Title: Chief Executive Officer

(Principal Executive Officer)



EXHIBIT 31.2

CERTIFICATIONS

I, Chris Porter, certify that:

1. I have reviewed this annual report on Form 10-K of Landsea Homes Corporation;

2. Based on my knowledge, this report does not contain any untrue statement of a material fact or omit to state a material fact
necessary to make the statements made, in light of the circumstances under which such statements were made, not misleading with
respect to the period covered by this report;

3. Based on my knowledge, the financial statements, and other financial information included in this report, fairly present in all material
respects the financial condition, results of operations and cash flows of the registrant as of, and for, the periods presented in this
report;

4. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I are responsible for establishing and maintaining disclosure controls and procedures
(as defined in Exchange Act Rules 13a-15(e) and 15d-15(e)) and internal control over financial reporting (as defined in Exchange Act
Rules 13a-15(f) and 15d-15(f)) for the registrant and have:

(a) Designed such disclosure controls and procedures, or caused such disclosure controls and procedures to be designed under
our supervision, to ensure that material information relating to the registrant, including its consolidated subsidiaries, is made
known to us by others within those entities, particularly during the period in which this report is being prepared;

(b) Designed such internal control over financial reporting, or caused such internal control over financial reporting to be designed
under our supervision, to provide reasonable assurance regarding the reliability of financial reporting and the preparation of
financial statements for external purposes in accordance with generally accepted accounting principles;

(c) Evaluated the effectiveness of the registrant’s disclosure controls and procedures and presented in this report our
conclusions about the effectiveness of the disclosure controls and procedures, as of the end of the period covered by this
report based on such evaluation; and

(d) Disclosed in this report any change in the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting that occurred during the
registrant’s most recent fiscal quarter (the registrant’s fourth fiscal quarter in the case of an annual report) that has materially
affected, or is reasonably likely to materially affect, the registrant’s internal control over financial reporting; and



5. The registrant’s other certifying officer(s) and I have disclosed, based on our most recent evaluation of internal control over financial
reporting, to the registrant’s auditors and the audit committee of the registrant’s board of directors (or persons performing the
equivalent functions):

(a) All significant deficiencies and material weaknesses in the design or operation of internal control over financial reporting
which are reasonably likely to adversely affect the registrant’s ability to record, process, summarize and report financial
information; and

(b) Any fraud, whether or not material, that involves management or other employees who have a significant role in the
registrant’s internal control over financial reporting.

Date: February 29, 2024

By: /s/ Chris Porter
Name: Chris Porter
Title: Chief Financial Officer

(Principal Financial Officer)



EXHIBIT 32.1

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350

In connection with the annual report of Landsea Homes Corporation (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31,
2023, as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Annual Report”), I, John Ho, Chief Executive Officer
of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of 2002, that
to the best of my knowledge:

1. the Annual Report fully complies with the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

2. information contained in the Annual Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of
the Company.

Date: February 29, 2024

By: /s/ John Ho
Name: John Ho
Title: Chief Executive Officer

(Principal Executive Officer)



EXHIBIT 32.2

CERTIFICATION PURSUANT TO 18 U.S.C. SECTION 1350

In connection with the annual report of Landsea Homes Corporation (the “Company”) on Form 10-K for the year ended December 31,
2023, as filed with the Securities and Exchange Commission on the date hereof (the “Annual Report”), I, Chris Porter, Chief Financial
Officer of the Company, certify, pursuant to 18 U.S.C. Section 1350, as adopted pursuant to Section 906 of the Sarbanes-Oxley Act of
2002, that to the best of my knowledge:

1. the Annual Report fully complies with the requirements of section 13(a) or 15(d) of the Securities Exchange Act of 1934; and

2. information contained in the Annual Report fairly presents, in all material respects, the financial condition and results of operations of
the Company.

Date: February 29, 2024

By: /s/ Chris Porter
Name: Chris Porter
Title: Chief Financial Officer

(Principal Financial Officer)



Exhibit 97

LANDSEA HOMES CORPORATION
CLAWBACK POLICY

(Effective Date: October 2, 2023)

Recoupment of Incentive-Based Compensation

It is the policy of Landsea Homes Corporation (the “Company”) that, in the event the Company is required to prepare an accounting
restatement of the Company’s financial statements due to the Company’s material non-compliance with any financial reporting requirement
under the federal securities laws (including any such correction that is material to the previously issued financial statements, or that would
result in a material misstatement if the error were corrected in the current period or left uncorrected in the current period), the Company will
recover on a reasonably prompt basis the amount of any Incentive-Based Compensation Received by a Covered Executive during the Recovery
Period that exceeds the amount that otherwise would have been Received had it been determined based on the restated financial statements.

Policy Administration and Definitions

This Clawback Policy (this “Policy”) is administered by the Compensation Committee (the “Committee”) of the Company’s Board of
Directors, subject to ratification by the Board of Directors, and is intended to comply with, and as applicable to be administered and interpreted
consistent with, and subject to the exceptions set forth in, Listing Standard 5608 adopted by The Nasdaq Stock Market to implement Rule 10D-
1 under the Securities Exchange Act of 1934, as amended (collectively, “Rule 10D-1”). This Policy replaces the Landsea Homes Corporation
Clawback Policy dated April 19, 2021 with respect to compensation Received on or after October 2, 2023.

For purposes of this Policy:

“Incentive-Based Compensation” means any compensation granted, earned, or vested based in whole or in part on the Company’s
attainment of a financial reporting measure that was Received by a person (i) on or after October 2, 2023 and after the person began
service as a Covered Executive, and (ii) who served as a Covered Executive at any time during the performance period for the Incentive-
Based Compensation. A financial reporting measure is (i) any measure that is determined and presented in accordance with the
accounting principles used in preparing the Company’s financial statements and any measure derived wholly or in part from such a
measure, and (ii) any measure based in whole or in part on the Company’s stock price or total shareholder return.

Incentive-Based Compensation is deemed to be “Received” in the fiscal period during which the relevant financial reporting measure is
attained, regardless of when the compensation is actually paid or awarded.

“Covered Executive” means any “executive officer” of the Company as defined under Rule 10D-1.



“Recovery Period” means the three completed fiscal years immediately preceding the date that the Company is required to prepare the
accounting restatement described in this Policy, all as determined pursuant to Rule 10D-1, and any transition period of less than nine
months that is within or immediately following such three fiscal years.

If the Committee determines the amount of Incentive-Based Compensation Received by a Covered Executive during a Recovery Period
exceeds the amount that would have been Received if determined or calculated based on the Company’s restated financial results, such excess
amount of Incentive-Based Compensation shall be subject to recoupment by the Company pursuant to this Policy. For Incentive-Based
Compensation based on stock price or total shareholder return, where the amount of erroneously awarded compensation is not subject to
mathematical recalculation directly from the information in an accounting restatement, the Committee will determine the amount based on a
reasonable estimate of the effect of the accounting restatement on the relevant stock price or total shareholder return. In all cases, the
calculation of the excess amount of Incentive-Based Compensation to be recovered will be determined without regard to any taxes paid with
respect to such compensation. The Company will maintain and will provide to the Nasdaq Stock Market documentation of all determinations
and actions taken in complying with this Policy. Any determinations made by the Committee under this Policy shall be final and binding on all
affected individuals.

The Company may effect any recovery pursuant to this Policy by requiring payment of such amount(s) to the Company, by set-off, by
reducing future compensation, or by such other means or combination of means as the Committee determines to be appropriate. The Company
need not recover the excess amount of Incentive-Based Compensation if and to the extent that the Committee determines that such recovery is
impracticable, subject to and in accordance with any applicable exceptions under the Nasdaq Stock Market listing rules, and not required under
Rule 10D-1, including if the Committee determines that the direct expense paid to a third party to assist in enforcing this Policy would exceed
the amount to be recovered after making a reasonable attempt to recover such amounts. The Company is authorized to take appropriate steps to
implement this Policy with respect to Incentive-Based Compensation arrangements with Covered Executives.

Any right of recoupment or recovery pursuant to this Policy is in addition to, and not in lieu of, any other remedies or rights of
recoupment that may be available to the Company pursuant to the terms of any other policy, any employment agreement or plan or award
terms, and any other legal remedies available to the Company; provided that the Company shall not recoup amounts pursuant to such other
policy, terms or remedies to the extent it is recovered pursuant to this Policy. The Company shall not indemnify any Covered Executive against
the loss of any Incentive-Based Compensation (or provide any advancement of expenses in such instance), including any payment or
reimbursement for the cost of third-party insurance purchased by any Covered Executives to fund potential recovery obligations under this
Policy.


